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INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION AND
EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1994

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIVE AMERICAN AFFAIRS,

COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:59 a.m. in room
1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Bill Richardson
[chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
STATEMENT OF HON. BILL RICHARDSON, A U.S. REPRESENTA-

TIVE FROM NEW MEXICO, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE
ON NATIVE AMERICAN AFFAIRS
Mr. RICHARDSON. The Subcommittee on Native American Affairs

will come to order. This morning we will be taking testimony on
the implementation of the Indian Self-Determination Act, and also,
the development of regulations following passage of the 1988
amendments to the Self-determination Act.

The Indian Self-determination and Education Assistance Act was
signed into law in 1975 in order to maximize tribal participation
in the planning and administration of practical services and pro-
grams, as well as to reduce the Federal bureaucracy within those
programs.

Despite passage of the act, tribal attempts to assume the oper-
ation of Federal programs have been hindered by an increased Fed-
eral operation of Federal programs, and they have been hindered
by an increased Federal bureaucracy as well as by restrictive and
unnecessary contracting regulations.

The 1988 amendments to the Indian Self-determination Act were
intended to remove these barriers to contracting. The 1988 amend-
ments required the BIA and the Indian Health Service to develop
regulations with the participation of tribes by October of 1989.

Six years later, the agencies have yet to promulgate regulations.
Despite the preparation of two sets of negotiated tribal Federal
draft regulations between 1988 and 1990, the agencies shut down
Further tribal consultation from mid-1990 until earlier this year.

In January of this year the agencies finally published a proposed
set of regulations which bore little, if any, resemblance to the prior
negotiated drafts. The proposed regulations are several hundred
pages in length and actually complicate, rather than simplify, the
contracting process. In other words, the new regulations would ac-
complish exactly the opposite of what the 1988 amendments in-
tended to achieve.
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The regulatory process has cost the tribes hundreds of thousands
of dollars, and has led to great confusion within Indian country and
along the Federal agencies. Despite the Agency's recent pledge to
extend the comment period and renegotiate the proposed regula-
tions, tribes remain suspicious because not only have the tribes al-
ready been through two previous negotiations, but the issues now
in dispute are the very same issues that were in dispute six years
ago.

Finally, I am sure that all of the witnesses are familiar with S.
2036, legislation introduced by our good friend, Senator John
McCain, to eliminate or in some instances minimize the promulga-
tion of further regulations under Indian Self-determination Act,
and to establish a model Self-determination Act contract. On
Wednesday I introduced similar legislation to Senator McCain's,
H.R. 4842. To the extent that witnesses are prepared to comment
on these legislative proposals, the subcommittee welcomes such tes-
timony.

We must have fewer regulations. Last September, the President
signed an Executive Order calling for each department and agency
to eliminate at least 50 percent of its internal management regula-
tions within three years. I believe that the regulations governing
the Indian Self-determination Act contracting process are no excep-
tion to this rule.

At this time I would remind all witnesses to summarize as much
as possible. Their full statements will be made part of the record.
The record will be kept open for two weeks. Right now I would like
to submit the background for the record.

[The information follows:]

BACE1110UND ON TILE INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION AND EDUCATION ASSISTANCE ACT

The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act was signed into law
in 1975 in order to maximize tribal participation in the planning and administration
of Federal services and programs, as well as to reduce the Federal bureaucracy
within those Indian programs. Despite passage of the Act, tribal attempts to assume
the operation of Federal programs were hindered by an increased Federal bureauc-
racy as well as restrictive and unnecessary contracting regulations. The 1988
Amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act were intended to remove these
barriers to contracting. The 1988 Amendments required the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs and the Indian Health Service to develop regulations with the participation of
Indian tribes by October of 1989.

Six years after passage of the 1988 Amendments, the agencies have yet to promul-
gate regulations. Despite the preparation of negotiated tribal-Federal draft regula-
tions, the agencies rejected the negotiated regulations. In January 1994, when the
agencies finally published their proposed set of regulations, the proposal bore little
resemblance to the negotiated draft but rather contained nearly all of the agencies'
positions from their earlier drafts. The comments period on the proposed regulations
closes in August 20. Recently, the agencies and the tribes have agreed to re-nego-
tiate the content of the proposed regulations under the Federal Advisory Committee
Act in October of this year.

The regulatory process has cost the tribes hundreds of thousands of dollars, and
has led to great confusion within Indian Country and among the Federal agencies.
Rather than simplifying the contracting process, the proposed regulations would ac-
tually complicate the process and raise even greater barriers to Self-Determination
Act contracting by tribes.

A mounting sense of frustration on the part of Indian Country has led to the
unanimous denouncement of the proposed regulations and a call for legisla.ion that
would supplant the regulatory process. Recently, the House and the Senate have in-
troduced similar measures, H.R. 4842, the Indian Self-Determination Act Amend-
ments of 1994, and S. 2036, the Indian Self-Determination Contract Reform Act of
1994, respectively, which would amend the Indian Self-Determination and Edu-

'7
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cation Assistance Act by making key provisions of the Act self-implementing and by
establishing a model contract. The model contract would govern the terms under
which Indian tribes and tribal organizations could assume the operation and man-
agement of Federal programs and functions benefiting Indians that are operated
within the Department of the Interior and the Department of Health and Human
Services, including programs and functions of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Indian Health Service. H.R. 4842 would greatly simplify the contracting process, as
the 1988 Ai. endments were originally intended to do, and would reduce the bu-
reaucracy that is so pervasive in Federal Indian programs.

The purpose of this hearing is to solicit the views of Indian Country and the Ad-
ministration on the implementation of the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act and the 1988 Amendments. In addition, the Subcommittee on Native
American Affairs is seeking the views of Indian Country and the Administration on
the extent, development and support of Indian Self-Determination Act contracting
within all agencies in the Department of the Interior. Finally, although the Sub-
committee is not requesting formal views on H.R. 4842, the Subcommittee welcomes
any comments which Indian tribes and the Administration choose to submit.

Mr. ItICHA11DSON. Needless to say, we are delighted to have as
our first witness the Vice-Chairman of the Senate Indiaai Affairs
Committee, the Honorable John McCain, who has enormous leader-
ship on a variety of Indian issues. The Senator was testifying this
week also on other pieces of legislation. Once again, we welcome
you, Senator. Please proceed. And the five minutes does not extend
to you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN McCAIN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ARIZONA

Senator McCAIN. Mr. Chairman, I will try to take about two
minutese, because as usual we are in complete agreement, and
frankly your opening statement says just auout everything that I
want to say. Except, Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and Con-
gressman Thomas for your incredible work on this subcommittee.

There was some question for years, when I was a Member of this
committee, as to whether there should be a subcommittee on this
Issue. I think you and Congressman Thomas have graphically dem-
onstrated that this subcommittee was needed long ago, and I am
deeply appreciative of your leadership and the tremendous coopera-
tion that you and I and Congressman Thomas have had with
Chairman Inouye on a broad spectrum of issues.

Mr. Chairman, as you said, six years ago the Congress passed
this legislation to reform the 638 contracting process, called for the
BIA and IHS to issue final joint regulations by October of 1989. To
date, final regulations still have not been issued.

Now, the BIA and the IHS want to begin a whole new round of
negotiations. I find the conduct of the BIA and the IHS under this
administration and under previous administrations to be out-
rageous. I was just as critical of the last administration for their
handling of this matter, and I note that this administration, which
has said it wants to reduce burdensome regulations, reinvent gov-
ernment, listen more carefully to Indian tribes, has failed to act re-
sponsibly on this issue, just as previous administrations did.

I believe we have the opportunity to put an end to the bureau-
cratic games this year, and our two pieces of legislation are similar.
We can bring finality to it. And as you know, both your legislation
and our legislation proscribe the terms and conditions for any self-
determination contract and prohibit the Secretary from proinulgat-

C:
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ing any regulations for the act. No modifications are permitted
without written agreement of the Secretary and the tribe.

Mr. Chairman, the only thing that I would like to add is that
this year there was a national meeting of Indian tribes concerning
this issue and the tribes overwhelmingly endorsed what is said in
your legislation and in ours.

Again, if we are listening to the Indians, I would suggest that the
best thing that we could do is to pass your legislation before we go
out of session this year.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity again to be with you.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Senator.
[The statement of Senator McCain may be found at end of hear-

ing.]
Mr. RICHARDSON. You have been very instrumental, throughout

your career, especially with the BIA and making sure that the Fed-
eral Government saves money.

Can you just tell us how you think the legislation that you initi-
ated on the Self-determination Act, how we actually are saving
money? And you also discuss the performance of the bureaucracies,
the IHS, the BIA. Have you over the years seen any improvement
in them trimming this bureaucracy?

Senator mccAIN. You know, Mr. Chairman, one of the great dis-
appointments to me has been that we have not been able to reduce
the size of the bureaucracy.

When we pass legislation such as self-governance, where you
know a number of tribes have been able to engage in self-govern-
ance, the result has still been no decrease in the bureaucracy when
the whole objectwell, a secondary object was to reduce the size
of the bureaucracy.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the 1975 Indian Self-Determina-
tion, Education and Assistance Act provided the tribes with the au-
thority to contract with the Federal Government to operate pro-
grams serving their tribal members, and this policy over the years
has proved to be very successful in terms of promoting tribal oper-
ation of Federal programs and services that are administered by
the BIA and IHS. It has been successful.

The policy had its origins back in the Nixon administration, as
you know. And unfortunately, as we have moved forward, there has
been greater and greater encroachment upon that philosophy.
Today approximately $531 million of the funds appropriated to the
BIA are administered by tribal governments under self-determina-
tion contracts, and there are over 400 contracts between Indian
tribes and the IHS involving about $497 million annually.

And when we considered the 1988 amendments, we noted that
the act had failed to meet its goal of reducing the Federal bureauc-
racy and ending the Federal domination of Indian programs. In
fact, Mr. Chairman, there have been no reduction in the Federal
bureaucracy. Instead, the act had spawned an increase in Federal
officials who were employed to monitor self-determination con-
tracts.

As so many layers of the bureaucracy and rules have been im-
posed that the contract approval process required an average of six
months, rather than 60 days as mandated by the act. So I regret
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to tell you, Mr. Chairman, that instead of moving forward we seem
to be moving backwards, as the imposition of more regulations has
taken place.

And now, tragically, both IHS and BIA are going to appear be-
fore you and say that they want to renegotiate regulations again.
And every Indian tribal leader that I have talked to has said they
want less regulations, they want less bureaucracy, they want to de-
termine their own futures, and they want to govern themselves.

So, Mr. Chairman, I hate to come before you with a bleak pic-
ture, but maybe it can give us the proper impetus to go ahead and
pass this important legislation.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, I want to thank the Senator. I know he
is very busy. We once again appreciate all the work he has done
with us, and we wish him well in the days ahead.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator McCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENTS OF BONNIE COHEN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
POLICY, MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
THE INTERIOR, ACCOMPANIED BY FAITH ROESSEL, DEPUTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDIAN AFFAIRS AND MOLLY
POAG, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY AND DIREC-
TOR, OFFICE OF REGULATORY AFFAIRS; AND MICHEL LIN-
COLN, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOM-
PANIED BY ATHENA SCHOENING, DEPUTY ASSOCIATE DI-
RECTOR, OFFICE OF TRIBAL AFFAIRS, INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE AND RICHARD McCLOSKEY, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS, OFFICE OF PLANNING,
EVALUATION & LEGISLAliON, INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
Mr. RICHARDSON. We will now move on to our next panel, the Ex-

ecutive Branch witnesses, the Honorable Bonnie Cohen, Assistant
Secretary for Policy, Management and Budget at the Department
of Interior. Secretary Cohen will be accompanied by Faith Roessel,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, Department of the
Interior; Ms. Molly Poag, Special Assistant to the Secretary, and
Director of the Office of Regulatory Affairs of the Department of
the Interior.

And Mr. Michel Lincoln, Deputy Director, Indian Health Service,
Department of Health and Human Services, Rockville, Maryland,
accompanied by Athena Schoening, Deputy Associate Director, Of-
fice of Tribal Affairs, Rockville, MD, Mr. Richard McCloskey, Direc-
tor, Division of Legislation and Regulations, Office of Planning,
Evaluation and Legislation.

Mr. Lincoln, is Michael Trujillo confirmed yet?
Mr. LINCOLN. Congressman Richardson, yes, he is. He is --
Mr. RICHARDSON. We love to see you here, but we havefor some

reason he has never appeared before this committee. And is he in
Washington or is he out of town?

Mr. LINCOLN. He is out of town. The Assistant Secretary for
Health, Dr. Philip Lee, had specifically requested that Dr. Trujillo
participate in a strategic planning meeting with himself and other
Public Health Service agency heads.

10
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, we have invited him several times to ap-
pear. I don't think we have ever seen him. But we are delighted
to see you. Secretary Cohen, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF BONNIE COHEN
Ms. COHEN. Thank you, Congressman Richardson. I am pleased

to be here to discuss the Department's efforts to implement the
1988 amendments to the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act.

As you indicated, I am accompanied by Faith Roessel and Molly
Poag. At the outset, I want to assure you and the tribes that we
are aware of the frustrations experienced regarding implementa-
tion of the act, and we are working hard to remedy these problems.

In the past 18 months, since we have taken office, we have made
substantial progress. For example, when this administration took
office, the proposed regulations, as Senator McCain indicated, had
missed the statutory publication date by roughly four years. Publi-
cation quickly became a priority for Secretary Babbitt, and the pro-
posed rule was published within a year.

Pursuant to tribal request, we are developing a process to reach
consensus with the tribes on the final rule, and we anticipate pub-
lication by August, 1995, the date requested by the tribes. This ad-
ministration recognizes our government-to-government relationship
with the tribes, and is anxious to work with them to continue im-
plementing this important legislation.

We appreciate the opportunity to come before you and to describe
our efforts. We believe we are on the right track toward resolving
many of the tribes' outstanding concerns, and that the current
process should continue. We therefore urge that the Congress defer
any legislation until we publish the final regulations. I would like
it turn the discussion over to Faith Roessel, who will talk about the
act and the contracting of BIA programs.

Ms. ROESSEL. Thank you, Bonnie. Mr. Chairman, it is indeed a
pleasure 'o be here today. I would like to expand upon the written
testimony that will be submitted from the Department and focus
particularly on the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The BIA has been very successful in contracting out its programs
to tribes. In fiscal year 1993, BIA's total obligation for 638 con-
tracts, including self-governance compacts, was roughly $700 mil-
lion, or nearly one-third of BIA's total obligations.

As far as the area offices that award the highest number of 638
awards, Portland leads the areas with 1,933; Phoenix area is next
with 1,615 awards; and Eastern, with 650 awards, nearly 90 per-
cent of its current operations.

Under 638, tribes are able to administer at least a portion of vir-
tually every existing BIA program, including human services, edu-
cation, public safety and justice, community development, resource
management, trust services, and general administration. As of the
third quarter of fiscal year 1994, BIA has obligated $518 million to
self-determination contracts, grants, and compacts.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, this administration is taking its
charge very seriously to make government work. In this spirit, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has initiated a pilot projIct for admin-
istering nonprocurement contracts agreements. Under this project,
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eight BIA agencies are delegated authority to approve, negotiate,
and award nonprocurement agreements that do not involve con-
struction projects.

This means that a noncontracting officer makes awards at the
agency level. This moves the decisionmaking authority to the low-
est possible level within the Bureau. It reflects a true government-
to-government relationship with tribes, while promoting partner-
ships.

We want to test and identify ways to develop a more effective
and responsible rewarding process for 638 contracts. In the past
year we have evaluated the agencies under the pilot project and
feel that it has been very successful. The participating tribes are
pleased with the shortened response time in making contract deci-
sions and in processing contract approvals and awards.

If I may just continue in summary, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Please do.
Ms. ROESSEL. Estimated time saved in some cases has literally

been weeks. There are recommendations to expand our project
under consideration by the Bureau and the Department.

If approved, our pilot project would be expanded to the second
tier of BIA agencies totaling about 13 agencies. The Bureau is con-
tinuing to take the lead in promulgating the final regulations.

Assistant Secretary Deer is personally committed to developing
a workable final rule in a timely manner. The final rule as devel-
oped with tribal input should bring clarity to the regulations, thus
making it easier for tribes and nonBIA bureaus to resolve issues.

We believe that tribal recommendations must be given full con-
sideration and we will work with tribal representatives to incor-
porate their recommendations whenever possible. I would like to
now turn it back over to Bonnie.

Thank you.
Ms. COHEN. Thank you, Faith. We know that the Indian tribes

ale concerned not only about the delegation of BIA programs, but
the delegation of nonBIA programs. And I would like to just tell
you what we have been doing in that area.

The Bureau of Reclamation currently has the greatest portion of
the nonBIA programs administered under 638 contracts. Among
other things, tribes currently are administering planning oper-
ations, environmental studies, and the construction, operation, and
maintenance of water systems and water-related projects.

We ai.e anticipating that BIA will be increasing their 638 con-
tracting opportunities. The Bureau of Reclamation will be increas-
ing those opportunities, and it is offering training to its employees
in 638 contracting procedures. The BLM has also entered into 638
contracts.

BLM is estimating over $5 million worth of programs in 638 con-
tracts for fiscal year 1994, a substantial increase over the roughly
200,000 contracted in 1992. Many other nonBIA programs, though
currently not contracted under 638, are administered through the
cooperative arrangements such as a Memorandum of Understand-
ing or agreement. For example, the Chehalis and Quinhalt tribes
are conducting fishery restoration activities funded by the Fish and
Wildlife Service under the Chehalis River Fisheries Program, and

4
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the Hoopa Valley, Karuk, and Yurok tribes are conducting similar
activities in the Klamath River basin.

In Alaska, the Chiefs conference and the Association of Village
Council Presidents are collecting data that is used in Fish and
Wildlife Service subsistence harvest management activities. The
Blackfeet tribe in Montana has an assistance agreement with BLM
for inspection and enforcement of Indian oil and gas operations,
and many other BLM programs are also administered through co-
operative agreements with the tribes.

Despite these efforts, the Department recognizes that more can
and should be done. As a result, the Department has established
an internal review process to identify nonBIA programs such as
programs currently administered under cooperative agreements
that may be subject to 638 contracting.

This review which is headed by the Department's Chief of SI,ff
is ongoing and is increasing the Department's understanding
programs that directly benefit American Indians. This increased
understanding will enable Bureau directors and office heads to ac-
tively promote these programs for contracting by tribes.

Now, I would like to turn it over to Molly Poag to talk about the
status of regulations. Molly.

Ms. P0AG. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, my role is to discuss the
process, where we are in the development of the 638 regulations,
why did it take so long to get to this point, and where do we go
from here.

In other words, when are we going to have a final rule on the
books? Let me begin by explaining the dilemma that this adminis-
tration faced when we first came on board. We quickly learned of
this rule, of course, and were stunned to hear that it was already
four years behind the statutory deadline for publication.

We also quickly uncovered, however, an issue of considerable
concern, the fact that there had been this lack of tribal input. This
was of concern for two reasons. First, the 1988 amendments re-
quired tribal participation in the drafting process, and also this
was a start of a new and historic administration and we wanted
to get off on a positive footing with tribes.

Therefore, we were understandably hesitant to go out with a
draft that we knew did not reflect tribal input. I think you know
the history, Mr. Chairman. In short, there was tribal input up until
September of 1990, but at that point, the two Federal agencies,
HITS and DOI, took the draft reflecting tribal input and went be-
hind closed doors and played with it for two years and came up
with a very different draft, as you acknowledged, Mr. Chairman, in
your opening remarks.

So it was this revised rule that was in front of us when we came
on board in January of 1993. Our dilemma was whether to go out
with that rule, knowing that tribes would be unhappy with many
of its provisions and knowing they were unhappy with the process,
or to take time to consult with tribes, further delaying the publica-
tion of even a proposed rule.

A further complicating factor was the fact that we didn't have a
confirmed Assistant Secretary on board in the early days. Ada Deer
was sworn in July 16th, 1993, and I can assure you that she took
an immediate and direct interest in this rule. She consulted with
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tribal leaders, and asked their recommendation on how we ad-
dressed this dilemma. She came back to us with a recommendation
based on those consultations that we go out with the rule as is, but
that we make clear the fact that we were going to actively seek
tribal input.

And we took that recommendation, published the rule. We re-
vised the preamble to flag our concern about the lack of tribal
input and to affirm our commitment to actively seek out and fully
consider tribal comments during the public comment period. The
rule was published on January 20th. We had originally 180ex-
cuse me, 120-day comment period.

During that timeframe, we held three regional meetings with
tribes and one national meeting with tribes specifically to solicit
their input. Those were very well attended both by tribes and by
departmental officials. They were also very productive. The tribes
came to the table with very thoughtful comments.

At the last meeting, the national meeting, there was a caucus of
the tribal leaders and they came back to us with three requests.
First, they asked that we extend the comment period for another
90 days. Second, they asked that the tribes be included in the
drafting process following the close of the comment period. And
third, they asked that we complete the whole process by August
31st, 1995.

We agreed to all three requests. We extended the comment pe-
riod to August 20th, which gives tribes a full seven months to com-
ment from the time it was published. We worked out a way to in-
volve tribes in the process. Specifically, we have a charter under
the Federal Advisory Committee Act, and we are planning a mini-
mum of three public meetings over the next year where we hope
to receive consensus on this rulemaking involving tribes as we need
to do.

And third, I know this is of particular interest to you, we agreed
to the timeframe. We think August 31st, 1995, is a workable tame-
frame, that that gives us time to have the necessary consultations
with tribes. The tribes think it is doable. We think it is doable I
can tell you that this regulation is one of the Secretary's top regu-
latory priorities, and we are going to do everything in our power
to meet that deadline.

And the last thing I want to stress is simply that the process
that we have established from this point forward fulfills the 1988
amendments' mandate to include tribes in the actual drafting proc-
ess, and is on the path that I think we need to be on. I think it
is the appropriate path, and I hope we are allowed to continue
along that path.

And, Bonnie, I turn it back over to you.
[The statement of Bonnie Cohen may be found at end of hearing

STATEMENT OF MICHEL LINCOLN
Mr. RICHARDSON. Let'sI want to ask you some questions, so

let's move on to Mr. Lincoln.
Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for allowing us to come

to this hearing. I am accompanied today by Mr. Richard McClos-
key, the Director of the Division of Legislation and Regulations

1 -1
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We do share your concerns about the need for a simple straight-
forward regulation. We also share the concerns expressed by the
Congress with respect to the timeframe that has been very thor-
oughly discussed by the Department of Interior.

Our testimony is submitted for the record. Perhaps I could just
add two general statements and then be available for questions,
Mr. Chairman. One of the statements is that as we move through
the regulation development process, we too, as is the Department
of Interior, are committed to living with the timeframes that have
been identified in Albuquerque, New Mexico, at the national meet-
ing, and in terms of extending the comment period also entering
into a negotiation period starting in October of this fiscal year.

And so we would anticipate indeed that we would be in negotia-
tions, we would be developing the final language and recommenda-
tions to both of our secretaries, and that this process would move
very quickly through the first quarter of this upcoming fiscal year.

The last statement, Mr. Chairman, is that I personally have not
had the opportunity to review the proposed legislation in front of
the committee, and we certainly will be commenting back to the
committee relative to these issues in those areas that we are very
much in support and those issues that we would like to have a fur-
ther opportunity to discuss with the committee.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you.
[The statement of Michel Lincoln may be found at end of hear-

ing.)
Mr. RICHARDSON. Let me just say something to Assistant Sec-

retary Cohen and Molly Poag and Faith Roessel and all of you. We
have a little bit of a problem here. What I sense that you are tell-
ing me is you don't want us to pass this legislation until August
of 1995? Is that right? Is thatis that what you are asking us to
do?

Ms. COHEN. Well, Faith can speak to our specific positions on the
legislation, bui. we feel that while there has been an unacceptable
delay in the publishing of the regulations, we have draft regula-
tions out. We have a process in place. And by permitting that proc-
ess t, go forward, we feel we will have satisfactory regulations real-
ly in the most efficient ai.d effective way.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, if I understand correctly, you are talking
about holding some meetings in January, six months of negotia-
tions, the Secretary then considers the recommendations, then
there is departmental and OMB clearance, final regs, possibly two
years away, this is the estimate of my staff.

Let me just tell you what my thoughts are. In 1988 and 1990,
this is before any of you came in, the tribes negotiated rulemaking
with the Department of Interior, and they made agreements. But
then the Department ignored this rulemaking. Now, I think you
are all very well intended. And Ms. Franklin, you have been in,
what, about a year?

Ms. Cohen?
Ms. COHEN. Year and a half.
Mr. RICHARDSON. And Ms. Poag, a year?
Ms. POAG. Yes, a year and a half.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. And I respect that, and I know you are being
very sincere. But my sense is, knowing the BIA the way I have
over the last 11 years, they don't want to change. That is the prob-
lem.

The BIA has bureaucrats that don't want to change anything.
And I think if we keep using the excuse that we have to have tribal
inputwe do, we get tribal input, and then the agencies ignore this
input. That is the nature of the beast.

So we are back again with series of meetings and the bureauc-
racy is back. Basically what you are saying is you want new nego-
tiations. And while I feel that you are sincere in wanting to acLieve
the President's goal, his Executive Order 1.2861, each agency enini-
nate 50 percent of its internal regulations, and Ms. Poag you have
a very good reputation, that while I think that you are all aggres-
sive and positive, your bureaucracy is creating a situation where
you are becoming a victim to this endless process and they are
going to say you have to consult with the tribes.

I know the BIA will say we have to have tribal input. Well, let's
consult with every tribe in the world. And that is an endless proc-
ess and they use that excuse to basically not do anything. And they
do that with self-governance, they do that with Indian Health Serv-
ice, they do that with self-determination. What else do they do it
with? Everything.

You know, soso II want to wish you well, I want to give you
the tools. I think if I pass this bill, we pass McCain's bill and our
bill, I think it will strengthen you. And I see you as three knights,
at least the three women here, Lincoln also, but give you the tools
to achieve this goal. Don't you see, don't you see what they are
doing? Don't get drawn into this huge series of meetings and nego-
tiations and you got to wait for this, you got to wait for that.

Ms. Cohen, you are theyou are the Assistant Secretary. You
can take some shots back at me. I am not taking shots at you, but
I worry about what you just ..old me.

Ms. COHEN. I don't think you are taking shots at me or my asso-
ciates. I think, though, this is an important priority for Secretary
Babbitt. He, the Chief Of Staff, has taken the leadership role in
this. We are committed to getting it done on the time schedule that
we have laid out.

In areas that Secretary Babbitt has made a priority, he has seen
that things get done. We are committed to getting this done. Now,
we know the hurdles that we face. We have taken on a number of
issues like this, but we feel that it is possible that we have regula-
tions that the tribes can respond to in a meaningful way. We can
sit down in a dialog, and we can get this done by August 1995.

I don't know if Molly wants to add something.
Ms. POAG. I would like to add one clarification, Mr. Chairman.
The process that we have established with being the charter of

the Federal Advisory Committee Act, envisions having 48 rep-
resentatives from the tribes. That is what the tribal caucus told us
they wanted at the last national meeting.

So the tribes will choose the 48 rt oresentatives from the 12
areas, and the departments will choose their own representatives.
And that is the process by which we will come to the final regula-
tions. We have no intention, and I do not believeI will say we will

IC
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not take the draft that comes out of that process and go behind
closed doors again, as was done in the prior administration, and re-
vise it.

We are going to be working hand in hand with the tribes in the
government-to-government relationship and through that process
we are going to come to closure. No more the behind-closed-doors
dealings.

Ms. ROESSEI.. If I may add, Mr. Chairman, also, I think you
know Ada Deer, and she certainly did not come to this administra-
tion to perpetuate a legacy that we have known in Indian country
has been one dominated by lack of consultation or overuse of con-
sultation for excuse purposes.

But I do need to remind the Chairman that this administration
has made it very clear to its agencies and to its departments under
the executive memoranda that was signed on April 29th when the
President met with over NO tribes at the White House, that very
specifically we are required to consult when there are decisions af-
fecting the tribes.

And the first hurdle we were faced with obviously was how do
we do that in face of FACA, you know, the Federal Advisory Com-
mittee Act. As Molly has explained, although it seems unwieldy
and burdensome, we have to go through that process in order to
get I think the full advantage of tribal participation and involve-
ment.

But I just want to assure the Chairman that I will take back
your words to Ms. Deer. She is very concerned about the image of
the BIA. She wants a new way of doing business, and I think she
would be in full agreement with your statement.

Mr. RICHARDSON. I believe Secretary Babbittis this Collier that
is involved? I mean he's very good, I have worked with him. You
give me encouragement. You are good, young, new faces.

But can't you see what the bureaucracy is trying to do to you
They are trying to get you in thisthey did this to the Bush peo-
ple. They did this to the Reagan people. And they put you through
this whole bureaucratic process, and then they say you got to bring
the tribes in, and then they tell you, now talk to this tribe X, Y,
and Z. And don't think there aren't some tribes that are in very
tight with the BIA and they have this self-perpetuating process.You know, we havewe have a BIA reorganization effort. You
know what they are doing? They have asked us for another year
to keep talking. It happens all the time. And what I am just saying
to you is we have to get rid of some of this red tape.

And it just seems that we are engaging in more and trying to get
rid of this red tape. And I think it is incumbent upon you to just
set some deadlines. And I think August 1995 is too late. I am going
to move thisI may move this bill soon.

The gentleman from American Samoa.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Will the Chairman yield? I recall, Mr.

Chairman, that throughout the whole fouryears of the previous ad-
ministration there was discussion and supposedly movement in the
reorganization of the BIA, and to this day I have yet to see a report
of that reorganization effort. And this is four years ago.

And I would like to second my absolute support for your consid-
eration of this, Mr. Chairman, that August 1995 is absolutely too



late. After having this bill passed since 1988, we are still talking
about these regulations. And I am justthere is no excuse as far
as I am concerned.

And I thinkI think in the fact this is not Secretary Babbitt now
on the line, the fact that the President of the United States, taking
some 300 tribes to the White House, making such a big affair of
this whole thing, dealing with Native American needs, and we are
right back to square one, we are talking about the bureaucracy
again, and not taking any real serious effort to see that these
things are not going to be on a continual basis for another 100
years, still no changes, no substantive changes taking place.

And so I for one just cannot see any justification why these regu-
lations have to wait until August of 1995, just as we waited four
years, the previous administration, for the reorganization of BIA,
and still no results.

Ms. COHEN. Mr. Chairman, Congressman, the August 1995 date
was developed in consultation with the tribes. But we understand
your frustration. We share the frustration.

We can go back to the tribes and we could work against an ear-
lier timeframe in consultation with them. We understand the ur-
gency and the feeling of urgency that people have. It has been
much too long. We think we can do it within the next year.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, let meI just want to ask one question
for Mr. Lincoln. Could you provide us with an estimated cost to the
Indian Elea lth Service on the failure when you don't promulgate
regulations, the failure, the cost in doing that?

Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman
Mr. RICHARDSON. In other words, the estimated cost to the IHS

caused by the failure to complete promulgation of regulations in a
timely fashion.

Mr. LINCOLN. Mr. Chairman we will provide that for the record.
If we could work with your staff to tease out the more detailed
questions associated with that question, we would be glad to pro-
vide that for the record.

(The information may be found at end of hearing in a letter
dated October 6, 1994, and the following was submitted by Mr. Lin-
coln.]

COST TO DEPARTMENT

Question: Could you provide the estimated costs to the Department caused by the
failure to complete promulgation of regulations in a timely fashion?

Answer: There were no costs associated with the Department not promulgating
the regulations. Since 1988, the amount of funding under tribal contracts has more
than doubled from approximately $200 million to over $500 million for both services
and facilities construction in FY 1994. Every effort has been and will continue to
be made to more than complete the regulations development in a timely manner.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, and what I will do is I will submit the
questions that I was going to ask you for the record to all of you.
And what I would like to do, Ms. Cohen, is maybe visit with you
and Mr. Collier and Ada Deer, and let's talk about all of these bu-
reaucratic issues that I just mentioned. I think thatI am im-
pressed by your energy in trying to resolve this. I am not sure that
the bureaucracy is responding to you.

But if we could talk about this issue, self-governance, the BIA re-
organization, you know, the endless new deadlines and endless new
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procedures that the bureaucracy seems to be convincing you, and
I know how they work, that they are needing. And maybe we can
come to some closure onand we can be used to help you.

I just think that what we are seeing is more than whatwe are
alreadythis is almost the end of the second year of the adminis-
tration. And August of 1995, that is almost close to the convention,
isn't it? No, that is 1996. And then I suspect we are going to have
to take some legislative action on these regulations, orI just
think that we have to move more speedily, and I would encourage
you and Ms. Poag, too, we have got to just seize control of the BIA.
And we are losing time.

And all of this talk about debureaucratizing and executive orders
to reduce regulations, it is just not happening. And the only faith
I have is the fact that it is people like Secretary Babbitt and Collier
and Ada Deer and Faith Roessel, I worked with Faith over the
years, and I know thatthe staff here is 392 pages of regulations,
proposed regulations, the Department of Interior, Assistant Sec-
retary of Indian affairs, 40-page bill. This is not us, is it? Oh, all
right. Well, I want todoes the gentleman want to close?

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I just want to, and I am sorry if I am being
somewhat repetitive, if the question has already been rais,d, and
it is just tofor in fairness to the members of the panel, this is not
anything in any personal way against all of you. I realize that some
of you have just come on board.

Is it because of lack of resources that we have this sense of frus-
tration with the Agency, that you are just not able to implement
or promulgate these regulations? What seems to be the problem?
Is it the logistics, just having a difficult problem consulting with
the tribes? Or why six years? Why is it taking this long and still
we have not gone this far in getting these regulations going?

Ms. COHEN. I don't think that we can speak to the causes of the
delay in the past administration. Since we took office, the need for
these regulations came to our attention.

We reviewed the regulations, we talked to tribes, and we have
moved with some speed, perhaps too deliberate speed, but we have
moved with some speed. These regulations have a high priority. We
have gotten them out now for comment and we will try to work to
move up the August 1995 deadline to get final regulations sooner.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. So thishave you received any orientation
from the permanent cadre that have been before you as to their
frustrations perhaps that they share with you, why they have been
unable to come up with the goods on this?

Ms. COVEN. Why the previous
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Yes.
Ms. COHEN [continuing]. political appointees? No, they didn't

share with me why they were not able to get these out.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I mean what about the permanent cadre?

The mid-managers are the ones who are still holding on to the fort
while the political guys leave the administration.

Do they share with you what has been their frustration for the
last six years, why they just were not able to move forward with
these regulations?

Ms. POAC. I think a lot of what the Chairman said is correct,
that there are problems with bureaucracy, that this is a corn-

19
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plicated regulation, we did need to consult with tribes. I think
thewe do not agree with the process that was used whereby the
Federal agencies went behind closed doors for two years, but I
think that certainly contributed to the problem.

There were disputes within the Department because this is not
just a BIA regulation, it affects other bureaus as well, so there was
a great deal of talking. But I do think we are on course now, we
have got the procedure in place to consult with tribes and to bring
this to closure. So I think we are now off the path of delay and
back on the

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. And with the resources you now ha...3 in
hand, you are absolutely certain by August of next year these regu-
lations will be coming forward, be forthcoming?

Ms. POAG. I cannot say I am absolutely certain that will happen.
I don't think anybody can. We don't have control over the tribes
and we don't know what is going to happen. But I can tell you, to
an absolute certainty, that we will do everything in our power to
meet that deadline.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Lincoln?
Mr. LINCOLN. Yes, Congressman, I think there is another factor

here that contributed to the delay, and that certainly is the neces-
sity for the Department of Interior and the Department of Health
and Human Services to come up with a single regulation.

That absolutely being a critical, necessary step to take, but one
that did contribute to the delay. We do now have, though, a single
regulation that the two departments have agreed upon, and we do
now have a very good process, we believe, to resolve any differences
between the administration, Executive Branch of government, and
tribal governments.

We are committed to the process also from the Indian Health
Service standpoint, and we believe the Department of Health and
Human Services as it appoints a negotiating team to participate
with the Department of Interior and with tribal governments will
have the necessary delegated authority also to push these regula-
tions forward on a faster track.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. So what ycu are saying, for all these years
there has been problems administratively between the two agencies
to begin with, jurisdictional fights, problems of who has the say on
this issue and that issue.

Has that been the experience all these years?
Mr. LINCOLN. Congressman, I believe that there have been dif-

ferences in the way the two departments have interpreted the stat-
ute. There are differences in the way that we clear departmental
positions between Interior and HHS.

And in the negotiationsI was one of the individuals, perhaps
the only person in this room, that was on the negotiating team be-
tween Health and Human Services and the Department of Interior.
And I can assure you, those were very spirited negotiations as we
attempted to come up with a single regulation.

We believe that is behind us now. We do have a single regulation
and we donow it is time to certainly reenter negotiations. And we
are committed to move the process forward.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20
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Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, I amI think you have gottenyou have
gotten our message. I justI just want you to go back and get mov-
ing. Did I hear you say, Mr. Lincoln, you haveIHS has not yet
appointed your negotiating team to deal with this issue?

Mr. LINCOLN. No, Mr. Chairman, we are right in the process of
having both the Department of Interior and the Department of
Health and Human Services identify who is going to be negotiating,
in addition to the 48 tribal representatives being identified. I think
we are at the right place.

We do have a document that is going forward to the Department.
We do not believe this to be something that would take months and
months. We believe that once we move the document forward, it
will be a matter of weeks. Because we have been working co-jointly
or at the same time with the Public Health Service and the Sec-
retary's office. ?o we feel that it will just take us a week or so to
do that.

Mr. RICHARDSON. OK. All right. Well, Ms. Cohen and Ms. Poag
and Ms. Roessel, I would like to do that meeting very soon in which
we address all of these issues. And I know you are sincere and ear-
nest. I wish you well, but let me just say I guess the proverbial I
have seen this before. And I don't want you to be victimized by the
bureaucracy. I see you as reformers.

Right sitting in back of you is my friend, Mike Anderson, who for
years would sit in the witness chair and told me all the BIA prob-
lems. Now he is over there. I am not saying he is the problem now,
but I know he knows some of these frustrations that all of us have
had.

And this is why we are so excited at the advent of this new ad-
ministration and the new team at Interior, and why you have a
great responsibility to clean this mess up It is a mess over there.
And just don't getthere is a word that I am not going to use,
which is perfect for this, I know whatdrawn in to this bureauc-
racy that just is known for stifling any kind of change, and they
want more regulation. I can see them doing this to you.

So with that, I want to thank you for coming. We appreciate your
testifying. And I do wish to v sit with you before we adjourn for the
August recess because we have to make some decisions on what
bills we are going to move, and I have great respect for Secretary
Babbitt and Ada Deer, and I don't want us to be in conflict. So
again

Ms. CoHEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will make an ap-
pointment with you as soon as possible. We look forward to talking
about this and all the other issues with you. And in addition, the
staff that is working on this would be pleased to work with your
staff.

Mr. RICHARDSON. OK. Thank you.

STATEMENTS OF PHILLIP MARTIN, CHIEF, MISSISSIPPI BANK
OF CHOCTAW INDIANS, PHILADELPHIA, MISSISSIPPI AND
EDDIE TULLIS, CHAIRMAN, POARCH CREEK BAND OF INDI-
ANS, ATMORE, ALABAMA

Mr. RICHARDSON. We will now move on to the second panel, the
Honorable Phillip Martin, the Chief of the Mississippi Band of the
Choctaw Indians, Philadelphia, Mississippi. The Honorable Eddie
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Tullis, Chairman of the Poarch Creek Band of Indians from
AltmoreAtmore, Alabama. I thinklet me welcome both of you.
Mr.-- Chairman Tullis, I know you, don't I?

Mr. Tunis. Absolutely.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Where were we together, at the
Mr. TULLIS. I drove you around when you were at the NCAI at

Green Bay, we spent a good bit of time in an automobile traveling
around looking at Green Bay.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, it is a pleasure to see you again.
Mr. TULLIS. My pleasure.
Mr. RICHARDSON. And, Chief Martin, it is a pleasure to see you,

too. Chief Martin, why don't you start out? Again, welcome. We
would like to have you summarize in five minutes because I know
we have probably got a lot of questions for both of you.

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP MARTIN
Mr. MARTIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I don't think I have for-

mally met you, but after hearing you talk today, I feel like I know
you. Thank you for the opportunity to be here and make a few com-
ments on the proposed changes to the Self-Determination Act.

I have submitted a written statement and I won't read that, but
I would like to make a comment or two extemporaneously. I believe
the amendment that you are proposing to the act is one that we
like. I think that new amendments are needed and we don't need
to wait.

I support this bill becauseand I support the idea of going for-
ward with it. I think we have spent too much time within the Bu-
reau to make some changes. And I don't think that is worth wait-
ing for. The big problem that I see, and you hit upon it, too, is the
bureaucracy. We have a lot ofI have a lot of experience in dealing
with the bureaucracy. And I think that is what the Secretary and
these young ladies ought to be working on.

How do you change the bureaucracy? What are you going to have
to do to have them respond to the law and the regulation that they
are supposed to carry out? And some of us have had a lot of fights
with the area offices. You know, that is sort of the problem.

The bureaucracy is strong at the area offices, and at the central
office they have good communication and if a tribe wants to get
ahead, usually, you know, those kind of tribes are discouraged. But
nevertheless, we have made a lot of progress.

I would just like to briefly mention that when I started working
with the tribe in 1957, we didn't have anything. We didn't have
any money, actually still don't today. But we have made a lot of
progress. We have a contract, over $30 million, with the govern-
ment, including BIA and IHS. We have about $70 million of sales
every year with our industry, which makes it a total of around
$100 million that the tribe administers in one form or another. And
we are not afraid to contract, but we are highly leveraged, too.

In order to do this, we had to borrow money and take a risk that
is required in business. And so far we have been successful and we
continuewe will continue that path. In addition to that, $70 mil-
lion, we just started our casino and we are projecting maybe an-
other $100 million in sales. This equates to about 4,000 jobs that
we have created as of today.
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And progress, tribes are making progress throughout Indian
country. We don't need a bureaucracy to hold us back. I believe, I
strongly believe and I have believed this for a long time, we don't
need a lot of regulation. We don't needwe need a law that is more
in tune with the government-to-government relationship concept.

And that means less regulation, more responsibility for the tribe,
and let them be responsible for their action and do the things that
they know has to be done at the local level without Federal, too
much Federal intervention. And I strongly support those concepts,
and I support Senator McCain's bill.

I haven't seen his changes yet, but when they first come out,
talked about it, the concept, I supported it strongly and I believe
that I support, continue to support that as well. So I would strong-
ly urge you to move forward with your plans and let's get the two
bills presented at both houses and come up with the best solution
to the problem that we know exists, and give the tribe the nec-
essary authority and rights to move forward with contracting and
develop strong reservation economy and provide jobs and thr ether
opportunities to its people.

And I think that is the whole concept behind this at the oegin-
ning, and it is not working as it is now. And I would strongly like
to see changes made in this act.

Thank you very much.
Mr. RICHARDSON. I want to thank you.
[The statement of Phillip Martin may be found at end of hear-

ing.]
Mr. RICHARDSON. I am going to excuse myself for a few minutes

and the gentleman from American Samoa will chair. I will be back
shortly.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. [Presiding.] Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF EDDIE TULLIS
Mr. Tunis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Richardson. I

certainly, as you leave, I understand, but I want you to realize that
one of the reasons I am here today is to express appreciation of my
tribes and other tribes in the efforts that you have to alleviate this
problem we find ourselves in. And I appreciate your efforts on our
behalf.

I am here today to speak in a dual capacity, both as the Chair-
man of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians of Alabama and also as
the Chairman of the United South and Eastern Tribes. And I find
myself in a situation where I don'tdo not totally understand what
is happening.

We have started this process and I have to give credit to our
former director, Mr. Lionel Johns, who passed away a little over a
year ago, that had been very actively involved in this process. And
then I have to think about the number of hours that not only my
local staff or my own tribal staff have spent involved in this proc-
ess, but the number of hours that we, as an organization, that
USET have spent discussing amongst ourselves, amongst the tribal
leaders and the tribal staff, but also the number, the great number
of hours that we have dedicated to this effort.

I had an opportunity to attend that meeting in Albuquerque last
May. I went to that meeting thinking that we had had a staff of
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people and a group of people from the other side of the questions,
had spent an awful lot of time negotiating back and forth and hav-
ing consultation with the tribes around the country. I thought we
were going there to see the results of all of that work. I went there
and found total frustration on the part of the tribes, went there
and found that those people who had been negotiating and had
been involved, frog a tribal point of view, were of the opinion that
we had went some way or by some mast._ the process went into
reverse and was headed back toward the starting point again.

So we are here today as tribal leaders who are very frustrated
with this process. And therefore it is with that in mind that we
come here and tell you that we support an effort for this Congress
to move forward to solve this problem. We feel that if this contin-
ues to go through the process and we go back to almost ground zero
and start over again, that there is no way assuring without action
by this Congress that the bureaucrats will set themselves a dead-
line.

We realize that there are efforts out there and certainly there is
a commitment on the part of the tribes to see this to its finality
due to the fact that we view it as something greatly beneficial to
the tribes. If we can have the bureaucrats remove some of the im-
pediments to self-governance, if we can have them remove some of
that regulation that we spend so much of our time at the local level
trying to figure out what they mean by those regulations, certainly
it can be beneficial to the tribes.

So we are here today to support the efforts of the Congress to
solve a problem that the bureaucrats and the tribes together have
not been able to solve. So we are certainly here in support of 4842.
We realize that there are 'n awful lot of technicalities about the
bill and the next panel certainly will address a number of those,
but I can assure you that there is an awful lot of support in Indian
country by tribal leaders of the effort to bring this to a conclusion.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you, gentlemen.
[The statement of Eddie Tullis may be found at end of hearing.]
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I just want to ask a couple of questions. In

your attendance at that meeting that was held in Albuquerque
about the 638 law, I understand again and reemphasizing not only
by way of total frustration from the tribal leaders, but just wanting
to get a sense of your observations during that conference, did you
sense that part of the problem was really with the tribal organiza-
tions as to why these regulations never seemed to come about, be-
cause of this consultation desire that the bureaucracy downtown
wanted to continue?

Mr. TULLIS. Sir, I am the first to say here to you and admit that
there is an awful lot of tribal bureaucracy that develops also. And
I think one of the things that' had happened is that the whole proc-
ess got wrapped up inin the difference in Indian country.

And I think those people that were involved from the tribal per-
spective allowed the bureaucrats to play on some of the differences
that you have amongst the regions in this country. We realize there
is over 500 Indian tribes and we are not all the same. All of us do
not have the exact same needs and the exact same desires out
there.
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But I think there was an overwhelming majority of the tribes
there that realized that this process needed to move forward, and
we did not need to continue to negotiate, we did not need to con-
tinue the process of trying to satisfy every one of the tribe's con-
cerns there, that we need to move on with the process.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Martin.
Mr. MARTIN. Yes, I don't know about thewhat the problem was,

but one of the things that I saw was we were not making very
much headway, so I made a motion to support Senator McCain's
bill.

And everybody there, it was unanimorsly supported, that con-
cept, that we go ahead and ask Congress to, and Senator McCain,
to go ahead and develop his bill so that we would have a real proc-
ess going on that would be the law that everybody supported. So
we have a lot of support for legislative action to remedy this.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. For the record, approximately how many
tribal organizations were represented at that conference in Albu-
querque?

Mr. 'ItQLIS. I think all the major organizations were represented
there, and they were a great number of the tribes. I am steed to
tell you a number. I know it was probably closer to 200, 250 of the
tribes had tribal representatives at that meeting. But all of the na-
tional organizations and all the regional organizations were rep-
resented at that meeting. So there was a very good tribal participa-
tion in the meeting.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Would you sense that a great majority of
the organizations as well as the tribal leaders were in agreement
and basically the bottom line, cut the red tape and let's get on with
it?

Mr. TULLIS. I can assure you that was the consensus of that
meeting because I talked to a number of those tribal loaders and,
being involved in an organization as President of USET, I certainly
feel that all of the organization& had had the time to formulate
upon that would agree to that.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Were there any officials of the Department
of Interior in attendance at that conference?

Mr. Tutus. Yes, sir, all the way to Ms. Ada Deer. Matter of fact,
one of theone of the major discussions at that meeting was delay-
ing the implementation of what was then the proposed regs. And
Dr. Hill and Ms. Deer both participated in that meeting.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. All right. Gentlemen, thank you very much
f r your testimony tnis morning.

STATEMENTS OF BRITT CLAPHAM, H, ESQ., SENIOR ASSIST-
ANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, NAVAJO NATION, DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE, WINDOW ROCK, AZ; S. BOBO DEAN, ESQ.,
HOBBS, STRAUS, DEAN & WALKER, WASHINGTON, D.C.; BAR-
BARA KARSHMER, ESQ., ALEXANDER & KARSUMER, BERKE-
LEY, CA; AND KAY E. MAASEN GOUWENS, ESQ., SONOSKY,
CHAMBERS, SACHSE & ENDRESON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. For our next panel we have Mr. Brat

Clapham, II, Esquire, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Navaho
Nation, Department of Justice; Mr. S. Bobo Dean, Esquire, Hobbs,
Straus, Dean & Walker, law firm of Washington, D.C.; Ms. Barbara
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Karshmer, Esquire, Alexander & Karshmer, Berkeley, California,
law firm; and Ms. Kay Maasen Gouwens, of Sonosky, Chambers,
Sachse & Endreson of Washington, D.C.

Welcome to the panel this morning, ladies and gentlemen. And
I would like for Mr. Clapham to begin. For the record and without
objections, all your statements will be made part of the record.

Mr. Clapham.
STATEMENT OF BRITT CLAPHAM, II, ESQ.

Mr. CLAPHAM. Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee and
staff, I think rather than go through my written testimony word
by word in light of the Chairman's earlier introductory statements,
it seems fair to say that the committee has a fairly firm under-
standing of the process that we have been through in the develop-
ment of 638 regulations over the past five years and ten months,
now nearly six years.

There are a couple of points that I would like to make and then
pass on for others to discuss further. You have heard the officials
from the BIA and Indian Health Service today describe the process
that is beginning with the upcoming negotiations.

We understood and were informed, as recently as last week, the
FACA process that has been described has also encountered some
stumbling blocks and problems. There was an attempt to jointly
fund this 48-person group. We understand that there is appropria-
tion act issues that prohibit the authorization of jointly funding the
FACA process.

We further understand that the two agencies have sought clear-
ance through the upcoming 1995 appropriation to address that, but
have not been informed whether that has been resolved at this
point in time to allow the joint funding of an advisory committee
under FACA.

I would also point out that no one during the testimony ad-
dressed the substance of the regulations proposed in January of
this year. Frankly, these regulations narrow the contracting oppor-
tunities the tribes had before 1988.

And finally, I have to say, having gone through virtually every
step of the way on behalf of the Navaho Nation and for a brief pe-
riod another tribe, it seems as though the process that was de-
scribed is not the one I participated in.

First and foremost, we don't have a joint uniform regulation, as
proposed. And I guess the most troubling thing to me is that we
talk about deadlines in this process. I don't recall that over this six
years any deadline that has been established has ever been met

That concludes my initial remarks. There are a couple of re-
marks I would like to make later concerning specific provisions in
H.R. 4842. And I will do that following Ms. Gouwens 's testimony,
with the committee's indulgence.

The statement of Britt Clapham, II, Esq. may be found at end
of hearing.]

STATEMENT OF S. BOBO DEAN, ESQ.
Mr. DEAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Bobo Dean. I am here to

testify on behalf of a number of tribes and tribal organizations
whom we represented in this process and who are identified in the
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written statement that we asked to be filed for the record. I also
will not read my statement.

I would like to comment first with respect to a couple of matters
that have come up in the testimony earlier today. And specifically
first, I think it was indicative that the Federal witnesses all left
without listening to the two tribal chairmen who succeeded them.
I think that probably was inadvertent, but it seems to me toI
could understand if they walked out on the lawyers, but it seems
to me they should have sat here and listened to the statements
from Chief Martin and the Chief of the Poarch Creek Band of Indi-
ans.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I think it might be proper, and certainly I
will take this under advisement in my recommendation to the
Chairman, from now on we will have the officials of the depart-
ments to testify last, so they will be sitting there, so they can all
wait and listen to what the community people have to say. And
that certainly will be my recommendation in the next round. I ap-
preciate that observation.

Mr. DEAN. Secondly, I was disturbed by Mr. Lincoln's testimony
that the departments have now achieved agreement on the regula-
tions. They may have, in some areas at least, achieved agreement
between themselves.

At the Albuquerque meeting, among the things that happened,
one of the Federal representatives made reference to the difficulty
of achieving consensus among tribes. A tribal representative got up
and held up the proposed regulations and asked that any tribal
representative who felt that these were acceptable should raise his
hand. And no tribal representative raised his hand. Then he said
will you raise your hand if you believe that these regulations are
not acceptable? And every tribal representative raised his hand.
And he said that is a consensus.

Now, there is a consensus among tribes that the regulations are
unacceptable. What difference does it make that the two depart-
ments have reached an agreement? And the fact that Mr. Lincoln
didn't seem to focus on that is depressing in terms of what is going
to happen in the next round.

My clients, I believe, do support the position taken in Albuquer-
que that the agencies and the tribes should sit down again within
this Federal Advisory Committee structure, but we are concerned
as to what the outcome will be. Then I would like to say that there
has been, and very correctly, emphasis on the delays, the failure
to meet the deadlines, the fact we still do not have regu.ations.

What I have addressed in my written statement is what is wrong
substantively with the regulations. There are two issues. One is
delay, and the other is issuing regulations, which would be a night-
mare. And if you speed up and issue these regulations or regula-
tions very much like these that have not been completely
rethought, that would not he what my clients would support.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. So what you are saying, Mr. Dean, that
even though we may meet a deadline and issue regulations, that
does not necessarily solve the problem?

Mr. DEAN. That is correct.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. It will probably make it even more
Mr. DEAN. It could be worse.
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Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA (continuing]. worse, all right.
Mr. DEAN. Finally, in my written statement, I referred to several

issues that are wrong. I will not repeat those. We also will provide
to the committee staff the comments that we are filing on behalf
of our clients with the departments, which are about 80 pages de-
tailing areas of the regulations that present problems. I would,
however, like to state very briefly one of the areas.

Mr. DEAN. [Continuing.] it is the scope of self-determination con-
tracting. That is covered in Section 900.106 of the regulations,
which reads like instructions either for a board game or for a com-
puter game in which it is an assault on a medieval fortress and you
have battlements and you have moats and you have drawbridges,
and behind them you have the Federal bureaucracy trying to hang
on to their prerogatives and their prerequisites. Just looking at
900.106(h) would demonstrate to you why tribes are very upset by
these regulations.

Thank you very much.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you very much.
(The statement of Mr. Dean may be found at end of hearing.]
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Ms. Karshmer.
Ms. KARSHMER. Might I defer to Ms. Gouwens first, Mr. Chair-

man?
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Certainly. Ms. Gouwens.

STATEMENT OF KAY E. MAASEN GOUWENS, ESQ.
Ms. GOUWENS. My name is Kay Gouwens, and I am a lawyer

with the law firm that represents tribes and tribal organizations
nationwide. I am here today in place of my partner, Lloyd Miller,
who was invited to testify and had hoped to come, but finds himself
deep into a very critical phase of the Exxon Valdez oil spill litiga-
tion in which our firm represents about 4,000 members of the Alas-
kan native plaintiff class; and under the circumstances, he con-
cluded he, regretfully, simply could not appear himself today. I will
do my best to fill his shoes.

On the matter that is now before the subcommittee, our firm is
representing a coalition of tribes and tribal organizations. The
members of that coalition are as follows: the Jamestown S'Klallam
Tribe of Washington; the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation of
Alaska, which by the way runs a 40 million IHS hospital and a re-
gional health care delivery system that serves a vast geographic
area larger than the State of South Dakota; UIC Construction, Inc.,
which is the construction subsidy of the Barrow, Alaska Village
Corporation; SKW Eskimos Inc., a construction subsidiary of Archi
Slope Regional Corporation of Alaska; the Southern Indian Health
Council of California; and the Ramah Navajo School Board which,
despite its name, actually runs a host of not only education, but
other social service delivery programs for the Ramah Navajo people
of New Mexico.

In preparing for this hearing today, I thought it would be some-
what instructive to go back and look just very briefly at the legisla-
tive history of the 1988 amendments that we are all here address-
ing today to see what was on this committee's mind when it acted
on the bills that ultimately became those amendments; and I would
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just like to read a couple of sentences from this committee's report
of 1986August 7, in fact, 1986, one week shy of eight years ago.

The committee said this: It seems that since its inceptionthe
inception of the act in 1975, that isinstead of focusing on self-de-
termination, the agencies have only focused on developing complex
contracting and program regulations. In this maze of rules and reg-
ulations, the original intent of the Self-Determination Act has
somehow gotten lost. The report continues that the committee
hopes that in the future the agencies, in implementing the Act, will
not treat the Indian tribes as regular government contractors, but
as self-governing entities with attributes of sovereignty.

Well, nearly eight years later, I think it feels to most people here
like deja vu all over again. The veterans of the process are trying
to get this act to be implemented the way Congress initially in-
tended, and I think can be excused if they feel at times as if they
have been caught in a time warp. But of course they haven't been;
time has been passing, six years have passed since Congress di-
rected these agencies to, within 10 months, promulgate regulations
which they were expressly instructed should be simple, straight-
forward and not contain unnecessary requirements. And what we
are faced with instead is a several-hundred-page document that is
anything but simple, extremely complex and flies in the face of the
mandates Congress stated in both the original act and in the 1988
amendments.

Given the history of this process, our clients have just reached
the conclusion that enough is enough. We don't doubt the sincerity
of those agency witnesses who testified this morning about their
true intent to improve this process and draw this interminable reg-
ulatory process to a close. But I guess the Exxon Valdez case is on
my mind, because the image that I have in my head is of a massive
oil tanker filled with oil going forward on a course, and the man
or the woman who is at the helm of that vessel can't turn it imme-
diately. It takes a long time from giving the direction to getting the
vessel to move. And we are just confident, given what appears to
be a very entrenched and resistant midlevel bureaucracy, that
these well-meaning people cannot turn this tankercertainly not
by the rather optimistic August, 1995 deadline that the tribes and
the agencies are striving to meet on the proposed regulations.

I would just like to comment very briefly, echoing some of the
other panelists' comments this morning, that I would hate for any-
one to be left with the impression that because the tribes requested
additional time to come in on these regulations and endorse the
idea of an advisory process, even after August, and agreed on a
goal of an August, 1995 final remembering date, that the tribes
and tribal organizations have really embraced this process. They
are, in fact, hostages to this process.

The only reason that more time is needed to comment on these
regulations is because they are so massive and so confusing and so
contrary to the interests of tribes that, of course, tribes have to try
to have as much effective further input into these as possible, be-
fore they are enacted. In fact, I think there should not be a need
for further process here.

The positions of tribes on the vast majority of issues that have
arisen in the past six years in self-determination contracting are
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well-known, and have been stated over and over again, and are re-
flected in the joint tribal Federal draft regulations that were re-
jected by the previous administration, and have been submitted in
official commentary on the proposed regulations. What we need is
resolution of these issues. And I think the record is complete
enough that this committee and this Congress can resolve those is-
sues legislatively and put an end to the ability of these agencies
to creatively misinterpret the mandates of this statute.

It is for that reason that our clients heartily endorse the provi-
sions of H.R. 4842, which was introduced by the Chairman and
Vice Chairman, I understand, earlier this week.

I would just like to very briefly touch on a couple of the provi-
sions of that bill. I believe Mr. Dean indicated that one of the most
frustrating provisions of the proposed regulations is the provision
that deals with the so-called "contractibility" issue that would at-
tempt to insulate the Federal agencies from having a vast variety
of their functions taken over by Self-Determination Act contractors.
The proposed bill would resolve this problem in a couple of ways.

First, it wouldwe shouldn't need clearer language, because the
language in the Act is already pretty clear on this, but it would
state even more clearly that programs that are subject to being
contracted under the Act include administrative functions of the
Department of the Interior, the Department of Health and Human
Services, which support the delivery of services to Indians, includ-
ing those administrative activities that are related to, but not part
of the service delivery program, which are otherwise contractible
without regard to the organizational level within the departments
where such functions are carried out.

The bill also takes a very positive step, in our view, of clarifying
that a decision by the Department that a particular program or
function is not contractible is not some kind of threshold decision
that is insulated from the protections of the so-called "declination"
process, but is in fact a decision to decline a contract that must
trigger all of the procedures that Congress has put in place for pro-
tecting tribes when such a decision is made.

We would alsoI mean, basically we endorse all of the provisions
of this bill. I would just hit on a couple of highlights.

As I think this committee well knows, tribal reporting require-
ments under current law, as proposed in the draft regulations, is
truly crushing. The draft bill would address this problem by con-
tinuing to require tribal organizations to submit single agency au-
dits which, after all, are probably the best means for ensuring that
contracts are properly operated, and all other reporting require-
ments will be subject to negotiation between the agencies and the
tribes. And this means that if there is a reporting requirement that
the agency thinks is crucial and the tribe refuses to agree with it,
the agency is free to decline the contract, and then the tribe has
all of the procedural protections that go along with the declination
process.

I think I will pass on some of the other more technical provisions
of the bill, except again to say that we think it is a wonderful bill
that resolves virtually all of the issues that we know have been
raised in recent years and resolves them in a way that should fur-
ther the purposes of this act.
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Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you.
[The state]. ent of Mr. Miller may be found at end of hearing.)
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Ms. Karshmer?

STATEMENT OF BARBARA RARSHMER, ESQ.

Ms. KARSHMER. Thank you. My name is Barbara Karshmer, and
I am an attorney from California; and I am here today on behalf
of three tribal consortiums in California that represent 30 tribes,
as well as another individual tribe. Together, these three consor-
tiums and the individual tribe provide services to more than 40,000
Indians in Southern California.

They have been involved, as have I, in the regulation drafting
process over the last five years.

I think you have heard today that there is unanimous discontent
with both the process and the results of that process in Indian
country. I think it is a safe conclusion to say that any continued
process is not likely to produce any different results. They may be
marginally better in terms of the contents of some regulations, but
not sufficiently significant to wait another year.

I think it is naive, as well, to think that these regulations can
be fully promulgated in the course of one year from now. I think,
more likely, it will take at least two years. Tribes have been wait-
ing for six years at this point to reap the benefits of the 1988
amendments to the Act, and to ask them to wait another two years,
I think, is unconscionable.

What happened from my perspective in the drafting of the regu-
lations is that the agencies involved forgot that statutes passed for
the benefit of Indians are to be liberally construed in their favor;
and instead, made the regulations as restrictive as possible and in
the government's favor rather than that of the tribes. I gave exam-
ples in my written testimony of the many areas that I feel are
strictly illegal in the regulations in that they are specifically con-
trary to the provisions of the law. And I won't go through that, but
just refer you to that.

I am here today on behalf of my clients to urge that you imme-
diately pass H.R. 4842. This bill takes care of the problems that
the tribes have experienced since the inception of the Act, and cer-
tainly since 1988, and avoids the need for going through a process
that most tribes believe will be useless.

I would like to do two things very quickly today. One is to dis-
cuss your model contract that appears at Section 108 of the Act,
and also note a few minor technical clarifications that we would
recommend be made to the Act as well.

Since the mid-1970's when the Act was passed, i have personally
been involved with representing tribes in negotiating 638 contracts.
Problems we faced are that the requirements have changed, year
to year, in those contracts; the language of the contracts has al-
ways changed from year to year; and the contracts include, by ref-
erence, long lists of other provisions, other paragraphs, other circu-
lars and other requirements that the tribes are required to comply
with. These requirements are nowhere to be found in one place;
and often when you ask the agencies for these requirements, they
can't even provide you with copies of them, so that they are un-
available for the t ;hes to review to determine whether they can,
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will or wouldn't want to comply with them at the time o.' negotia-
tion.

All of these requirements have always been nonnegotiable, so the
tribes have to take them or have no contract; and the requirements
vary from contract to contract, depending on who is negotiating the
contract, which agency and which tribe it is with.

We strongly support, for these reasons, your approach of provid-
ing a model contract in the legislation.

As you are aware, I am sure, this approach has been successfully
utilized in Title III, the self-governance aspects of the Indian Self-
Determination Act; and there is a model compact for that which we
believe is similar to what you have done in your provisions. We be-
lieve that what you have done is sufficiently flexible to meet both
the needs of tribes and the administration and to allow them to
interact on a government-to-government basis without hampering
either side from having a workable contract.

I think that the Act will create a simplification of the contracting
process. It will eliminate disputes over onerous contract terms and
will create the result that tribes, wherever located, will be treated
uniformly; and that is certainly not the case now.

A few parts that deserve special attention are your inclusion at
Section 1081(b) of the canon of statutory interpretation that
tribesthat statutes for the benefit of Indians are to be liberally
interpreted in their favor. I think this will remind the people nego-
tiating the contracts on behalf of the administration, every time
they have to negotiate a contract, of what this law is really about.

I think your tribal court provisions are excellent, especially inso-
far as they allow for alternative tribal resolution bodies to be used
in the place of tribal courts. In California, at least, with more than
110 tribes, only two of those tribes have tribal courts.

I think the three-year contracts, with annual funding agree-
ments, are excellent. The provisions regarding limitation of costs
are very valuable, and I think Mr. Clapham will comment on those
briefly.

I thinkI could go on through the whole model contract, but I
think that the provisions here are really what is needed. I think
the contract is well drafted. It is consistent with the Act and its
intention, and it is workable for both tribes and the agencies.

My clients strongly endorse the model contract and the Act as a
whole, and urge that you pass it promptly and not be delayed by
the perhaps naive promises of the administration witnesses that
were here today. We would also ask that you take a look at our
comments in regard to changes to the declination time limits,
rights to engaging discovery, burden of proof, and restriction on
regulations that are specific wording we have suggested in my tes-
t;mony.

I, with that, will thank you for the opportunity to appear today
and turn the mike back over to Mr. Clapham.

(The statement of Ms. Karshmer may be found at end of hear-
ing.)

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you very much. I do have some ques-
tions I would like toMr. Clapham, (lid you have a couple more
comments to make?
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Mr. CLAPHAM. Mr. Chairman, yes, I did. Thank you for the op-
portunity.

I wanted to hit on four sections just very briefly in H.R. 4842.
The first is Section 5, which deals with the regulatory process.

As written, it limits regulations to five areas that are procedural
in nature. We think that is a workable approach; it gives the agen-
cies 12 months to promulgate regulations in those five areas
through the negotiated rulemaking process under the negotiated
Rulemaking Act of 1990. There is no impediment here that would
prohibit the agencies from promulgating internal rules under the
Act. I think the Act is clear in that regard. So the internal oper-
ations of the agencies with regard to 638 contracting could still go
forward.

Finally, as Ms. Karshmer and others have pointed out, there are
some changes in 4842 that deal with limitation of cost, that ensure
that adequate funding will be provided to the tribes in the process
of carrying out these contracts; and if it is not, those activities can
be shifted back to the Federal 4.3overnment once those funds have
been expended, and not added to meet the needs of the programs
carried on. There are amendments in the appeals section to allow
a tribe to exercise an option between an administrative appeal or
go directly into the Federal District Court for declination appeals.

Finally, a matter that has been of interest to the Navajo Nation,
my client, for this whole period of six years, the Act specifically au-
thorizes the use of tribal preferences, the hiring and contracting
process in implementing a 638 contract.

For the record, I will be submitting when I return to Window
Rock, resolutions of the Intergovernmental Relations Committee of
the Navajo Council that supporthave reviewed and authorized
and support S. 2036, as revised, the bill that was before them prior
to this hearing. I am sure they will take similar action on H.R.
4842 in the future.

Thank you.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you very much.
I have no doubt that all of you members of the panel certainly

have held your given positions with distinction as expert attorneys
in your own right; and I suspect also our friends downtown, who
wrote hundreds of these pages of so-called regulations, are also at-
torneys of their own distinction. I am getting a little frustrated
right now that this is a battle between lawyers who continue to do
these things and seem to cause more problems than actually find-
ing a solution to these problems.

I would like to ask you, members of the panel before us here, do
you think that perhaps the law that was enacted six years ago
was the language in that statute so bad or so vain that the attor-
neys couldn't write their regulations properly? Was that the reason
why they couldn't do it? I mean, I would like your opinions on this,
since you are expert in interpreting the law in your own right as
attorneys.

Mr CLAPHAM. In response, I would have to say, I thought the
language was clear. I thought that the regulations could have been
written and thought that the regulations were written in 1989
after the two-
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Mr. FALSOMAVAEGA. I mean, this law wasn't 2,000 pages; I
mean, it was plain, simple, farmer's language. Was this written by
attorneys, too, that caused the confusion?

I am sorry, I didn't mean to interrupt; I just wanted your honest
opinion. What was the problem?

Mr. CLAPHAM. I think that the comments earlier in the hearing,
of the Chairman about the bureaucracy, contributed greatly to the
problems with the regulations. I also believe that the expansion of
the 638 contracting process to bring in the non-Indian bureaus,
folks who had not been familiar with 638 contracting in the De-
partment of Interior may have contributed to some of the confound-
ing nature which we find in the regulations now.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Do you think there is some greater truth
inI don't know which Henry that was in the Shakespeare era,
Henry V or Henry VIIIwith the admonition, the first thing we do
is kill all the lawyers. I mean, I see the frustration of the tribes;
and I am sure all of you are frustrated yourselves in trying to work
this thing out for your clients, I am sure you are doing an honest
job and trying to give them the best representation. But, by golly,
I suspect that these ghost attorneys that have been writing these
regulations downtown also is part of the problem.

I was wondering, could it be that this legalese has gotten so bad
here in Washington, D.C. that we seem to missforget smelling
the flowers, while going through the forest and not seeing the light
of these things?

I don't know. Please enlighten me on this.
Ms. KARSHMER. I would like to just respond that I don't think it

is legalese that is the problem; I think it is the basic concepts that
are the problem. Lawyers are new lawyers; we have bureaucratic
inertia that we are dealing with. As my colleague suggested, we
have this big ship going in a direction that just can't be turned.

I think we have a problem dating backI noted in my written
testimony

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. But, you see, the captain of the Exxon
Valdez, I understand, was drunk.

Ms. KARSHMER. I don't cast those aspersions on anyone in the
administration.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I hope we don't have drunken lawyers draft-
ing these regulations.

Ms. KARSHMER. I can only speak for myself.
Back in 1975, when the law was first passed, BIA officia went

from reservation to reservation in California telling the tribes that
this was termination, that BIA was going to be wiped out, that
there was going to be no one to protect the interests of tribes, and
therefore, tribes should not be favorably inclined to contract under
the Act.

What happened instead of that was that bureaucracies developed
regulations that they would have to implement; they would have
to have a million people on staff to control these contracts with the
tribes. I give the example in my written testimony that in 1975,
there wasn't even an area office in California for the provision of
health care. There wasn't a single IHS service unit in California;
there was no care provided by 1HS for Indians in California.

87-932 0 - 95 - 2
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Today, there is still no care provided by HIS for Indians in Cali-
fornia. All the care is provided through contracts with tribes. Yet
from 1975 to the present, there is now more than 125 MS employ-
ees in the IHS area office in California to monitor contracts, to
write contracts, to keep tribes in line. And I think it is this very
conception that tribes cannot be trusted with 638 contracts to do
what is right, to operate contracts correctly, and to spend govern-
ment money properly that is the impediment behind getting any-
where on these regulations.

Mr. DEAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could also respond. I want to say
that IChip Martin has told me that I am making a lifetime ca-
reer out of these regulations, and notwithstanding that, I don't
think it is primarily the lawyers on either the tribal side or the
government side. I think it is the interest of the bureaucracy.

In the course of the consultation, one Federal representative told
the tribal representatives that what we are trying to do in this par-
ticular part of the regulations is to create a level playing field be-
tween the tribes and the Federal employees. That showed an ap-
proach which is understandable, because we are talking in some in-
stances about the jobs of people and their families.

Recently, I have heard at one of the IHS area offices that that
point was made, you are asking us to lay off people who have fami-
lies to support.

Now, the fact is that the Congress has made a determination
that tribes should decide that, whether they are going to be served
by Federal employees or by their own people, under their own au-
thority. So I think it is understandable that there is bureaucratic
resistance. I think some on the government side have seen their cli-
ents as being the agency, and have not perhaps been sufficiently
creative in carrying out the congressional purpose. But I think that
is understandable.

I believe that the problem with the next round, if there is one,
is whether the departments, the people that. we heard today, will
really force a total rethinking of the Federal approach. Because if
they go back and try to justify all or most of these present regula-
tions, it will be a waste of time.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Ms. Gouwens?
Ms. GOUWENS. I have nothing further to add. I think the statute

has long been clear, and the problem is with attitude, not with lan-
guage.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. There has been another sense of curiosity
too about the Bureau downtown, and the fact thatthin is hearsay.

I don't knowmaybe if you all have any knowledgeexactly
what is the percentage of the people working for the BIA that are
Native Americans, and through a self-perpetuating bureaucracy
over the years, some estimates have been made that 80 percent of
the people working for BIA are Native Americans.

Mr. CLAPHAM. I can't speak for the situation here in Washington
D.C.; I simply don't know those figures. I would tell you that at the
area office level and the agency office level on the Navajo reserva-
tion, the BIA's employees are predominantly Navajomembers of
the Navajo Nation.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Well, I am sure this is the effort of every
tribe, to get as many of the Members of the tribe to be a part of
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the process, participating in the tribal affairs, especially when a
tribe is the size of the Navajo Nation with 200,000 now in number,
the largest Native American tribe in the country. So you have to
have a bureaucracy, you have to have a government to provide for
the needs of some 200,000 men, women and children.

In what was discussed earlier with our friends from downtown,
with the notion that these regulations should hopefully come about
by August of next year, I notice in your testimony, Ms. Karshmer,
that this is unthinkable, that it should be done in some way; and
then I hear, I think, Mr. Dean's observation that sometimes we
really don't know if these regulations are going to solve the prob-
lem. It might make things even worse.

So why should we even issue regulations at all? Just perhaps
come up with another solution to the problem or a suggestion.

Ms. KARSHMER. I think that that is why the tribes are endorsing
your bill, because they don't have the confidence that sufficient
changes will be made in the regulations, or in the proposed regula-
tions, to make them workable.

As my colleague earlier stated, tribes are really stuck. If they
didn't agree to participate in the process of redoing the regulations,
they would be stuck with the regulations there are right now. So
they really had no choice but to say OK, vie will try to make them
better.

But at the same time, there was the unanimous vote in support
of S. 2036, which is nearly identical, or will be nearly identical, as
I understand it, to your bill, H.R. 4842. And I think it was a matter
of not having choices and not seeing that there was going to be a
sufficient agency response to tribal concerns.

As i am sure you are aware, tribes negotiated regulations for
several years, thought they had a good set of negotiated regula-
tions; then things were dropped for two years, and out came this
set of regulations that looked totally different from what had been
negotiated and, in many cases, was opposite to what had been ne-
gotiated by the tribes and had little relationship, if any, to all of
the agreements that the tribes had thought they had reached dur-
ing the initial negotiation period.

So that is why tribes are very skeptical about going forward with
a regulatory process, but ihstead, prefer the process that you have
taken or the approach that you have taken in your bill to avoid the
need for such a process and deal with some of the substantive is-
sues as well.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. You might say then that the bottom line
that all of you, by consensus, agree to the principles of the objec-
tives of H.R. 4842?

Mr. DEAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could say, I have not had time to
get instructions from my clients as to the House bill. I have re-
viewed it, however, and I have given your staff comments.

I believe that 95 to 98 percent of the provisions would have wide-
spread support among Indian tribes. There may be several provi-
sions that I can't be sure of until I get instructions from my clients.
So that is the only reason I have not testified to endorse it at this
time.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Well, one thing, I certainly enjoy working
very much with your Chairman; and he likes to move on things
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once they start going, and you either be on that train or you are
going to miss the ride. And I look forward to working with the
Chairman on this bill that I think is going to move very quickly.
We definitely want to do something about it.

I think, in fairness to our friends downtownyou know, we have
only instituted this subcommittee since the beginning of this Con-
gress, and perhaps, too, that we have had problems in previous
years where we never had a subcommittee, it was always held on
an ad hoc basis. I don't know what that means. But just the fact
that we never had a subcommittee to directly address the issues
dealing with Native Americans on the House side, we have had
problems.

And, bless your heartI know Chairman Udall; you couldn't find
a person with more love and feel for Native American issuesbut
just the fact that we did not have an institutionally established
subcommittee to handle the affairs of Native Americans, I think
was perhaps one of the problems that we faced here on this side.

Thanks to Senator Inouyeyou know, singlehandedly he went
about to establish a select committee, now composed of 16 Sen-
ators, and now it is a regular committee of the Senate; and for
years we never had that either.

So, hopefully, with the commitment that this President has
made, inviting the leaders of the tribes from all over the country
to the White HouseI think it is a step forwardand hopefully his
commitment and rhetoric is going to be matched with Secretary
Babbitt's commitment that they definitely will do something about
the needs of Native Americans.

I want to personally thank all of you for coming here this morn-
ing to testify. Keep us posted. The train is going to be moving, and
we need your help and support from your respective tribes to see
that we take corrective action on this problem that has been linger-
ing for the past six years.

Thank you very much. The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned; and

the following was submitted for the record:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity
to appear before you today to offer a few comments on the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act.

Before 1 begin, I want to commend Chairman Richardson and Congressman
Thomas for introducing H.R.4842. The House bill is similar to 8.2036, the Indian
Self-Determination Contract Reform Act of 1994, which Chairman Inouye and I
introduced in the Senate on April 20, 1994. The Committee on Indian Affairs will
mark up S.2036 in a couple of weeks, and I am very hopeful that we will be able
to pass S.2036 in the Senate prior to the August recess.

Mr. Chairman, I think it would be useful to review briefly the history of the
Indian Self-Determination Act and to examine why the tribes have become
increasingly frustrated with the existing regulatory process.

The 1975 Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act provided
tribes with authority to contract with the federal government to operate programs
serving their tribal members. The policy of self-determination has proven to be very
successful in terms of promoting tribal operation of federal programs and services
administered by the BIA and IHS. The policy has its origins in President Nixon's
1970 "Special Message to the Congress on Indian Affairs" which stated:



For years we have talked about encouraging Indians to exercise greater
self-determination, but our progress has never been commensurate with
our promises. Part of the reason for this situation has been the threat
of termination. But another reason is the fact that when a decision is
made as to whether a Federal program will be turned over to Indian
administration, it is the federal authorities and not the Indian people
who finally make that decision.

This situation should be reversed. In my judgment, it should be up to
the Indian tribe to determine whether it is willing to assume
administrative responsibility for a service program which is presently
administered by a federal agency.

In response to President Nixon, the Congress passed the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act in 1974 and it was signed into law by
President Ford on January 4, 1975. Today, approximately $531 million of the
funds appropriated to the BIA are administered by tribal governments under self-
determination contracts. There are over four hundred contracts between Indian
tribes and the IHS involving about $497 million annually. Indian tribes contract
with the 11-1S for the operation of 8 fully accredited hospitals, 347 health centers
and 70 service units.

During the consideration of the 1988 amendments the Senate Committee on
Indian Affairs noted that the Act had failed to meet its goal of reducing the federal
bureaucracy and ending the federal domination of Indian programs. In fact, there
had been no reduction in the federal bureaucracy. Instead the Act had spawned an
increase in federal officials who were employed to monitor self-determination
contracts. The Committee found that federal bureaucrats had imposed
administrative and reporting requirements on Indian tribes which were more
stringent than the standards which would apply to direct federal operation of the
programs, activities and services that the tribes were contracting to provide under
the Act. So many layers of bureaucracy and rules had been imposed that the
contract approval process required an average of 6 months rather than the 60 days
mandated by the Act.

The Committee found that the original goal of ensuring maximum tribal
participation in the planning and administration of federal services. programs and
activities intended for the benefit of Indians had been undermined by excessive
bureaucracy and unnecessary contract requirements. The 1988 amendments were
intended to "... remove many of the administrative and practical barriers that seem
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to persist..." under the Act. The amendments required new regulations to be
developed by BIA and IDS with the participation of Indian tribes. Senate Report
100-274, which accompanied the amendments, stated:

The regulations regarding contracts under the Indian Self-
Determination Act should be relatively simple, straightforward, and
free of unnecessary requirements or procedures. The Committee
intends...[the] regulations to become effective prior to the beginning
of the first Fiscal Year following enactment of this amendment.

The 1988 amendments were intended to increase tribal participation through
contracting in the management of federal Indian programs and to help ensure long-
term financial stability for tribally-run programs. The 1988 amendments also
required the Secretaries of Interior and FIBS to consider and formulate appropriate
regulations with the participation of the Indian tribes. The accompanying Senate
report called for the two departments to issue joint regulations. Joint regulations
were intended to permit the agencies to award contracts and grants to Indian tribes
without the unnecessary burden or confusion associated with having two sets t. f
rules for the same legislation. Joint regulations were also intended to permit both
departments to implement the 1988 amendments and eliminate deficiencies or
problem areas which inhibited contracting under the original act.

Nearly six years have passed since the enactment of the 1988 amendments.
On January 20, 1994 the WA and IHS finally published proposed regulations in the
Federal Register. Despite the fact that the regulations were supposed to be
"relatively simple, straightforward and free of ennecessary requirements or
procedures," the new regulations contain hundreds of new requirements. As one
commentator noted: ". in numerous instances [the proposed regulations] are more
restrictive than existing regulations and raise new obstacles and burdens for Indian
tribes seeking the opportunities for effective tribal self-government promised by the
Act."

Tribal reaction to the proposed regulations has been extremely negative.
Not only are tribes frustrated that the regulatory process is still on-going with no
end in sight, but the fact that the proposed regulations in many instances are
different than the understandings that tribes thought they had reached with the
agencies during the joint tribe-agency consultations.
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S,2036

S.2036, the Indian Self-Determination and Contract Refonn Act of 1994,"
is intended to prohibit the Secretary ofthe Interior and the Secretary of Health and
Human Services from promulgating any regulations under the Self-Determination
Act. It prescribes the terms and conditions which must be used in any contract
between an Indian tribe and the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the Indian Health
Service. No modifications could be made to any contract which is entered into
under the authority of the Self-Determination Act without the written consent of the
Secretary and the tribe.

It is entirely possible that regulations will be required in certain areas to
effectuate the purposes of the Act. However, I believe the burden of proof should
be on the federal agencies or any other interested party (tribes or lawyers) to justify
to the Congress and to the tribes the need for such regulations.

On June 15, 1994, the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs conducted a
hearing on S.2036. All of the tribal witnesses testified in strong support of this
legislation. In addition, tribal witnesses requested that the Committee consider
combining relevant portions of 5.I410 (a bill introduced by Senator Inouye on
August 6, 1993 which proposes various technical amendments to the Indian Self-
Determination Act) and other technical revisions to ensure that the federal agencies
do not substitute their views for that of the Congress and the Indian people.
My staff is currently working with various tribal representatives to draft an
amendment in the nature of a substitute to S.2036.

Regrettably, this administration has voiced its opposition to S.2036. Assistant
Secretary Ada Deer has asked the Committee on Indian Affairs to suspend further
consideration of 8.2036 until the BIA and IHS have renegotiated regulations for the
Self-Determination Act under the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

Tribes are clearly frustrated and angered by the current state A affairs. I was
critical of the last administration for their handling of this matter, and I note that
this administration, which has said that it wants to reinvent government, reduce
burdensome regulations, and listen more carefully to tribal governments also has
failed to act responsibly. One year after this administration took office it made the
decision to publish proposed 638 regulations that even the most casual observer of
the five and one-half year regulatory process knew would be rejected by the tribes.
Now the administration is asking the Congress to suspend further legislative action
until it can complete another round of tribal-federal negotiations.

i
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My response to the BIA and the IHS is straightforward. We have given the
WA and the IHS nearly six years to do a job that was supposed to take one year.
The time has come for decisive action, and it is my intent to move legislation
reforming the Indian Self-Determination contracting process this year. I look
forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and Congressman Thomas to enact
legislation that will recapture the vision that gave birth to the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act.
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Good Morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am
pleased to be here to discuss the Department's efforts to
implement the 1988 amendments to the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act (the "Act" or "638"), particularly
as these efforts relate to contracting in Departmental agencies
outside of the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("RIP."). Before we
begin, however, I would like to introduce Faith Roessel, Deputy
Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs, and Molly Poag, Director,
Office of Regulatory Affairs. Faith will discuss current
contracting efforts in the BIA, and Molly will discuss the
current status of the proposed regulations.

INTRODUCTION

At the outset, I want to assure you that we are aware of the
frustrations experienced by tribes regarding implementation of
the Act, and that we are working hard to remedy some of the
problems that have led to these frustrations. Many of these
problems, however, began during prior Administrations and, in the
past 18 months, we have made substantial progress toward
resolving them. For example, this Administration made
publication of the rule a priority and published it within one
year of taking office. Moreover, pursuant to tribal request, we
are developing a process to attempt to reach consensus with
tribes on the final rule, and we anticipate publication by August
1995, the dace requested by tribes.

In addition, we are working to ensure that tribes are aware of
and, if they desire, take advantage of contracting opportunities
under the Act. The BIA has contracted out nearly a third of its
program funds and anticipates continuing to expand the scope of
its contracting activities. The Bureau of Reclamation ('BuRec')
and the Bureau of Land Management ("ELM") also have programs
contracted to tribes under the Act, and they expect to contract
other programs in the future. We recognize, however, that we can
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do more, and we have instituted a review to determine which
programs within the Department provide direct benefits to tribes.

This Administration recognizes our government-to-government
relationship with tribes and is eager to work with them to
finalize regulations implementing this legislation. We
appreciate the opportunity to come before you and describe our
efforts. We believe that we are on the right track to resolving
many of the tribes' outstanding concerns. We are opposed,
therefore, to any 638 legislation at this time and urge the
Congress to defer legislative action until a final rule is
completed.

CONTRACTING EFFORTS IN NON-BIA AGENCIES

The Act was first enacted in 1975 to authorize tribes to seek
contracts with the Department of the Interior (DOI*), under
which tribes would administer programs previously administered by
the BIA. Programs eligible for contracting were required to have
been established for the benefit of Indians under the Snyder
Act' or any subsequent act. The Department generally has
interpreted the original act to require only the contracting of
BIA programs.

The 1988 amendments expanded the scope of the Department's
contracting powers to include programs that were established for
the benefit of Indians because of their status as Indians, yet
are administered by agencies within Interior other than BIA
Since 1988, some non -BIA programs have been contracted. The
Bureau of Reclamation (BuRect) currently has the greatest
portion of non-BIA programs administered under 638 contracts
Among other things, tribes currently are administering planning
operations, environmental studies, and the construction,
operation, and maintenance of water systems and water-related
projects. For example, the San Felipe Pueblo and the Santo
Domingo Pueblo are administering a program on the stabilization
of the banks of the Rio Grande; the Tohono Wodham - Shuk Toak
district are constructing water delivery facilities; the Navajo
Nation is administering a program regarding safety of the Round
Rock dam; and the Gila River Indian Community is constructing an
irrigation system on the Sacaton Ranch. In anticipation of
increasing its 638 contracting activities, BuRec is offering
training to its employees in 638 contracting procedures.

The BLM also has entered into 638 contracts. Bill is estimating
over $5,000,000 worth of programs in 638 contracts for FY 1394, a
substantial increase over the roughly $200,000 it contracted in
1992. These programs all relate to cadastral survey work in
Alaska.
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Many ocher non-BIA programs, though currently not contracted

under 638, are administered through cooperative arrangements such

as memoranda of understanding or agreement. For example, the

Chehalis and Quinhalt tribes are conducting fishery restoration

activities funded by the Fish and Wildlife Service f'FWS41 under

the Chehalis River Fisheries Program, and the Hoopa Valley,

Karuk, and Yurok tribes are conducting similar activities in the

Klamath River Basin. in Alaska, the Tanana Chief's Conference
and the Association of Village Council Presidents are collecting

data that is used in FWS subsistence harvest management

activities. The Blackfeet tribe in Montana has an assistance

agreement with BLM for inspection and enforcement of Indian oil

and gas operations, and many other BLM programs also are

administered through cooperative agreements with tribes. The

Minerals Management Service is conducting an outreach program to

generate tribal interest in cooperative audit agreements under
the Federal Oil and Gas Royalty Management Act.

Nevertheless, the majority of DOI programs contracted to tribes

under 638 are through BIA, because of BIA's unique role within

the Department and the American Indian community, and because of

the statutory requirement that programs eligible for 638

contracting must be for Indians because of their status as

Indians. In FY 93, 81/Cs total obligation for 638 contracts was

roughly $700.000,000, or nearly one third of BIA's total

obligations. The 638 obligation includes funds for tribes to
administer at least a portion of virtually every existing BIA

program. such as human services, education. public safety and
justice, community development, resource management, trust

services and general administration.

The Department recognizes, however, that more can and should be

done to encourage non-BIA contracting. As a result, DOI has
established an internal review process to identify non-BIA

programs, such as programs currently administered under
cooperative agreements, that may be subject to 638 contracting.

This review, which is headed by the Department's Chief of Staff.

is ongoing and is increasing the Department's understanding of

programs that directly benefit American Indians. This increased

understanding will enable Bureau Directors and office heads to

actively promote these programs for contracting by tribes.

CURRENT PROPOSED REGULATION

Under the current proposed regulation, a program is for the

benefit of Indians because of their status as Indians, and thus

eligible for consideration for 638 contracting, where Indians are

the primary and significant beneficiaries of the program as

evidenced by: (1) authorizing or appropriations legislation or



legislative history; (2) implementing regulations; or ()) the

actual administration of the program.'

The term ' primary or significant beneficiaries" refers to those

entities whose benefit or enhancement was the principal or a

leading motivation for the establishment of the program or

portion of the program.

Under this test, the Department must conduct a case-by-case

analysis, examining the purpose, character, and administration of

the program. in establishing a particular program, however,

express congressional invocation of its constitutional authority
over Indians will be considered evidence that Congress intended
the program to be for the benefit of Indians because of their

status as Indians.

In light of the Department's increasing understanding of its

programs that benefit Indians in their status as Indians, and in

light of our government-to-government relationship with tribes, I

want to stress that the proposed test, consistent with the

purpose of the Administrative Procedure Act, is merely a

proposal. It may be modified based upon public comments received

during the comment period, or as a result of the consensus-

building discussions with tribal representatives that will occur

after the close of the comment period. These discussions, and
the process that led to development of the current regulation,

are described below in more detail.

DEVELONONT OF THE PROPOSED REGULATION

The Department recognizes that promulgation of the proposed

regulation has been extraordinarily delayed. Most of this delay,

The proposed regulation provides that a program is for the benefit of

Indians because of their status as Indians, and thus eligible for 43S

contracting, where:

'IA) The authorising statute or legislative history specifically identifies

Indians. because of their status as Indians, as primary or significant

beneficiaries of the program or portion of the program or otherwise
indicates that Congressional intent was to benefit Indiana because of their

statue as Indians; or

is) The appropriation of funds for the operation of the program or portion

of the program specifically targets Indians. because of their status as

Indians. as primary or significant beneficiaries of the appropriations. as

evidenced in the statutory or committee report language or the budget

justifications submitted to the Appropriations Committee; or

IC) Regulations or administration of plenum or portion of a program
identify Indians, because of their status as Indians, or reflect
Departmental intent to benefit Indians, because of their status as Indians,

as primary or significant recipients of the services to be provided by the

program or portion of the program.
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however, occurred during prior Administrations. When this
Administration took office, the eroposed rule had not been
published and was over four years behind schedule. The rule
quickly became a priority, however, and was published just one
year later. DOI and MS currently are working to develop a
process that will permit tribes to participate fully in the
development of the final rule.

DOI and REIS began drafting joint regulations implementing the
amendments in 1988. Meetings with tribes were held throughout
the country to discuss the amendments, and a working document was
produced following two regulatory drafting workshops that
included DOI, RHS, and tribal representatives. In December 1989.
DOI and RHS jointly released draft regulations for tribal
comment, and in January and February of 1990, thirteen regional
consultation meetings were held to discuss the joint draft.

In March 1990, the Coordination Working Group ('CWG") was created
to revise the December 1989 joint draft regulations. The CWG,
which was composed of representatives from DOI, 1411S, and tribes,
met periodically between March 1990 and August 1990. In

September 1990, a second draft regulation was released reflecting
changes made by the CWG.

Throughout the following year, DOI and RIM conducted preliminary
reviews of the CWG draft. DOI created a Departmental Review
Team, composed of representatives from all DOI bureaus with an
interest in the regulation. to examine the draft. DOI also
created a Departmental Policy Group, composed of all Assistant
Secretaries and the Solicitor, to resolve issues that could not
be resolved by the Departmental Review Team. Tribal
representatives were not included in this process.

In November 1991, DOI and RH separately released revised draft
regulations based upon their respective reviews of the CWG draft.
A joint negotiation team was appointed to resolve differences
between DOI and NHS drafts. and this team met for the first time
in June 1992. Weekly meetings were held throughout the summer of
1992, and the final joint regulations were completed in October
1992. Tribal representatives also were not included in this
process.

In December 1992, the joint draft was submitted to the Office of
Management and Budget ('OMB") for review. After the Clinton
Administration took office, however, the rule was returned for
review by each Department. Thorough reviews were conducted and,
on January 20, 1994, the regulations were published in the
Federal Recliner with a 120 day comment period expiring on May
20, 1994.

During this period, three regional meetings (in Phoenix,
Minneapolis, and Reno) and one national meeting (in Albuquerque)
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were held to solicit tribal comments on the proposal.

Representatives of many bureaus and offices attended to ensure

that tribes were aware that many non-BfA programs are

contractible.

During the national meeting, tribes requested that the comment
period be extended for 90 days and that a process be developed

for tribal participation in the development of the final rule.

Specifically, tribes requested six working sessions with DOI,

NHS, and 48 tribal members, and that the final rule be published

no later than August 31, 1995. DOI agreed in principle to these

requests, and DOI and HHS promptly extended the comment period to

At.gusc 20, 1994, thus providing tribes with seven months to

comment on the proposed regulation.

DOI and MS currently are working to fulfill the other tribal

requests made at the national meeting in Albuquerque. Currently,

DO/ and HHS are developing a charter, under the Federal Advisory

Committee Act, to permit us to continue working with tribes after

the close of the comment period to develop consensus positions

for the final rule. It is anticipated that there efforts will

produce a final rule that fulfills the mandates of the 1988

amendments and meets tribal concerns.

Moreover, DOI is working to ensure that, in light of the
government-to-government relationship with tribes, the consensus
reached with HHS and tribe: reflects the final position of the

Department. The process established between 1990 and 1992

allowed DOI and HHS to review and revise the original CWG draft

without the benefit of further tribal participation. Under the

process currently being developed, however, DOI intends that the

final rule will reflect any consensus reached with tribal
representatives, thus avoiding the delays that occurred between

1990 and 2992. Moreover, DOI intends to complete the process
within the timeframe requested by tribes atthe May 1994 national

meeting in Albuquerque.

CONCLUSION

We commend the committee for scheduling this hearing and thank

you for the opportunity to testify. This hearing has provided us
with another opportunity to listen to all sides and work toward a

consensus that will serve the needs of the tribes and the

Department. We oppose any legislation that hinders our efforts

toward reaching consensus. We have a government-to-government
relationship with tribes and we are developing a process to

resolve important self-determination issues. This process should

be allowed to continue unfettered.
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Good Morning,

Mr. Chairman, I am Michel Lincoln, Deputy Director, Indian Health

Service (IHS). I'm pleased to be here today to provide you an update

on the Indian Self-Determination Act (P.L. 91-638) regulations

development process. I am accompanied today by Mr. Richard J.

McCloskey, Director of the Division of Legislation and Regulations.

Let me begin by stating that we share your concerns about the need for

the most simple, straightforward regulations as possible. We also

share the concerns expressed by the Congress and the tribes with

respect to the time required to finalize the regulations.

First, with respect to the time involved, we agree it has been an

lengthy process. However, to date, we have successfully accomplished

a key congressional directive, including a joint Notice of Proposed

Rulemaxing (NPRM), published January 20, 1994, in the Federal Register

with a 120 day comment period. The Department of Health and Human

Services (DHHS) and Department of the Interior (DOI) ensured that the

NPRM was developed with substantial tribal participation. From 1988

to 1990, over 600 individual tribal representatives were actively

involved in drafting proposed regulations provisions many of which are

contained in the NPRM.

1.

50
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From 1991 to 1993, joint Secretarial review, negotiation, joint policy

decisions and clearance was completed through two Administrations.

During this period, the IBS maintained communications, through

meetings and correspondence, with tribal representatives on draft

regulation revisions as policy decisions were made.

In April and May of this year, the Department of Health and Hunan

Services (DHHS) and the Department of the Interior (DOI) held three

regional throughout the U.S. and a national meeting in Albuquerque.

The purpose of these meetings was to orient all tribes to the

rationale behind final policy decisions reflected in the 111212M, as well

as to receive public comments.

zn Hay, over 400 tribal representatives who attended the national

meeting presented to Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs Ada Deer

and myself, a tribal leader consensus statement. This statement

requested a three month extension to the original comment period. It

-also contained a detailed schedule of recommended activities related

to the IIENIM to be undertaken over the following year including a

series of tribal/federal meetings to review comments and negotiate a

consensus toward developing a final rule. The IHS has agreed to the

tribes' request and extended the comment period to August 20. We are

working out procedural arrangements with the DOI and the tribes and

plan to begin these meetings in October, 1994. Based upon the

recommended schedule, final regulations are anticipated to be

published in November 1995.

2
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while the proposed regulations are lenger than the previous issuance

they do represent a more simplified process. In the future, all

contract requirements will be contained within these regulations

where, formerly, key Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) provisions,

Agency guidelines, manuals, and policies were incorporated by

reference. In many instances, tribes provided specific language and

text for DHHS and DOI to incorporate into the proposed regulations.

Wnile regulations should not impose undue burdens, they should promote

fairness and consistency in Agency decision-making. These types of

procedural requirements, in part, limit or define Agency discretion

and contribute to overall length. Examples include:

a provision imposing on the Secretary important requirements,

such as timeframen for making decisions to approve or decline a

contract:

a description of the Secretary's obligation to provide tccnnimal

assistance;

identification of the criteria to be used by the Secretary in

making discretionary decisions; e.g. criteria for considering

tribal requests for waivers, criteria for approving or

disapproving contracts;

3
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Public Hann Swvia.

OCT 6 694

The Honorable Bill Richardson
Chairman
Subcommittee on Native

American Affairs
Committee on Natural Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.G. 20515

Dear Kr. Chairman:

limPan Health Service

ficekvele MO 20E67

Enclosed is the Indian Health Service's (INS) response to your
August 2 inquiry in followup to the July 29, 1994, oversight
hearing on the Indian Self-Determination Act regulations. As you
requested, the IHS has responded to those questions specifically
directed to, and relevant for, the Agency.

We hope that the enclosed information is helpful to you and your
staff. Your interest and effort in these matters is appreciated.

Enclosures

J3

Sincerely yours,

'

95(Michael H. Trujillo, M.D., M.P.H.
6,,Assistant Surgeon General

Director



Department of Health and Human Service
Responses to Questions Submitted by the
House Native American Affairs Committee

from the July 29, 1994 Oversight Hearing on the
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act

Public Law B7-638

To Asst. Sec'y Bonnie Cohen and Dep. Dir. Lincoln:

1. How did the change of Administrations which cane about as a
result of the 1992 elections affect the regulatory developme t
process.

Answer: Some delays occurred as a result of the change in
administration. The new administration ordered a review of all
regulatory materials then in process including material previously
approved for but not yet published in the Federal Register. The
notice of proposal rulemaking (NPRM) for the 1988 amendments to the
Indian Self-Determination Act, Public Law (P.L.) 93-638 fell in this
category. The Department of Health and Human Services initiated a
review and reclearance of the NMI which was completed on
August 2, 1993. During this period, Clinton Administration
officials were briefed on the level of involvement by the tribes.
Some concerns were voiced regarding the adequacy of outreach to, and
participation in the drafting process by tribes and tribal
organizations after August 1990 and language 'to this effect was
noted in the preamble. However, the Departments concluded that the
"public comment period will provide an adequate opportunity for
tribes and tribal organizations to provide comments on the current
draft."

2. what are some of the other major reasons that implementation of
the 1988 Amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act have taken
so long?

Answer: While the regulations development process has been slow,
IHS has implemented most of the major provisions of the Amendments
regarding new tribal rights and/or Agency obligations. Examples
include formal review of Agency decisions, statutory timeframes for
contracting decisions, reduced reporting, funding of contract
support costs, and removal of the contracting process from the
application of Federal procurement rules.

3. Assistant Secretary Cohen -- Could you please identify any
efforts the Department has taken to encourage the development of 678
contracts with Bureaus other than the Bureau of Indian Affairs?

Answer: See Department of Interior response.

5
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Page 2 To Asst sec'y Bonnie Cohen and Den. Dir. Lincoln:

4. Assistant Secretary Cohen -- Can you give us some examples of
non-Bureau of Indian Affairs programs which have been contracted by
tribes pursuant to the Indian Self-Determination Act?

Answer: See Department of Interior response.

5. You are familiar with the legislation introduced by Senator
McCain. The legislation I have introduced is quite similar. Do you
not agree that the legislation we have proposed, to streamline the
contracting process, is in keeping with Executive Order Number 12861
signed by President Clinton last year requiring each agency to
eliminate 50 percent of its internal regulations within 3 years?

Answer: While the legislation would reduce the volume of the NPRM,
this would not necessarily reprekent a more streamlined process. It
has been the position of most tribes involved to date that it is
better to have prescribed-procedures than to Lave greater Agency
discretion. It has also been the preference of these tribes that
all contract requirements be contained within the regulation where
formerly, Agency guidelines, manuals, and policies were incorporated
by reference. In many cases, provisions represented by language and
text in the regulation were written by tribes participating in the
regulation drafting actiCties. In other instances, the Agency has
provided more simplification than what is required by express
statutory provisions. If the regulations are not finalized, many
advantages that tribes have anticipated will be lost.

6. Although the agencies have agreed to extend the comment period
and to re-negotiate the publierel notice of proposed rulemaking, the
tribes have already negotikced two sets of regulations which the
agencies have essentially ignored. What guarantee can the
Department and the Service gide as that the new round of
negotiations will not simply end in the same result?

Answer: The Department of Health and Human Service has agreed to
the national tribal consensus request to provide for tribal
participation in reviewing comments on the NPRM and developing the
Final regulation through the establishment of an Advisory Committee
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA). The Committee,
which would include tribal representatives, would work toward
consensus recommendations to the Secretary on the Final regulation.

It is important to note that tribal positions were not ignored with
respect to the proposed rule implementing the P.L. 93-638
amendments. All were thoroughly considered and throughout the
process the Departments sought to retain as much of the advice and
perspective provided by tribal representatives as possible.
However, there are differences with the positions of some tribes
including a number related to principles of equity for all tribes.
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Page 3 To Asst. Sec'y Bonnie Cohen and Den. Dir, Lincoln:

It is important to clarify that there were no earlier agreed upon

regulations. There were a series of work drafts developed during
extensive meetings. These drafts contained extensive notes
describing differing views of the parties - tribal, IBS and BIA. The
last series of meetings resulted in the Sept( ber 1990 work draft.
At that time all parties agreed that what ',is needed was a proposal
to which both Federal agencies agreed and to which the tribes could

react. In !larch 1993 staff of both Departments conducted a joint
briefing for the 618 Steering Committee which supported publication
of the NPRM as the appropriate mechanism to address the remaining

issues. The NPFEM was published virtually unchanged in 1994. The
reliance on the FACA process is in response to the tribal consensus
regarding the preferred method to assure tribal participation,

7. Do you anticipate any problems in meeting the commitments you
have made to tribes -- to negotiate a redraft of the proposed
regulations -- as set forth in the latest draft charter for the
Federal Advisory Committee Act committee?

Answer: We do not anticipate delays beyond the estimated time
indicated in the tribal consensus statement. Tribes have been
involved in virtually all decisions to date regarding the process
schedule. It is assumed that this will continue, and any delay
will be with the mutual agreement of all parties.

8. Are you aware of any problems with respect to the funding of
the Federal Advisory Committee?

Answer: The IHS has agreed to funi half of the estimated $300,000
cost of the Federal Advisory Committee. The INS does not have a
problem with the funding approach.

9. Could you provide us with an estimated cost to the Departments
caused by the failure to complete promulgation of regulations in a
timely fashion?

Answer: There were no costs associated with the Departments not
promulgating the regulation. Since 1988, the amount of funding
under tribal contracts has more than doubled from approximately $200
million to over $500 million for both services and facilities
construction in FY 1994. Every effort has been and will continue to
be made to more than complete the regulations development in a
timely manner.

5C
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Page 4 To Asst. Sec's, Bonnie Cohen and Dep. Dir. Lincoln:

10. Could both Departments please provide the Subcommittee with a
list of all Indian Self-Determination Act contracts currently
operated within the Department and the Service, which includes the
contractor, the contract amount, and when the contractor first
entered in a contract with the relevant agency?

Answer: The requested material is being compiled and will be
forwarded to you when completed.

Attachment a t,

5'?
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AMENDMENTS OF 1988

Submitted to:
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you for inviting me to testify about the experiences of the
Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians. a federally-recognized tribe of some 5,500 members.
in the implementation of the Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1988. Actually,
this will be quite difficult to do, as the Amendments hay: not beet. implemented yet, even
though it has been nearly six long years since their enactment by the Congress and approval
by the President.

Rather, let me begin with a short discussion of my involvement with the development
of the amendments. I was one of several tribal leaders invited by staff members of the (then)
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs to come to Washington for two meetings to
discuss tribal governments' problems with the implementation of the Self-Determination Act.
These were good discussions, covering a very broad range of issues connected with tribal
contracting of Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service programs under P.L. 93-
638 -- but let me summarize if I can the general concerns expressed by the tribal leaders.
We were concerned overall that over the decade since enactment of P.L. 93-638, the
personnel of the two Indian agencies had become familiar enough with the provisions of the
law and its regulations that they had discovered or invented a large number of bureaucratic
strategies that they could use to thwart the intent of the law -- to delay tribes' requests, to
declare certain functions non-contractible, to skewer tribes' desired service levels using the
weapon of the tribes' own legitimate and authorized indirect costs rates. and the like.

Working with the Senate Committee, especially Michael Hughes. who was sort of
moderating the discussions, we came up with a good collection of suggested changes the aim
of which was to bring some fresh air to the contracting situation and give tribes more of an
even break when confronted with these two massive bureaucracies. The suggested changes
were given statutory wording, and, eventually, were enacted, and signed by the President in
1988.

At that tune, I remember, I was very optimistic about the prospects for the passage of
the Amendments being another step on the road to tribal self-governance, another
incremental change aimed at eventual self-sufficiency and local control of Indian-specific
resources. I looked forward to being involved in the process of consultation on regulations
to implement the Amendments.

But after a couple of those consultation meetings, the scenario was already clear. The
Bureau and the IBS would so befoul the atmosphere, with unnecessary details and complex
procedures not even alluded to in the Amendments, the atmosphere in which the regulations
would have to be developed, that the process would grind to a halt. It did indeed grind to a
halt. After six years, we were finally presented with a set of proposed regulations,
supposedly promutgated pursuant to an act designed to simplify the process, that are four
times more lengthy than the original regulations were.

Let us take as an example the situation with the FARs. The amendments made clear
that I) most 638 contracts were not be considered procurement contracts, but exempted
construction contracts from this consideration, and 2) allowed the appropriate Secretary to
waive any non-638 regulations he or she thought suitable to waive. This combination should
have given the Bureau and HIS people the opportunity to stick with the spirit of the
amendments and come up with strong, though not lengthy, construction contract
requirements. Instead, we have page upon page of the Federal Acquisition Regulations
keyed to the applicability or the non-applicability of each.
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Many tribal leaders wish to give the Bureau and /HS another opportunity to resolve
the myriad problems with the proposed regulations. I do not agree. At this point, the
regulations can only be looked at or revised in a tainted context, tainted by an underlying
attitude that is completely contrary to the spirit of the Amendments, developed in the
hothouse atmosphere of those who have switched their calling in life from administering
Indian prognats to "monitoring' tribal contracts.

What is happening is that the statutes are being superimpose? ni a preexisting .

association between tribal governments and federal bureaucrats. Th.s longstanding
relationship precludes absolute self-determination because it presents the people at BIA and
IHS responsible for seeing to it that self-determination is achieved with an absolute conflict
of interest situation. If these people carry out the intent of Congress and move federal
resources to the local level, they are cutting their own financial throats, ultimately destroying
their own livelihoods.

Over the past 20 years of the Self-Determination Policy, as tribal governments have
taken responsibility for more and more federal resources, we should have seen the number of
federal employees using or monitoring those resources shrink. In fact, the exact opposite has
happened. The bureaucracies are bigger than ever, consuming ever larger amounts of
resources designated for Indian people. I believe that this fact alone demonstrates the depth
of the conflict of interest in the bureaucracy, a situation in which the only font of workable
altruism is that for other DIA and IHS employees, not for the persons for whom the
administered services have been designed. The successes of the federal Indian agencies in
obfuscation in the implementation of Self-Governance compacts, a mechanism devised by the
Congress to address the root causes of these problems. is a striking example of the tenacity
of the bureaucracy's unenlightened self-interest.

For this reason, I have become convinced in recent months that the only way around
the logjam is for the Congress to enact something similar to Senator McCain's proposed
'Indian Self-Determination Contract Reform Act,' S. 2036- which prohibits the issuance of
regulations.

I have reviewed the experience of the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians with
regard to our P L. 100-297 School Grant, which we administer for our 1,400 students in six
elementary and one high school on the reservation, a law which contains a prohibition on
Interior rulemaking. Our experience has been extremely worthwhile we have the local
flexibility that a grant provides, we have accountability through overall Bureau monitoring,
and, more importantly, through our Single Audit.

know that the full gamut of Bureau and IHS programming is more complex than the
single budget line represented by the BIA school operations costs, and any alternative
approach to 638 regultions needs to take this into consideration. But overall, the idea of
sovereign tribal governments, most of which in this day and age are modern, efficient
institutions with ready access to the expertise that they need, and which have and always
have had a government-to-government relationship with the federal government. managing
Indian financial resources on their own, with accountability rather than supervision is an
idea whose time has come.

Thank you.

0
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STATEMENT OF
EDDIE L. TULLIS, CHAIRMAN

POARCEI BAND OF CREEK INDIANS
AND

PRESIDENT, UNITED SOUTH & EASTERN TRIBES, INC.

ON THE

INDIAN SELF - DETERMINATION CONTRACT REFORM ACT OF 1994
5.1410 and 5.2036

July 29, 1994

Mr. Chairman, 1 am very pleased today to have been invited to testify on the administrative
progress made on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaldng to implement the 1988 Amendments to
the Indian Self Determination Act and to state my views on the legislative intent to combine
S.I410 and 5.2036.

My RIME is EAU:. Tullis, Chairman of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians located in Atmore,
Alabama. an] the President of United South and Eastern Tribes, an intertribal organization
comprised el 21 federally recognized tribes from Maine to Florida and west to Texas

I attended the May 1994 National Meeting on the P. L. 93-638 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
held in Albuquerque, New Mexico and had the opportunity to hear and witness the frustration
and concerns of many Tribal 'traders from across this great country of ours.

The main issue that was repeatedly stated was that the proposed regulations would impede rather
than facilitate the 638 contracting of federal programs and services by Indian Tribes and Nations.
Over-riding all issues was the expressed desire of Tribal Leaders_ to see that the final 638
regulations be implemented in accordance with the intent of Congress expressed in the 1988
Amendments.

It has been six (6) years since the 1988 Amendments were enacted. According to congressioral
records, there have been at least three (3) oversight hearings to determine -WHY!!!" the
required regulations had not been developed and implemented.

In good faith and earnest effort, Congress set forth in the 1988 638 Amendments the assurance
of maximum tribal Participation in the planning and administration of federal services, programs
and activities intended for the benefit of Indian people.

In a Senate Indian Affairs Oversight Hearing on NPRM for 638 in January of this year. it was
noted by Committee Chairman Senator Inouye that the BIA and IHS had failed to meet its goal
of reducing the federal bureaucracy and aiding the federal domination of Indian programs.

61
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.Despite the fact that the 638 regulations were supposed to "remove many of the administrative
and practical barriers that seem to persist...' under the ACT, the proposed regulations are
eighty-three pages long and contains hundreds of new requirements.

There are 28 pages of the NPRM that are devoted to the FAR provisions exclusively.

Tribal Leaders stated that the proposed regulations are now more restrictive than existing
regulations and raise new obstacles and burdens that impede the tribal government efforts to
fully contract under 638. These impediments prohibit effective tribal self-government that was
promised by the 1988 Amendments to 638.

In spite of the many substantial comments and recommendations voiced by Tribal Leaders on
the sixteen (16) subparts of 638 NPRM, the one issue that prevailed throughout the National
Meetings in Albuquerque was that the regulations in their present form are not acceptable to the
tribes.

Major recommendations for change are needed to remove the burdensome and obstructive
provisions in the NPRM for 638. Areas of concerns expressed by Tribal Leaders are:
Contractibility, Funding, Appeals, Divisibility, Construction and Program Standards, Eligibility,
Federal Tort Claims, Indirect Cost and Contract Support.

It must be emphasized very clearly to BIA and MS that Self-Determination is not simply another
federal program. It is a government-to-government relationship and that 638 is the mechanism
by which Congress and the Federal Government recognizes and maintains the trust
responsibility.

Mr. Chairman, while the provisions discussed in 5.1410 and 8.2036 deserve consideration and
support by Tribal Leaders, it must be emphasized that the following vital provisions must be
incorporated in the legislative language to ensure tribal stability:

Tribal participation shall bean integral on-going process of ALL budget planning efforts,
at ALL levels of budget development.

Al aspects of budgeting with B1A/IHS shall be consistent with the Pall spirit and intent
of the Indian Self-Determination policy to deal with tribes on a government-to-
government basis.

That Tribal decision-making and priority setting over available resources shall also oz
an integral part of the budget planning and execution process at ALL levels.

Keeping with the spirit and intent of the 1988 Amendments to 638, Congress should look closely
at the recommendations for amendments to 638 that includes adding a new Title to provide
instructions to BIA and IHS regarding Tribal Participation in the budget planning process.

2
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The self-Determination Amendments are submitted with the intent to eliminate unnecessary
approvals and processes in favor of streamlining the delivery of budget funds to Tribes and
eliminating unnecessary obstacles and burdensome regulations to their use.

It is my hope that you will consider incorporating and institutionalizing the Tribal Budget System
principles and components in both 131A and THS the legislative amendirtenB outlined in Section
8 and in the thirteen (13) guiding principles in Appendix A of the Joint Tribal/BIA/D01
Advisory Task Force's February, 1994 Program Report. The Task Force has pointed that the
current budgetary process has not been updated since 1934.

I urge you to implement changes and modifications to 638 that recognizes the need for budget
reform, as well as, changes to subparts of NPRM that will ensure the implementation and
Congressional intent of the Indian Self-Determination Policy. I urge you to give close attention
to the Issue of 'Contractibility' in the proposed NPRM. The tarn program is defined in a
exceedingly restrictive manner so that It is limited to 'operation of services." The definition is
an administrative interpretation by MA and THS, not be statute, or the intent of Congress and
638. Why 1 mention this point is the fact that it is directly tied into the budgetary preens

support the addition of Title IV, Tribal participation in budget, planning process in its entirety

I support the spirit and intent of 5.1410 and 8.2036 to amend the Self-Deterrnination Act which
expedites tribal involvement and decision making both in BlA and MS on budgets forondation
and flexibility in program design and use of resources.

In closing, Self-Determination must be viewed as a governmemt-to-government relationship
process and not Just another federal program unnecessarily bogged down in bureaucratic 'red
tape' and burdensome regulations.

Thank you.
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The Navajo Nation appreciates the opportunity to testify before the
Subcommittee and tho Chairman regarding the Indian Self-Determination Regulations
and the Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1994. My name is Britt E.
Clapham, II, and I am testifying today on behalf of the Navajo Nation. I am currently
the Senior Assistant Attorney General and coordinate Indian Self-Determination Act
(ISDA or *Acts) activities for the Nation's Department of Justice. I have been
Involved In the Nation's contracting activities for seven years and have been involved
with the development of regulations to Implement Public law 100-472 since passage
in 1988. From this perspective we have several comments and views on this bill.

I would like to address several topics, first the regulations development process
both historically and prospectively; the proposed regulations published on January 20,
1994 by the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of the Health and Human
Services; and finally the Navajo Nation's view on the need for and support of further
legislation to make the Indian Self-Determination Act more consistent with its stated
purposes and what the Nation views as Congress' intent.

Regulation Development

As of now, it has been five years and ten months since Public Law 100-472
was enacted and yet there are no regulations available to implement that Act. When
passed in 1988, tribes, the Navajo Nation included, felt that the 1988 Amendments
to the Indian Self-Determination Act would correct inequities in the manner federal
agencies dealt with tribes, simplify the contract negotiation and operation processes
and generally usher in a meaningful government-to-government relationship to ensure
services and foster tribal self-determination. Unfortunately, that has not been the
case; due to the lack of regulations, tribes now stand somewhere between the pre-
amendment Indian Self-Determination Act and what Congress intended when Public
Law 100-472 was enacted. The lack of regulations to implement the 1988
Amendments is the central source of this problem: Congress has improved the law,
but tribes cannot take advantage of the improvement without corresponding

rr-
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regulations. Agency officials, especially at the Area Office levels, continue to act as
though the pre-1988 regulations control the statutory scheme rather than
understanding that the regulations must grow out of. and comport with, the laws
Congress passes and the President signs.

Within sixty days of passage of Public Law 100.472, tribes began meeting with
the agencies and among themselves to address the development of regulations. What
followed has been a long and frustrating experience for tribes.

In February and March 1989, two large "Regulation Drafting Workshops" with
tribal representation numbering between 250-400 along with officials from the BIA
and IHS worked to produce a set of regulations to implement Public Law 100-472.
The product, draft regulations, now known as the "Yellow Pages" was circulated in
April 1989. Many of us who participated believed we had negotiated the regulations.

From April 1989 through late December 1989 the "Yellow Pages" were
reviewed, reworked and revised by federal officials without "active tribal participation"
as required by the ISDA.

In December 1989, a revised set of regulations was released by the agencies
to Indian Country. It bore little relationship to the "Yellow Pages." During January
and February 1990, Area Hearings on this document were held and tribes and tribal
organizations severely criticized that draft.

In March and April, 1990, another attempt to fully involve the tribes began as
the agencies accepted the fact that the December 1989 draft was inadequate. A
group known as the Coordinating Work Group (CWG) was created, comprised of BR,
INS and tribal representatives along with some departmental representation from both
DHHS and 001.

From April through August, in a series of ten meetings, these regulations were
again negotiated. The CWG product was circulated to Indian Country in September
1990. What followed was perhaps the most problematic period of this process. For
a period of two years and five months there was only limited tribal involvement.
Frequently at these meetings federal officials merely reported. These report meetings
did not Involve any negotiations in the 'refinement' of the regulations as required by
the Act and affirmatively expressed in the legislative history. Sea S. Rep. No. 100-
274 at 38.

87-932 0 - 95 - 3
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Then in January 1993, a document, which again bore little relationship to the
"CWG Draft" or even the "Yellow Pages" was started through the federal clearance
process for the publication of a Joint Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Since this
clearance process coincided with the change of federal Administration, the proposed
rules were returned by OMB to the new Secretaries for review and analysis.

In May of 1993, the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs held an oversight
hearing on these regulations. At that hearing, SR andli-19 officials testified that these
regulations were being given high priority for review, analysis, and clearance. Tribal
representatives expressed skepticism and recommended further legislation.

In January of 1994, the Joint Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published.
No significant or meaningful changes in the regulations had occurred from January
1993 to January 1994.

In April and May 1994, regional meetings and a National Meeting were held to
provide for tribal input on the published regulations. Tribes and tribal organizations
expressed numerous concerns and pointed out how the proposed regulations were
inconsistent with the Act, the "Yellow Pages" and the "CWG Draft."

Tribal leaders, made several requests at the National meeting, first to extend the
comment period for ninety days; this has been done, with the comment period now
ending August 20. Tribal leaders also sought a process of post-comment negotiations
on the regulations. That was also agreed to by the agencies.

A Federal Advisory Committee Act process has been pursued for these post-
comment negotiations. Recently, tribes were advised that joint funding of the
Advisory Committee was prohibited by Appropriations Act provisions. The agencies
are seeking approval through the Fiscal Year 1995 Appropriations Process, to fund
these post-negotiation meetings jointly. We are informed that it is unlikely that
meetings will begin before November 1994 and if 3.6 meetings occur it will be well
into 1995 before these negotiations conclude. It remains to be seen whetl-.:r those
negotiations will be meaningful. In the past, such negotiations have not been fruitful
in many respects. The draft regulations are more problematic than the regulations
prior to the 1988 Amendments. Fundamentally the regulatory drafting process to-date
has been unsuccessful from a tribal perspective.
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January 1994 - Proposed Regulations

I will address central concerns with the regulations generally here and
demonstrate how, when read in concert, these provisions narrow tribal contracting
options.

program Definition

The definition of program found in Section 900.102 of the regulations is unduly
narrow and will likely be used by contracting officials to limit contracts to only service
functions performed by the federal agencies. Such a definition is not supported by the
Act or the legislative history. By narrowly defining program to be the "operation of
services" to the program beneficiaries, these regulations can be used to deny
contracts at the Area Office and Headquarters/Central Office levels. Such an
approach is inconsistent with the legislative history. The Senate in Senate Report
100-274 states:

tribes are authorized to contract with the Secretary to operate
headquarters, area office, field office, agency and service unit functions,
prograrnislIsic) or portions of programs.
S. Rep. No. 100-274 at 23.

This definition of program is then imported to the contractibility section of the
regulations.

Conti actibilit

The provisions in Section 900.106 which address contractibility create several
serious problems. As noted above, the misstated "program" definition is used In
Subsection lcl and is underscored by stating that these programs "are generally
performed at the reservation level." The definition can be further used to limit
functions which may be contracted. This Subsection also includes a provision which,
according to the discussion in the preamble of the regulations, is an interpretation of
the Appointments Clause of Article II of the Constitution and the line of cases
including Oucklev v. Valeo 424 U.S. 1 (1976).

This Subsection makes an attempt to restrict contractibility further by
preventing a tribe from contracting those functions which would impair the Secretary's
"obligation under the Constitution to ensure the laws are faithfully executed.' The
preamble argues that the Appointments Clause allows only properly appointed federal
officials to exercise a particular function, when that function Includes "the exercise of
significant authority pursuant to the laws of the United States.' Such a provision
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ignores Congressional authority to delegate functions to tribal governments and federal
Indian law decisions which support that authority. SeeU S v Mazola 419 U.S. 544
(19751 and more recently Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians of Orenon v U S Civ
No. 92-1621-BUID. Ore. December 22, 1993).

In Subsection (d) there is a non-exclusive list of activities which are deemed to
be not contractible due to the inherently federal nature of these activities. While the
drafters of this section indicate that they relied on a September 1992 Federal Register
publication by the Office of Federal Procurement Policy, which was designed to set
forth which federal functions are not contractible through procurement contracts with
individuals, the drafters have erred in several particulars. Congress has made it clear
that P.L. 93-638 contracts are non-procurement contracts, and are therefore different
from virtually all other federal contracts. Second, P.L. 93-638 agreements are not
contracts with individuals but with tribal governments or organizations authorized by
tribal governments to undertake activities on the government's behalf. Lastly, the
drafters have gravely misstated the propositions stated in the September 1992 Federal
Register, to the detriment of all P.L. 93-638 contractors.

Functions currently under contract could easily fall within the sweep of these
two Subsections, such a result is simply anomalous when Congress enacts laws to
simplify and liberalize ISDA contracting. Additionally, the draft provisions of Section
900.106 are also written in a vague fashion which may well be employed to restrict
activities already contracted by tribes.

Subsection Ih) appears to restrict or prohibit contracts which involve other
federal laws such as NEPA and the Endangered Species Act. Rather than a
prohibition, a wiser course would be to ensure that in those instances where such
laws are applicable, that these legal requirements are adequately addressed and
funding is provided for the required activities. Clearly this funding should be available
as either a direct cost or a contract support cost to comply with such federal legal
requirements.

Prooram Division

Section 900.107 addresses program division, which Is necessary to divide a
program, or portion thereof, between one or more tribes and/or between a contracting
tribe(s) and the federal agency serving the remaining non-contracting tribe(s). While
this section only establishes a process to address this issue, the results of this
procedure will be used pursuant to Section 900.207(c) in determining whether to
decline a contract. This process appears to be a federally created procedure that has

6 S
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the potential to pit one tribe agcinst another when used in the declination
methodology. Such an approach is fundamentally objectionable. Further, during the
history of prior ISDA contracting, no such provision has been used and one must
inquire why such a provision has now become necessary. Finally, this provision is
inconsistent with the process of submitting a proposal to contract because this
process requires the party proposing the contract to address aspects beyond its
control le.g. Secretarial budgets, program development, etc.). Any logistical
difficulties, like the loss of economies of scale and the like, must be borne by the
Secretary as part of the Implementation of the policy of Self-Determination. Clearly
the Secretary should not interpose those logistical difficulties on tribal contractors
while also denying the implementation of the ISDA. In the self-governance setting
"short-fall funding' has been used, in part, to solve this agency problem rather than
to deny a compact; is not such an approach equally appropriate to ISDA contracts?

Declination

Section 900.207 addresses the methodology the Secretary 11 ust use to decline
a contract under the ISDA. As noted above, that process includes factors which are
inconsistent with the Act and includes factors which will be discussed below that
appear to be designed to further restrict contracting. Among these factors are the
manner in which environmental laws are considered, the analysis required on the
impact upon non-contracting parties, and the review of management systems internal
to the tribes and tribal organizations. rurther, the contractibility and funding issues
are not even included here but arise as provisions in Section 900.206, to deny
contracts. As such, these create threshold issues outside of proper, Congressionally
enacted declination criteria; and are therefore inconsistent with the Act and legislative
history.

Subparts D, E & F

These Subparts relate to Financial, Property nd Procurement Management
systems respectively. As noted above, the fact that the declination provisions address
these and require assurances consistent with the provisions located in those Subparts,
create what appear to be "threshold issues' for contracting. This is inconsistent with
Congressional intent as set forth in the legislative history to P.L. 100-472. Further,
the scope of these Subparts will invade upon the internal operations of tribal
governments and, in fact, cause the revision of internal tribal systems in order to
receive a contract award. Such factors are inconsistent with the Congressional policy
on self-determination announced in Section 3 of the ISDA, and expand the federal

7 0
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domination of Indian programs. These provisions and their use in the declination
process are highly objectionable because of infringement on tribal sovereignty.

Conclusion

As outlined above, the regulations as written and proposed in the January 20,
1994 Federal Register Notice of Proposed Rulemaking are Inconsistent with the 1988
Amendments to the Act and inhibit, rather than enhance, tribal self-determination
through the contracting of federal programs. This tact is especially true when the
Sections noted herein are viewed as a whole rather than looking at each section alone.

The Navajo Nation has other specific concerns about particular provisions of the
regulations, Including but not limited to: Employment and Contracting Preference
provisions, the Hearings and Appeals provisions, FTCA and Insurance provisions, the
Provisions in Subpart J concerning construction, the section on Retrocession in
Subpart K and the impact of standards contained in Subpart N.

The Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1994'

The Nation has been informed that the Subcommittee is interested in
considering further amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act which are
somewhat similar in nature, scope and purpose to a bill introduced in the Senate and
currently under revision, S. 2036 The Indian Self-Determination Contract Reform Act
of 1994." On behalf of the Nation, I testified In support of that bill's central concepts
and purpose on June 15, 1994 before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. Since
then I have, along with others, provided the SCIA staff with additional suggestions on
the refinement of S. 2036.

The conceptual framework of such a bill should include the following elements.
First and foremost it should simplify and expedite contracting between the United
States and tribal government on a government-togovernment basis to further self-
determination by tribes, without burdensome regulations that seek to limit the Act's
and Congress' intent to shift control of Indian programs and services from federal to
tribal purview.

The idea of a statutorily created contract form ('model contract') to be
employed, along with additional provisions bilaterally negotiated between the tribe(s)

'At the time of this writing no bill has yet been introduced in the House of Representatives
but I am informed according to staff such an effort is being considered by the Subcommittee.
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and the federal agency, would clearly expedite contracting. The Senate version does
this and the Navajo Nation would support such a bill in the House.

A limited regulatory structure, tied to negotiated rulemaking with absolute time
limits for the promulgation of final rules, further assists the contracting process. The
agencies would still be allowed to issue internal regulations but regulations interpreting
the statutory scheme should be limited to Federal Tort Claim Act issues; Contract
Disputes Act and issues, retrocession of contracts, reassumption of contracts; and a
declination administrative appeal processes.

Internal tribal administrative systems should be allowed to operate without being
redesigned to meet burdensome federal requirements. Tribal accountability systems,
along with annual audits pursuant to the Single Audit Act of 1984, provide sufficient
controls for the proper use of funds in the areas of procurement, property and ti..ancial
management.

A key to the local operation of these programs, services, activities and
functions, is to not merely allow for, but to encourage the redesign of contracted
activities to meet the needs of a given tribe. Only through responding to the needs
of tribal members can these programs assist tribes in attaining the goal of self-
determination

In order to accomplish these concepts, the Act will require further amendments
to ensure that current statutory provisions operate in concert with anticipated
statutory contract specifications ('model contractl. Such further amendments to Act
include, provision for the application of tribal preference laws in the areas of
employment, contracting and subcontracting; the creation of a tribal option to pursue
contract declinations appeals either through an administrative appeal or by actions in
the federal district court, such an approach Is consistent with options under the
Contract Disputes Act where the option is an administrative appeal or a Federal Court
of Claims action.'

A further consideration related to contract funding, would be the inclusion of
a provision, similar to a current regulation, which would allow a tribe to notify the
government that insufficient funds have been provided for full performance of the
contract or a function of the contract, and then would relieve the contractor from the
duty to perform absent an increase in contract funding. The responsibility for

'Once commenced in one forum either the administrative appeal or the courts that process
must be completed without resort to the other forum.

,
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performance must shift to the government once funds are expended if insufficient
funds are available to perform fully.

Such a bill should also provide, consistent with central principles of federal
Indian law that ambiguities be resolved In favor of Indians and Indian tribes, and that
contract disputes may, by agreement of the parties, be resolved in tribal court or
through mediation processes, as well as the Contract Disputes Act.

Amendment of Sections 102, 105 and 106 of the Act will also be needed to
address issues of contractibility (through the declination procedures): proper treatment
of construction contracting and the inapplicability of Federal Acquisition Regulations,
and finally to address several funding issues which have arisen from the regulations
development.

The Navajo Nation, is likely to support such a bill once it is available for review
and consideration, provided it contains these concepts and provisions.

Absent such a legislative Initiative, the Nation will continue to pursue revision
of the regulations through the post-comment negotiations but it is currently of the
opinion that such efforts will consume at least another year and a half and more likely
two years before regulations are finalized. Since the agencies want to retain the "final
word' after any post-comment negotiations, we are not encouraged that this exercise
will be significantly different from our prior experiences with the 'Yellow Pages° or the
'CWG Draft.' Because of this, the legislative initiative appears most fruitful to
achieve a contracting system that is consistent with the statutory scheme, the Intent
of Congress and also be meaningful to tribes.

Ili
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Mr. Chairman, my name is S. Bobo Dean. I am a partner in the
law firm of Hobbs, Straus. Dean & Walker of Washington, D.C. and
Portland, Oregon. I appreciate your invitation to testify on the
proposed regulations to implement the 1988 Amendments to the
Indian Self-Determination & Education Assistance Act. Since 1988
our firm has represented a number of Indian tribes and tribal
organizations in connection with the development of the regula-
tions to implement the Indian Self-Determination Amendments of
1988.

I present this testimony on behalf of the Miccosukee Tribe of
Indians of Florida, the Menominee Indian Tribe of Wisconsin, the
Seminole Tribe of Florida, the Metlakatla Indian Community in
Alaska, the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation (Alaska), the
Norton Sound Health Corporation (Alaska), the Maniilaq Association
(Alaska), The Seneca Nation of Indians and the Oglala Sioux Tribal
Public Safety Commission.

The 1988 Amendments expressly required that the Department of
the Interior and the Department of Health & Human Services formu-
late the regulations with the participation of Indian tribes. The
statute also required that the regulations be promulgated within
ten months from October 5, 1988. No regulations have been promul-
gated. The agencies did involve tribal representatives in a
series of meetings between November 1988 and September 1990 and
developed drafts of the regulations which incorporated significant
tribal recommendations.

In particular, tribal and federal representatives meeting at
Albuquerque, New Mexico, March 21-24, 1989, developed a draft (the
so-called Yellow Draft) which resolved many self-determination
fssues in a manner acceptable to the tribes. At the time, I
believed that little remained to be done to finalize the regu-
lations so as to carry out the changes in the statute.

However, the federal agencies, commencing in mid-1990, shut
off further tribal consultation and began developing a new draft
which departed from many agreements reached in the tribal consul-
tation process and added much new language apparently intended,
not to carry out the amendments made by the Congress, but to
address difficulties which the agencies had encountered since 1975
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in maintaining their paternalistic hold on federally-funded
programs for Indian tribes.

The proposed regulations published in January 1994 are the
result of consultation between the two Departments without any
significant tribal involvement between August 1990 and the end of
1993. They depart in many significant respects from the recom-
mendations received from tribes and from earlier drafts which
reflected tribal input (especially the Yellow Draft). In some
areas, the agencies have utilized the opportunity to formulate new
regulations as an occasion to eliminate language in the existing
self-determination regulations which limit agency authority or
otherwise encourage tribal self-determi. ,tion and further the
goals of the Act. They have also added provisions for the obvious
purpose of strengthening federal control over tribal government
decisions.

we have prepared detailed comments on the regulations which
we will be filing on behalf of our clients with the Secretary of
the :nterior and the Secretary of Health & Human Services today.
We have provided your staff with a copy of these comments. These
comments demonstrate the pervasiveness throughout the regulations
of the agency effort to maintain federal control over tribal
programs and to avoid a true government-to-government relationship
in which policies, priorities and long and short range goals are
set by elected Indian tribal governments, not by the federal
bureaucracy. In this testimony we will highlight several of the
more serious issues raised by the proposed regulations.

1. The Scope cc P L. 93-638 (900 106)

A major tribal concern is the narrowing of the scope of
Indian self-determination by language in the proposed regulations
under the heading 'contractibility'. It is instructive to compare
the action by Congress on this point with the proposed regula-
tions. Prior to 1988 some tribes had attempted to contract
funccions performed for them by the Bureau of Indian Affairs or
the Indian Health Service at the Area Office or Central Office
levels. The response was that P.L. 93-638 does not apply to those
levels. See, for example, Indian Self-Determination Advisory No.
2, dated August 2, 1983, which states: 'Activities at the Area/
Program Office and Headquarters levels which are necessary for the
overall management and discharge of IHS managerial responsibili-
ties as a federal agency are not programs or services for the
benefit of Indians ... These Area/Program Office and Headquarters

75
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management activities, therefore, are not contractible under
authority of P.L. 93-636.'

Congress attempted to address this administrative narrowing
of the scope of self-determination by amending the Act to require

contracting with tribes to plan, conduct and administer programs,
or portions thereof, 'for the benefit of Indians because of their
status as Indians without- regard i.4 the aaencv pr office aE She
Dwnartment 2/ Health and Human Services syr the Department 2f the

Inrer4o- within which it is performed.'

In the proposed regulations the agencies have responded by
coming up with a different strategy for narrowing the scope of

self-determination contracting. For the first time since 1995,
the agencies have proposed a complex regulatory definition under
which a whole series of hurdles must be overcome before a program
can be one for the benefit of Indians because of their status as
Indians.' There must be evidence of Congressional intent to
benefit Indians (rather than simply the fact that Indians bene-

fit). There must be appropriations in place to support the
program (a criterion which would void many self-determination
contracts which are routinely negotiated in advance of the fiscal

year in which the contract will be performed). Furthermore, the
regulations define 'program' as 'the operation of services'. The

agencies maintain that this definition limits contracting to
activities directly involved in the delivery of services. 'which

are generally performed at the reservation level' but 'may be

performed at higher organization levels.' 900.106(c).

Thus, the agencies seek to retain the power to refuse to
permit tribes to contract for activities performed by them at the

Area or Central office levels without declining the proposed
contract in the manner prescribed by the statute (in accordance

with the statutory declination procedure). This provision ignores
the express language of the Act that tribes may contract 'to plan,

conduct and administer' programs. The scope of this directive
surely includes those activities engaged in at levels higher than
Indian reservations to plan and administer the programs carried
out for the benefit of Indians on reservations and in other Indian

communities.

On top of these restrictions the proposed regulations impose

another limitation based on a line of cases relating to the
separation of powers between the Executive Branch and the
Legislative Branch and justify a further narrowing of contracting
authority under P.L. 93-638 based on these cases. So far as we
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can see, none of these cases has the slightest relevance to the
question of which functions may be contracted to tribal govern-
ments under the statutory directive contained in section 102 of
the Act. We have provided the agencies with a legal memorandum on
the subject and not received any coherent response. We assume
this is because they are well aware that their argument on this
point is specious.

Further examination of section 900.106 reveals a host of
other conditions and restrictions obviously intended to subvert
the Congressional purpose of the Act, in the language of section 2
to end 'the prolonged Federal domination of Indian service
programs' which 'has served to retard rather than enhance the
progress of Indian people and their communities.' Indeed,
§ 906.106 reads like instructions for a board game (or a computer
game) based on the siege of a medieval castle, with moats and
battlements and an occasional drawbridge behind which the federal
bureaucrats are prepared to resist any intrusion upon their
prerogatives and perquisites.

The extent to which the agencies have gone in these
regulations to avoid the impact of the specific amendment in 1988
clarifying that Indian and Alaska Native self-determination
extends to functions performed at any 'agency or office' of their
Departments is remarkable. We understand that this is due, in
part, to the reluctance of various bureaus within the Department
(other than BIA) to accept the fact that Congress in 1988 extended
the scope of P.L. 93-638 to their programs benefitting Indians.
Our information is that these agencies, with little previous
experience with tribal governments, may have had a dispropor-
tionate influence on the development of Interior Department
positions in the finalization of the proposed regulations.

2 Indian Preference (900.115 and 900.6051

Another example of the urge of the federal bureaucracy to
make decisions for tribes which they should make for themselves is
the Interior Department's position that the requirement in section
7(b) of the Act to give preference in employment and subcontract-
ing to Indians and Alaska Natives prohibits a preference based on
tribal affiliation. Quite obviously, when tribal law requires a
preference for tribal members, there can be compliance with moth
tribal law and section 7(b) by a three-tier preference system
(first, tribal members; second, other Indians and Alaska Natives,
and third, others, if no qualified Indians of Alaska Natives are
available). We have provided Interior with a legal opinion on

77
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this issue but have received no indication thus far that it will
retreat, from its unreasonable position.

3. Appeal Procedures (Subpart H1

Another major flaw in the regulations is the refusal of the
IHS to provide a 'due process' declination appeal and hearing when
a contract proposal is declined because it requests more funding
that IHS believes the tribe is entitled to receive. IHS argues
that funding levels are determined under section 106. not section
102. That is the case, but whether IHS has correctly calculated
the amount to which a tribe is entitled is clearly a matter on
which the tribe should be entitled to appeal above the officials
who have made the initial calculation. The Act entitles'a tribe
to notice and an appeal and hearing on 'any objection' to a
contract proposal which is used as a basis for declination. /HS

argues that. in such cases, it is not disapproving the Proposal,
but actually approving it but at a lower funding level. We do not
find this play on words convincing.

Section 102 of the Indian Self-Determination Act mandates
that when interior or ((HS receives a tribal proposal, it must
either approve the proposal within the statutory time-frames or
decline it, provide notice of the ground:, for declination, tech-
nical assistance to overcome deficiencies, and an appeal and a
meaningful due-process hearing on the objections raised to the
proposal by the tribe, if requested. In the proposed regulations
both BIA and /NS take the position that an objection based on the
amount of funding requested in the proposal is not a 'declina-
tion'. We find no justification in the plain language of the Act
or in reason or public policy for this distinction. While the
Interior appeal regulations do provide a 'due process' hearing as
a matter of grace, IHS has adamantly refused to do so and allows
no review of IHS funding decisions above the level of the /HS
Director. We think a right to such a 'due process' hearing and an
appeal to a disinterested decision-maker when a contract is
declined on a funding issue is required for both INS and Interior
by the statute.

4. construction Contracts

The treatment of construction contracts in Subpart J is
another example of federal over-reaching. This Subpart is clearly
designed to enable the federal construction bureaucracy to retain
control over the manner in which federally funded construction
projects for the benefit of Indians are administered. Essen-
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tiallY, the principle concession to self-determination made in
Subpart J is to allow a tribe benefiting from a construction
project a right of first refusal to build the project under a host
of Federal Acquisition Regulation clauses which usually apply to
non-self-determination construction projects.

While it is true that section 105(a) of the Act provides that
construction contracts are not automatically exempt from the FARs
as are all other self-determination contracts and section 4(j)
provides that self-determination contracts. except as provided in
the last proviso in section 105(a), are not procurement contracts,
these statutory provisions do not (as alleged in the proposed
regulations) provide that construction contracts are procurement
contracts. Under section 105 the Secretary retains the authority
to waive any contracting law or regulation (including the FARs)
that he determines' are not appropriate for the purposes of the
contract involved or inconsistent with the provision of this Act'.
In a limited way the Secretaries propose to exercise this autho-
rity by waiving some of the usual FARs. Many of the required
clauses (which the Secretaries have so far refused to waive)
included in the Exhibit I to Subpart J do not stand up against the
test of appropriateness for a self-determination contract and
consistency with the goals and provisions of the Act.

For example, such contracts are required to include a clause
permitting termination for convenience of the government without
compliance with the statutory teassumption provisions contained in
section 109 of the Act. It includes provisions permitting uni-
lateral modification of such contracts, notwithstanding the
express statutory prohibition against unilateral modifications.
It includes burdensome and inappropriate 'Brooks Act requirements
and a series of clauses requiring preferential treatment for
various groups and entities. It may well be argued that some of
these requirements (for example, preferences for Viet Nam veterans
and women-owned businesses) carry out commendable social policies.
Their inclusion in the exhibit to Subpart J means that these
policies are so important that the decision to apply them must be
made by the federal government for tribes, and not by the tribes
themselves. Is that consistent with the concept that tribes, as a
result of their recognized sovereign governmental status, have the
right to make such decisions for themselves?

We request that this Committee urge the agencies to re-think
their whole approach to construction under the Indian Self-
Determination Act. Under this Act funds should be made available
to tribes and duly authorized tribal organizations to build

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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schools, hospitals, clinics and other facilities for the benefit

of Indians and Alaska Natives in accordance with priorities, goals
and objectives established by tribal governments, rather than by

the federal construction bureaucracy. We expect that such an
approach will reduce the chances that buildings will be con-
structed in Indian country and in Alaska without reasonable regard
to the geographic and climatic conditions at the project site and

the felt needs of the communities being served, as has occurred
too often in the past.

5 financial Manaa ?menr

In addition, we wish at this time to bring to the Committee's
attention certain deficiencies in Subpart D relating to financial
management. The proposed regulations have diminished tribal
rights from those previously agreed to in the 1988-1990 consul-

tation in a variety of ways. They have eliminated a requirement
that there be 'documentation' of financial mismanagement to
justify federal review of a tribe's financial management system.
They have qualified the previous flat assertion that tribes may
use '638' funds to meet matching requirements under other pro-

grams. They have made the tribal right to the payment of contract

support (which is based on section 106 of the Act) dependent on
'the process actually utilized by the Secretary to allocate
resources, and the payment of indirect costs shortfall, even when

funds are appropriated for the purpose by the Congress, is made

optional with the Secretary.

Subpart D also gives the agencies the power to circumvent
reassumption requirements of the Act by withholding funds or
otherwise modifying payment provisions (in violation of the
statutory ban on unilateral modifications) with no notice to the

Contractor or appeal rights.

Tribal representatives throughout the consultation process
argued that the unique relationship between the United States and

the Indian tribes and the unique purposes of this Act (to end 'the
prolonged federal domination of Indian service programs, and to
encourage 'the development of strong and stable tribal govern-
ments) justify the development of certain cost principles
specific to self-determination contracts. Their view was that
cost principles issued by the Office of Management and Budget for
grunts to State governments and to private non-profit organiza-
tions were not always appropriate for application to the transfer
of governmental functions from Interior and MIS to tribal govern-
ments. In earlier versions of the regulations, the agencies
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agreed with this view and included certain cost principles which
could be followed by tribal contracts instead of those promulgated
in OMB Circulars.

The proposed regulations have retreated from this concession
to tribal wishes. They require that tribal governments comply
with OMB Circular A-87 and that tribal contractors which are non-
profit organizations comply with OMB Circular A-122. Our clients
object to this provision on two grounds. They remain convinced
that the allowability of costs with respect to certain activities
should be different for tribes in order to further self-
determination goals.

6. program Gn4delines

Another area in which the agencies have used this chance to
re-rite the regulations for their own bureaucratic purposes
involves the regulatory requirements with respect to agency
program guidelines. Since 1975 B/A regulations have provided
expressly that inconsistencies between tribal program plans and
designs for contract operation of Bureau programs and Bureau
Manuals, guidelines, or other procedures that are appropriate to
programs or parts of programs operated by the Bureau 'are not
grounds for declinatiOn'. 25 C.F.R. S 271.15(d). This provision
merely reflects the mandate of the Act that proposals be declined
on one of the three statutory grounds (unsatisfactory services to
Indians, non-protection of trust resources, or that the proposed
program cannot be properly completed or maintained) and that
tribes are free to depart from BIA guidelines as long as they
satisfy the declination criteria. The burden of proof under the
existing regulations is on the Bureau to prove that declination Is
based on the statutory grounds. 25 C.F.R. 271.15(a).

However, under the proposed regulations (Subpart 0) tribal
proposals must adhere to all regulations, orders, policies, agency
manuals, guidelines, industry standards and personnel qualifi-
cations to the extent that they have actually been observed by the
federal agency. While the tribe may request a variance, Inter or
has removed the express language of the existing regulations
quoted above that makes crystal clear that non-conformity with
agency guidelines does not provide a basis for declining to
contract.

In Subpart 14, the HMS has introduced a similar approach which
narrows the flexibility permitted to tribes in developing contract
scopes of work. In consultation with tribes the /HS represen-
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tatives agreed that a tribal contractor of a hospital or clinic

could commit to operate the facility in conformity with the

standards of the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of Health
Organizations and, if it achieved and maintained JCAHO accredi-
tation, the contract need not include detailed scope of work

provisions which have typically been included in such self -

determination contracts (or, in the alternative, the contractor
could rely on Health Care Finance Administration requirements).

The intent was to simplify contract language and use JCAHO or HCFA
compliance, where possible, as an alternative to detailed
standards to be included in the contract documents.

As these provisions have emerged in Subpart N of the proposed
regulations, a tribal proposal must now include an assurance of

compliance with JCAHO (or HCFA) standards and the regulations
contain no provision for an alternative in case a facility is not

accredited or in compliance with such standards. The proposed
regulations imply that a program not in compliance with JCAHO or

HCFA standards and for which JCAHO or HCFA standards exist can be

contracted and that, if a contracted facility falls out of com-
pliance, the contractor would be in default and the IHS might well

be entitled to utilize such default as a basis for cancelling the
contract and reassuming the operation of the facility. IHS staff

have informed us that their intention was to be flexible in

applying these provisions. Based on prior experience, we are
uncomfortable in relying on such assurances.

CONCTUSION

In conclusion, we urge that the Congress intervene actively

in this process to assure that the goals of the 1988 Amendments

are finally achieved. While we are pleased that the agencies have
agreed to re-negotiate the regulations under the Federal Advisory
Committee Act late this year, our clients cannot, of course, be
assured that the bureaucracy will listen more carefully the next

time around. Many of the issues and problems which we have
identified in the regulations are addressed in the proposed Indian
Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1994, H.R. 4842. The

enactment of this bill would, in general, be supported in my view

by Indian tribes across the country. We are providing the
Committee staff with a summary review indicating those provisions

of the draft which we are confident would receive broad tribal

support. We are confident that 98% of the provisions of the bill

fall into this categiry. While I have not had an opportunity to
receive instructions from our clients as to all of the provisions

of the draft bill, we should note in particular that a number of

8
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our tribal clients have voiced concern (1) that the bill should
permit additional contract clauses subject to tribal consent
beyond those mandated in statutory language and (2) that the
agencier should be permitted (indeed, directed) to issue imple-
menting regulations in areas not fully covered in the statute (at
a minimum in such areas as FTCA, contract disputes, and procedures
governing declination, reassumption and retrocession). H.R. 4842
does accommodate these concerns.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these views to the
Subcommittee.
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Coed morning Mr. Chairman. My name is Lloyd Miller. For the record, I am a
partner in a private, public-interest law farm representing Native American tribalinterests
throughout the United States from Maine to Alaska I ant deeply honored by the
Subcommittee's invitation to testify today on matters related to the Act, and in particular
to the urgent need for further legislative reform.

1. Introduction.

With specific regard to today's hearing, for the last decade a major focus of my
practice has been representing tribes and tribal organizations in matters relating to the
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975, the cornerstone of the
Federal Government's Indian policy for over twenty years. In such matters our ton
represents both some of the smallest tribes in the United States and some of the largest
tribal contractors in the Nation (Including the Yukon Kuskokwim Health Corporation of
Alaska, operating a S40 million INS hospital and regional health care delivery system
serving a vast area considerably larger than South Dakota, and three quarters the size of
Arizona).

Duo largely to the resistance DI various federal agencies to the imperatives of the
Act, our experience in this arena is unfortunately extensive. Thus, in recent years I and
my firm have (I) worked closely with the Committee's staff in the two years of hearings
and deliberations which led to the 1988 amendments, (2) authored the National Indian
Health Board's 1988 blueprint for development of new regulations, (3) actively participated
in several Area meetings in 1988, 1989 and 1990 to explore implementation issues, (4)
taken a l& d role on our clients' behalf in the 1989 national regulatory drafting workshops
(producin-s an April 1989 joint federal-tribal working draft regulation), (5) prepared master
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comments on this December 1989 federal draft that rejected most tribal positions, (6)
attended virtually every 'Coordinating Work Croup' meeting convened by the agencies
in 1990 and In that process authored countless tribal position papers and legal
memoranda (a process which ultimately led to the issuance of a new compromise tribal-
federal daft in September 1990), (7) served on the four-member Tribal Negotiating Team
(comprised of two tribal chairmen and tribal attorney Britt Clapham of the Navajo Nation)
to press forward tribal positions in the period 1990-1992, (8) worked with congressional
staff in the development of the 1990 Technical Amendments and in the development of S.
3237 in G.. last Congress and S. 1410 end S. 2036 in this Congress, and (9) developed a
set of master comments on the latest agency regulatory proposals published earlier this

year.

It is with this perspective that we come to today's hearing.

2. Overview of the Regulatory Process.

As the Subcommittee is well aware, in 1988 Congress enacted a set of

comprehensive amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act. TheAmendments were
developed to address a wide rang, of problems that had emerged since the Act was
originally passed in 1975 (at the urging of Presidents Johnson and Nixon). At that time ft
was clear that most of the problems lay not in the language of the original act, but in the
narrow and grudging interpretations that been given the Act by the Department of the
Interior and the Department of Health and Human Services.

Sadly, history has now repeated itself. Thus, instead of timely promulgating new,
simplified and liberal regulations within ten months after the Amendments' passage in

1988 as Congress and this Committee expressly instructed in section 107 the
Departments have for six years endeavored to erect formidable new barriers to the

contracting imperatives of the Act.
Two of my colleagues on this morning's panel will be sharing with you detail the

unfortunate experiences tribes have suffered under the 1988 Amendments -- notbecause
of anything Congress did or failed to do at that time but because of the entrenched
resistance within' the Departments of Interior and of Health and Human Services to the
mandates of those amendments. These experiences include yetis and yearsof delay in
promulgating Implementing regulations with only cosmetic tribal consultation, culminating
last January in a proposed set of regulations that do severe violence both to the
government-to-government Federal-Tribal relationship, and to Congress's express Intent

to liberalize contracting opportunities under the Act.

The regulatory process to date has been a disaster. It has consumed nearly six

years, with still another two years before anticipated compled,A. It has cost tribes
hundreds and hundreds of thousands of dollars. It has impedee; '638" contracting. It has
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led to massive confusion throughout all levels of the Departments regarding the current
state of the law.

It has precluded meaningful and effective tribal participation by soliciting tribal
input, but then Ignoring It. It has resulted in a document which six years later Is hardly
worth the paper It is printed on. Worst of all, it has led to a set of proposal, which would
block '838' contracting, rather than advance it as Congress explicitly intended.

Earlier this year a national meeting of tribes called for the establishment of a
federaltill:el advisory committee to review the regulations that have been proposed. The
tribes did so because they had no alternative so long as the agencies continued to 'rasa
forward, and so long as Congress waited before stepping in and taking action. 1.71tile
tribes therefore have little choice but to participate in the new advisory committee process
-- and will do so with the utmost good faith -- skepticism throughout Indian country
abounds that despite the best intentions of the Assistant Secretary and of the Director of
the Indian Health Service, federal positions will not change and the result will be but a
repetition of the past

Given this history, the tribes and tribal organizations we represent strongly endorse
the core concepts reflected in H.R. 4842, the new proposed amendments to the Act
introduced earlier this week by the Chairman and Vice Chairman and now pending before
the Subcommittee -- that is: (1) amend the statute to definitively address all the critical
contracting issues that have arisen in the course of the past six years, and (2) eliminate
the regulatory process altogether, save for a few key exceptions.

In this manner Congress once and for all will have spoken clearly and in detail
and without possibility of further agency misinterpretation to all of the essential issues
which have plagued implementation of the 1988 Amendments. Further, in so doing
Congress will be able to resolve many of the conflicting interpretations which have
emerged over the years among the various agencies charged with administering the Act.
And finally, by enacting new amendments Congress will be able to put into place several
provisions whose absence even the agencies will agree have impeded full and effective
implementation of the Act.

Before discussing Ha. 4842,1 would like to address In greater detail the regulatory
process.

3. The lack of trIbel participation hi the regulatory process.

Mr. Chairman, as we look back over the past six years we are reminded of how
poorly the regulatory process has been going, a process that has hardly reflected the sort
of 'active (tribal) participation' the Congress anticipated when it directed the Secretary
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of the Interior and the Secretary. of Health and Human Services to work clrsely with tribes
in the initial. drafting of these regulations, as well as in the subsequent refinement of
proposed rules for publication? S. Rep. No. 100-274 at 38. Rather, after cosmetically
Indulging the emphatic demands of tribal representasies and the insistence of this
Committee and of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee that tribes be involved in the
regulatory process, front August 1997 undl the pan& nos* four ;gam virtu* no
rrantrtgAd trilml participation In been powered Instead the Departmen, working
behind closed doors, have at a snail's pace developed a vast set of proposed regulations
which seek to inhibit, complicate and burden tribal contracting under the Act, rather than
encourage and simplify those activities. C 'y in the last two months have the agencies
indicated a willingness to embrace at 'east an 'advisory' process for increasing tribal
participation, a development which crmes six years late and is likely toconsums yet
another two yews before final promulgation.

Whether the end result will t- improved regulations remains to be seen. In this
regard we note that twice already ire agencies have rejected the critical elements of
tribally negotiated drafts, once in 1989 when the so-called 'Yellow Draft' was rejected, and
again in January of this year when the Depattments rejected the 1990 joint tribal-federal
draft. This history gives little cause for optimism.

4. Departmental delays in promulgating regulations.

The bureaucr.., delays e' rienced in the regulatory process have been nothing
less than outrageous. Initially, Mt. and MS wore reluctant to work together at all. Not
until eleven moat:_ after enactment of the 1988 Amendments and one month after the
final regulations were co have been promulgated under Congress's original schedule
did the two agencies finally co-sign a letter formally committing to work together in the
development of joint regulations.

Ever. jar the BIA and MS rejected the negotiated April 1989 tribal-federal draft
and produced :j. own draft later that year, the federal draft lacked any endorsement
from other Ini . .apartment agencies. Six months of subsequent meetings with the
tribal-agency Coordinating Work Croup proved to be as much a setting for the airing of
disputes among BIA's sister agencies (BLM, MMS, F &W and BOR) as it was a setting for

negotiations with tribes.

Not until December 1990 -- over two years after enactment of the 1988

Amendments did former Secretary of the Interior Manuel Lujan finally issue a directive
to all Interior bureaus and agencies to join togethet in developing new implementing
regulations. Then, another year passed before each Department issued not a new draft,
but two separate versions of implementing regulations. Thereafter it would be yet another
full year before informal issuance of a single draft at the beginning of this Administration,
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and incredibly one more additional year until its publication in the federal Register last
January.

Even today, we cannot see the light at the end of the regulatory tunnel. As I noted
earlier, presently we Ns in the regulatory comment period which expires in August
Thereafter a rem ItibelThderal Ai:Meaty Committee apparently will begin meeting to
review the proposed regulation and the comments generated on the regulation (although
Interior has now identified legal impediments to funding this process which will require
congressional action. meetings are currently anticipated to begin In January and may last
six months). Also, the agencies will take some number of months to thoroughly maw
and respond to the comments received on the proposed regulation, as required by the
Administrative Procedure Act.

The Secretaries will have to consider the recornmendations of the Advisory
Committee. Ultimately the final regulation will have to be cleared through the two
Departments and through the Office of Management and Budget. after which this
Committee will have one last thirty-day oversight opportunity before final promulgation.
In turn, final publication of regulations implementing the 1988 Amendments is likely two
years away. In the meantime, BIA Agency, IBS Service Unit and other line officials
continue to operate largely as if the 1988 Amendments had never been enacted.

At the end of the process, a good eight years will have been consumed by the
agencies in developing hundreds of pages of regulations that severely limit and undermine
638 contracting. Particularly given t'' intent in 1988 to simplify the 838 contacting
process, it Is difficult to attribute any other cause for both these delays and the content
of the regulations than an intense and entrenched resistance !nth* departments' mid-level
career bureaucracy to the reforms mandated by Congress.

Mr time for further legislative reform has come. If this were no clear enough from
the past six years, it is abundantly clear from the content of the 1994 proposed regulation.

E. Otani.w of lb. len= ; 199:3 Proposed Regulation Published at PG Pad. Reg.
3188-3280 Unwary 20, 1994)

In 1988 the Subcommittee's sister committee in Senate directed thro 'the rflutadons
rowdily contacta miss the Torten Self-Determinelon AM should be roialively
straliyhtibneir4 old tree olunneaseseryntgulromente (cc)procedures.' S. Rep. No. 100-
274 at 38. In defiance of that directive, what has emerged is a several hundred page
document that seeks to control virtually every aspect of the '638* contracting process It
is, indeed, an ironic development: In 1988 Congress moved aggressively to liberalize the
"838' contracting process in favor of tribes. in response, and with the opportunity to ernes
now regulations, both Departments have instead done their level best to produce
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regulations which restrict and impede contracting. It is not an exaggeration to say they
have defied the will of Congress.

I have separately furnished the Subcommittee's majority and minority staff with a

copy of a comprehensive Commentary detailing the many deficiencies which permeate
the January 1994 proposed regulation, deficiencies which deeply undercut Congress' goal
of promoting masimum selfdetermination. As explained at length therein, the proposed
regulation unlawfully or improperly:

removra huge portions of the Department' Indian programs and functions
from the reach of the statute (the 'contractibility' issue), both insulating the
bureaucracy and driving up tribal needs for contract support coats.

removes departmental decisions regarding how contractor, are funded from
the statutory 'declination' procedure and from any meaningful appeal
process.

permits the Departments to decline contract proposals which meet the
statutory criteria if the Departments anticipate an adverse effect on the
Government's services to noncontracting tribes.

applies the federal procurement system to the SIR roads program, to
cadastral survey programs, and to the Housing Improvement Act program.

prohibits implementation of local tribal member employment preference
ordinances.

removes contractor flexibility to redesign programs, imposing upon tribal
contractors all the same program standards and requirements which dictate
how the agencies operate.

establishes an inadequate means of reporting to Congress the shortfalls
suffered by tribes in indirect costs and contract support costs.

denies tribal contractors mandatory access to the same GSA sources of
supply (including negotiated airfares) which the agencies are able to access
In their direct operation of Programs.

imposes excessive, antiquate burdensome and unnecessary 'acquisition
and 'procurement" require' .ents on tribal contractors engaged in
construction activities.
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impedes immediate transfer to tribal contractors of federally-owned property
used in a contract, even though the regulations could permit tribal
contractors to take title to new property purchased with contract funds.

Impdes the full distribution to tribes of savings realized by the agencies as
their programs are transferred to tribal operation.

continues the policy of not covering all indirect cost shortfalls, including
shortfalls caused by the failure of other departmental agencies to pay their
full shares of such costs.

establishes in the Departments the power to unilaterally surt.end a contract
or withhold contract funds entirely outside the procedural protections of the
statutory treassumption. process.

These, together with scores of other deficiencies, are detailed in our Conreartiary report.

Let me address just one of these issues by way of example, so that the
Subcommittee gets a flavor for how far the agencies have departed from Congress'
original intent.

Coraractliallity,' No other place in the proposed regulations so clearly
demonstrates the unabashed resistance of both Departments to the mandate of the Act
notwithstandirg the 1986 Amendments. In working closely with the House Natural
Resources Committee, the Senate Committee made the issue clear, insisting

Mhat the Secretary is nor to consider any program or portion
thereof to be exempt from .tetennination contexts. Mhos
have the right to contract from BLi. Agency functions, MS
Service Unit functions, and BIA and MS Area Office functions,
including program planning and statistical analysis, technical
assistance, administrative support, financial management
including third party health benefits billing, clinical support,
training, contact health services administration, and other
program and administrative functions.

The intent of the Committee is that administrative functions of
the Indian Health Service are contractible under the Indian
SelfDetermination Act.
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Section 102 as alitended further authorizes tithes to
contract with the Secretary to operate any program, or any
portion of any program, without regard to the organizational
level that such program is operated within the Department of
the Interior or the Department of Health and Human Services.
Again, this emphasizes the intent that tribes are authorized to
contract with the Secretary to operate headquarters, area
office, field office, agency and service unit functions, programs
or portions of programs.

S. Rep. No. 100-274 at 23-24.

In marked contrast to the statute and to this explanatory report the reg :Ion in
Section 900.102 defines the term 'program" and the concept of 'contractibility' that is,
what programs are contractible under the Act -- so narrowly as to theoretically insulate
all higher level departmental functions from the Act. Thus, the term 'program' le defined
to %lean merely 'the operation of services,' while Section 900.108(c) restricts contracting
to 'service delivery programs' 'generally performed at the reservation level..., By these
terms, Area Dia Headquarters and even support'''. field activities ate theasticratly
nadir& virtually exempt tram the mandate of the Jame

To further support this restrictive view of the Act, the preamble to the proposed
regulation peculiarly advances the fallacious argument that any broader contracting of
departmental functions would somehow violate the Appointments Clause of Article D of
the Constitution. The draft regulation at Section 900.106(d) goes on to exempt from
contracting any 'inherently Federal responsibilities involving the exercise of significant
authority under the Constitution. and functions integral to the exercise of discretion,
judgment, or oversight vested in the Secretary by law or by virtue of the Secretary's trust
responsibilities.' To a similar effect is subsection (e).

The proposed regulation invokes the federal government's 'trust responsibility" as a
barrier to contracting, in direct defiance of the 1988 Amendments. See S. Rep. No. 100-
274 at 2644. If, indeed, no aspect of the federal government's trust responsibility could
be contracted under the Act, there would be nothing left of federal Indian programs to
contract at all. By irritating the shield of 'trust responsibility' the Secretaries seek to
reserve to themselves t'it, sole and virtually unroviewable authority to determine
whether or not to approve contracts under the Act-
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These provisions, if applied by their literal terms to all activities of the Department
of the Interior and the Indian Health Service, would bar virtually all of the contracting
which has Wan place since the original 1978 Act was signed into law. These provisions
are all the may curious when they come from Departments which have simultaneously
been mandated, under Title 111 of the Act, to simplify contacting even (unbar through the
execution of sell-governance compacts. Roca that the ITS DI elf -pore amnas
demonstration project dome not expand the scope of what is contractlie but only S
discretion which compacting nibs erslay In reallocating funds within s conecildeled
Scting neerenont. A more detailed analysis of the 'contractibility" section is contained
on pages 6-8 of our Commentary.

The Departments' approach to what is 'contractible' under the Act is more than a
matter of mere philosophical or linguistic quibbling. Asa practical matter, such language
will provide the agencies with an opportunity to insulate the bulk of their higher level
operations from '838" contracting. Even at the 'services' level the Denartmene will have
the ability to invoke section 900.105 to assert the power to refuse contracts. Arid, perhaps
most importantly, the Departments' approach will insulate from contacting all of the
diverse administrative functions which support the delivery of services in the field,
resulting in a concomitant substantial increase in the need for additional contact support
cost binding from Congress to carry out those functions.

That is, if warehouse, personnel, or financial management functions supporting a
field operation are not contractible, funds representing those supportive functions will be
retained by the agencies and will not be included in the Section 106(a)(1) contract
amount, leading to a higher tribal need for 'contract support costs' to perform these
functions. It is precisely this sort of approach to contacting which over the past 18 years
has led to the maintenance of an ever-growing agency bureaucracy, even as the
contracting process has taken over ever larger shares of the Departments' Indian budgets.

"DivIstbilitr and other Sun. As itemized earlier, the 'contractibility* issue is not
the only place where the regulations are deficient. For instance, prior to the 1988
Amendments neither Department ever identified the need to raise 'divisibility as a
potential impediment to 638 contracting. Now, with the opportunity to draft new
regulations in the face of legislative reform, the agencies have found a novel new way to
undercut those very reforms and thereby deny tribes their statutory right to contact And
yet, on this very topic the Departments have developed procedures in the Title 01 self-
governance compacting initiative to protect the interests of non-compacting tribes (such
as through the setting aside of 'residuals" and the securing of 'shortfall' funding). There
is no reason in logic, nor any basis in the Act, for either Department to take a contrary
position when it cones to contracting under Title L
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To the seine effect are the newly asserted authorities to suspend contract* and to
suspend contract payments in a process entirely outside the protective teuaumption-
process letallished by Congress in Section 109 of the Act. Congress carefully addressed
this Issue of bib& accountability by mandating the preparation of annual audit reports
pursuant to the Single Agency Audit Act And, In instances of "gross mismanagement
Congress autherLted the agencies to step in and involuntarily "reassume operation of
contracted programs from a tribe. In so doing, Congress carefully provided for due
process notice and an opportunity for a hearing.

Congress could have -- but chose not to permit the agencies to intervenor more
actively in the administration of tribal programs. Instead, and as noted on page 21 of the

Senate Report, it determined that

the Federal Government should not intervene into the affairs
of ... tribal governments except in instances where civil rights
have been violated, or gross negligence or mismanagement of
federal funds Is indicated, as provided in Section 109 of the
Act.

In defiance of this carefully crafted scheme, Section 900.307 of the proposed regulation
asserts the new power to immediately suspend a contract upon the curiously vague basis
that "the contractor's continued performance would impair the Secretary's ability to
discharge his trust responsibility? Similarly, in Section 900.408(e) the Departments now
assert the authority to withhold contract funds from tribal contractors in the event the
contractor in any way 'fails to comply with the terms of the contract including the
provisions of these regulations.' Here, again, the agencies seek to take control and micro-
manage contractors in a manner never envisioned by Congress in 1975, and in a manner
deliberately rejected by Congress in 1988.

The time has come to put an end to this regulatory process.

8. The need S further 'tannery reform as reflected In HR 4842.

With the foregoing in mind, I would now like to speak briefly to the provisions of
sections 2 and 4 of KR 4842, introduced by the Chairman and Vice Chairman earlier this
week to reform the Indian Self-Deterrnination Act. I will reserve for discussion by my
colleague Berbera Karsluner sections 3, 5 and 8 of the bill. As you will hear, we believe
these reforms are urgently needed today, before another two year, passes.

First, let me speak to the history of sections 2 and 4. These two sections are
familiar to the Chairman and to all those involved in -638' contracting. In the main they
were originally developed In 1990 when it was rapidly becoming apparent that the agency
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drafters were bent on undermining the 1988 Amendments and in dragging on interminably
the regulatory process. At that time the amendments were warmly endorsed throughout
Indian county and by the National Indian Health Board and the National Congress of
American Indian. Congress was requested to act.

In response, a small set of technical amendments was made in 1990 in the form of
Public Law No. 101-644. However, based upon the Departments' requests that the
regulatory process be given more time to work, this Committee and the Senate Select
Committee on Indian Affairs deferred any action on the larger set of amendments.

Over the next two years little progress was made in moving the regulatory process
forward. Indeed, a negotiated tribal-federal draft regulation produced in 1990 was in most
key respects abandoned by the agencies. In light of these developments, Senator Inouye
was moved to act late in the last Congress and introduced 5.3237. Although that bill was
reported out of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, Congress adjournedbefore
the bill could be taken up by the House.

That was 1992, when the Departments were assuring the Committees that
regulations would be out within a few months. In fact, nothing happened. Accordingly,
and at the request of a large number of tribes, NCAI and the National Tribal Leaden
Forum, this same package of amendments was reintroduced in this Congress by Senator
Inouye as S. 1410. It is those provisions which we now see divided into two parts and
reflected in sections 2 and 4 of the bill now pending before this Committee.

I should note here that the Departments are well aware of these provisions. Ott
May 14, 1993 the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs held an oversight hearing on the
Indian Self-Determination Act, a heating at which the Departments testified and at which
these proposed amendments were extensively discussed. Several weela later Senator
Inouye formally introduced the amendments as S. 1410. At that time the Departments of
Interior and of Health and Human Services were requested to comment on the bill. To
date -- a year later .- we are informed they have still failed to do so.

Now let me turn to a discussion of sections 2 and 4 of HR 4842.

Section 2(1) deals with tribal contracting of federal Indian construction activities,
and is one of three sections which would reform how the Departments deal with Indian
tribes in this area. The other sections are section 2(9)(amending section 10S(a) of the
Act) and section 2(12)(adding new construction contract negotiation procedures in section
105(m) of the Act). We strongly agree that amendment, along these lines are absolutely
necessary if Congress's goals under the Act are to be realized in the construction arena.
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As things now stand, both agencies deal with Indian tribes just Da they would an
ordinary sole source bidder on a federal project They forget they are dealing with a
parallel branch of government that is accountable to its tribal citizens. They refuse to
'disclose federal cost estimates. They impose anachronistic federal acquisition regulations
that conflict with the Act They fail to act as partners with tribes, and they fag to respect
tribal independence and responsibility.

In the end, they squelch innovation and creativity in an attempt to force tribal
contractors to do exactly what the government would do if It were building the project
itself. Plainly that is not what Congress had in mind when it authorized tribes to take over
the construction of federal facilities on Indian reservations under authority of the Act. We
applaud the Chairman and Vice Chairman for proposing reform in this important and
growing area of WS" contracting.

We also commend the Subcommittee for considering a reduction In reporting
requirements as is proposed in section 2(2) of the bill. The reporting burden on tribal
contractors today is crushing. Despite report language and some statutory reform in 1988,
the agencies have continued to impose excessive requirements on contractors and they
have done so without any showing that doing so is necessary to assure that satisfactory
services are provided to program recipients.

As an example, one would think that if a tribe was able to secure and maintain
accreditation from the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals acme or from the
Health Caro Financing Administration (HCFA), doing so would be enough to assure the
IHS that the hospital or clinic is being soundly run. But this is not the case. As a
consequence, tribal contractors see their contract support coats driven up to pay for the
preparation of often mindless reports that serve no essential tribal purpose.

The Committee's approach to this problem is sound. Reporting requirements would
be negotiated between the tribe and the agency. If the trite resists a .sporting
requirement that the agency believes is necessary to protect trust resources, assure
satisfactory services, or assure completion of the contracted activity, the agency can
decline the contract under section 102 of the Act, subject to the tribal right of appeal. We
strongly support section 2(2) of the bill.

We also applaud the Subcommittee for considering sections 2(3) and 2(4), dealing
with Indian preference issues. The latter provision is partirularly noteworthy, for it
',solves the ongoing conflict between Interior and the Department of Health and Human
Services over the propriety of tribal preference requirements In the context of *838'
contracting.
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Ws reserve special praise for the Chairman's and Vice Chairman's proposal to
clarify the scope of contracting through section 2(6)'s amendment to section 102(a)(1) of
the Act. As the Subcommittee will hear from other witnesses, and as I discussed earlier,
the agency drafters have in recent years sought to codify in regulation a very restrictive
view of what Is contractible under the Act. Most significantly, they have sought to put off-
limits their administrative functions that directly or indirectly support contracted programs.
In this way, the agencies have managed to retain their enormous bureaucracies while
forcing tribes to incur ever larger shortfalls in contact support costs and Indirect coats.

Congress should not pay for double administration. When a program goes over
to a tribe, so should all the administrative support for that program. Although the 1978 Mt
and the 1988 Amendments (together with their legislative history) appeared clear on this
issue, the bill would finally eliminate any further creative interpretations of the law.

We also support strongly the proposed amendments to section 102(a)(2) of the Act,
as set forth in section 2(6) of the bill. These amendments are essential if the agenda are
to be compelled to abandon their overly restrictive misinterpretations of the Act, For
instance, section 2(6) addresses the 'divisibility' issue in a number of respects, an Issue
which none of the DliTIS or Interior agencies ever dreamt up until after the 1968
Amendments. Here, the agencies are now seeldng to legitimize In regulation a new
reason for refusing to turn over a program to a tribe: that it is too hard to divide up and
separate out the tribe's portion of the program.

But interestingly, the Bureau of Indian Affairs agrees that "divisibility" is not a proper
basis for refusing a contract, and that in such situations some way must be found to meet
the tribe's statutory rights while protecting the interests of other bates. Unfortunately,
other agencies at Interior, together with the Indian Health Service, believe otherwise.
Thus, the bill responds to a very real need for statutory resolution of this conflict

Along similar lines, Section 2(6) also makes several important clarifications
regarding the 'declination" process which governs when an agency 'declines' a tribe's
contract proposal. Regrettably, these changes too are only compelled by a persistence
within both departments to narrowly interpret these vital tribal protections. We strongly
support section 2(6) of the bill.

We especially praise the Chairman and Vice Chairman for including several
sections In the MU which, though technical, are necessary and we believe ought not to
be controversial if contracting activities under the Mt are to proceed more efficiently.
For instance section 200) would clarify the "retrocession" procedures that govern when
a tribal program is turned back to the federal government. Section 2(11) would put into
place the same regime governing the ownership and administration of property In the
'contract' setting as currently applies in the 'grant' setting. Section 202) would establish
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detailed procedures for dividing programs, for redesigning contracted programs, and for
accessing federal airfares and lodging rates. We support these changes, and in our
opinion all of these provisions should be welcomed by the agencies as valuable

improvements.

We also thank the Chairman and Vice Chairman for including sections 2(13)
through 2(19) to address a number of technical funding and related issues which have
come up in the course of administering contracts under the Act Although I will not
comment on each of these provisions in detail, suffice it to say that if section 2(13) Is
enacted, we believe the federal burden to support contracted programa will actually
diminish as each agency transfers to tribal contractors their fair tribal share of agency
administrative funds. Further, we believe that through the strengthened reporting
requirements sat forth in section 2(14), Congress will be in a considerably better poeition
to monitor overall agency and tribal performance in this area. At the same time, the
improved floubility afforded tribes under section 2(19) of the bill, regarding the
expenditure of contract funds, can be expected to reduce tribal administrative coats and
thus further enhance funding available for direct services. Finally, we strongly support
Section 2(19)'s express prohibition on the agencies' newlyiktvented authority to 'suspend'
or withhold' contract payments in darogation of the important ''reassumption"safeguards

of the Act.

Finally, let me briefly discuss section 4 of the bill, which both addresses key issues
involved in the "reassumption" process (where an agency 'reassumes' operation of a
contracted activity in the wake of alleged contractor misconduct), and also addresses the
administrative and judicial remedies available under section 110 of the Act

With respect to emergency reassumption, section 4(1) would improve upon the Act
by requiring that notices be in writing and served on the connoting tribe (in addition to
the tribal organization), and by specifying with greater particularity the findings which
must be made before this extraordinary procedure may be invoked (consistent with
administrative rulings in this area). Further, the bill specifies the burden of proof which
the Secretary must meet in any reassumption proceeding. These are critical statutory
improvements which we support and which are generally consistent with the Departments'
current practice.

Section 4(2) provides greater detail on the remedies which a district court can
award In appropriate circumstances, details which we believe are necessary
improvements to eliminate any perceived uncertainties regarding how district court review
is to occur. Finally, we support section 4(3) of the bill, which would direct 1HS contact
appeals away from the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals and instead over to the
Interior Board of Contract Appeals, a body which clearly has far more experience in
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issues involving federal Indian law and the Indian Self-Detennination Act. This, too, is a
change which HIS supports.

The Coalition on whose behalf I am testifying today strongly support. and endorses
the concepts and content of H.R 4842. After trying in vain for nearly six years to
aggressively work with the two Departments to simplify, facilitate and encourage
contracting under the Act, and to do so within the broader framework of tribal sovereignty,
independence and self-determination, we find ourselves Instead facing a several hundred
page, bureaucratic nightmare. While some changes, and hopefully some improvements,
may be made at the margins before final regulations are promulgated and tribes will
continue to vigorously press the two Departments for such improvements it is difficult
to imagine how after six years, including two years under a new Administration, the mid-
level bureaucracy will cede control and permit a more enlightened approach to the
regulatory process.

Enough is enough. The agencies have had their chance more than once to
demonstrate to Congress their willingness to embrace the principles of self-cite nnination.
At la ast In the context of '638' contracting they have tailed to do so. They have defied the
will of Congress, and this Committee and the Senate Indian Adair Committee have made
an ample record of this defiance in prior hearings. We agree that it is time to move on.
We therefore strongly endorse Chairman Richardson's and Vice Chairman Thomas'
proposal to free tribes of the regulatory process and simply declare in legislation what the
rules of '838" contracting will be.

We applaud the Subcommittee, and in particular the Chairman and Vice Chairman,
for taking a leadership role in monitoring the Interior Department's and the Indian Health
Service's very deficient implementation of the 1988 Amendments, and for taldng the
initiative to propose new legislation to finally bring to an end the uncertainty and barriers
which have faced tribes for many years. We are anxious and enthusiastic to work with the
Subcommittee during the balance of this session to move this bill through the legislative
process as swiftly as possible.

Thank you Mr. Chairman Ior inviting me to testify on issues relating to
implementation of the Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1988. We stand ready
to assist you and the Subcommittee in whatever way you feel would be most appropriate.
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TESTIMONY OF BARBARA E. KARSHMER

BEFORE THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES

SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIVE AMERICAN AFFAIRS

REGARDING H.R.4842

THE INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1994

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to provide you with comments on
H.R. 4842, the Indian Self-Determination Act Amendments of 1994, which has just been
introduced and on the January 1994 proposed regulations promulgated by the Secretaries of
Interior and Health and Human Services. I am an attorney at law and my firm represents
numerous tribes and tribal organize one which are involved in contracting under P.L. 93-638,
the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, as amended by P.L. 100-472
(hereinafter referred to as "the Act" or 'the Indian Self-Determination Act'). I personally have
spent the last 19 years representing tribes and tribal organizations. My first practical
acquaintance with P.L. 93-638 was in 1975 shortly after the Act became law. During a tribal
meeting on a small remote reservation in Riverside County, California, I witnessed a BIA
Agency Superintendent address the tribe about the new law. He specifically advised that
Self-Determination really meant -termination' of the tribe because all the BIA officials would
lose their jobs and them would be no one left to protect the tribes or their interests. Such
prophesies of doom, not uncommon at the time, were wholly unwarranted since even bigger
bureaucracies developed to administer and monitor Self-Determination Act Contracts.' Since
1975, I have advised tribes and tribal organizations on and negotiated innumerable Self
Determination Act contracts. participated in the 1988 Amendment process, participated in the
regulation drafting process, and have been an active participant in the most recent legislative
efforts in the Senate on 5.1410 and 5.2036.

Today, I appear on behalf of three California tribal organizations representing
approximately thirty tribes and one individual tribal health program in California. Together
they have a service population of nearly 40,000 Indians. These tribes and tribal organizations
request your assistance in enacting these amendments to the Act so that they may finally
obtain the intended benefits of both the Act and its 1988 amendments which have been
largely denied to them due to the failure of the Administration to enact regulations. It is on
their behalf, and on the behalf of other clients as well, that I have been involved in the
regulation drafting process over the last five years. That process has been costly, frustrating.
and replete with unfulfilled expectations. Because of my clients' very reasonable frustration
with the process and its current results, they request that you quickly pass the Bill which will
obviate the need for a large portion of the proposed regulations and will clarify issues
important to tribes and tribal organizations who are capable of and are already running their
own programs under the Indian Self-Determination Act.

While we do not question the good faith intentions of the various agencies which are
currently involved in the process, we believe that bureaucratic inertia and lack of control that
agencies will have over tribal programs, coupled with their unjustified lack of faith in the

For example, in 1975 when the Act was passed, there was only a handful of IHS employees in California
(providing sanitation services only) end there was no California Area Office. Today, despite the fact that there
are no direct health care services provided by IHS in Cakfornia and an services are provided by 26 taal
organizations through P.L. 93-635 contracts or by 7 Urban Indian organizations, the 'HS California Area Office has
nearly 125 employees and a huge budget. what do they do? Only award and monitor contracts, a when the
tribes are severely underfunded for the provision of direct health care services.
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capability of tribes to operate programs on their own, will continue to impede the process for
development of regulations. The tribes have found themselves caught betwee,i two agencies
who serve very dific,ent functions and who take divergent views of the law and the extent
of their authority under the law in many respects. We believe that the 1994 Amendments
which you have proposed mill go e long way toward resolving many of the questions which
have arisen dui:ng the regulation process to date and toward providing clearerdirection to the
Secretaries and the tribes in regard to Congressional support for Self-Determination and the
implementation of the Act.

I. Comments On The January 1994 Proposed Regulations.

To date, the regulation drafting process has been a dismal failure in that the
Department of the Interior and die Department of Health and Human Services have largely

ignored tribal input and have promulgated Propored Regulations which are wholly
unacceptable to the Indian tribes. See 59 Federal Register. No. 13, Thursday, January 20,
1994 (hereinafter referred to as Proposed Regulations). Tribes and their representatives
participated in countless weeks of drafting sessions aver the course of several years during
which compromises were reached between the tribes and the federal agencies. Yet when the
proposed regulations were published, they bore little, if any, resemblance to the COMM omises
reached during those several years of work. For example, those 1988 amendments were
clearly intended to simplify the contracting process and to avoid extensive and unnecessary
reporting by tribes to the agencies. The proposed regulations do the opposite. Your Bill is a
positive attempt to avoid further years of debate over regulations that will probably never be
satisfactory to the tribes and which may never be consistent with the intent of the 1988
amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act.

In drafting the Proposed Regulations. DOI and DHHS wholly ignored the canon of Indian
law that 'statutes passed for the benefit of Indian tribes are to be liberally construed in their
favor? Instead, the agencies promulgated regulations which are contrary to both the letter
and the intent of the law. We will provide just a few examples of the most egregious
problems with the Proposed Regulations.

Perhaps most objectionable is that the proposed regulations purport to limit the ability
of tribes to contract by providing that tribes can only contract for the "operation of serv;ces
for tribal members and other eligible beneficiaries.' See Proposed Regulations. Section
900.102 ffiereinater referred to as Section 900. 1. The Senate Committee Report on the
1988 Amendments was clear, however, that 'administrative functions of (the agencies) are
contractible under the Indian Self-Determination Act." not just provision of services. See

pages 22-23, Committee Report No. 10027, Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
December 22, 1987 (hereinafter referred to as Report). The Report went on to ssy that

Tribes have the right to contract for WA Agency function. NS
Service Unit functions, and BIA and IHS Area Office functions
including program planning and statistical analysis. technical
assistance. administrative support, financial management
including third party health benefits billing, clinical support,
training, contract health services administration, and other
program and administrative functions.
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See Report. Page 23.

Second. in several areas, the Proposed Regulations allow for unilateral Secretarial
modification of the contracts with the tribes or tribal organizations. §,ge. gg Proposed
Re'dulations. Section 900.304(2), allowing the Secretary to extend a contract for a period of
up to one year without the tribe's approval; and Section 900.305(b)(E/ allowing a unilateral
contract modification by the Secretary. These provisions fly in the face of the clear language
of the Act at Section 110(b) 125 U.S.C. Section 450m -1(b)) which states that

Unless otherwise agreed to by the resolution of an Indian tribe.
the Secretary shall not revise or amend a self-determination
contract.

Similarly, the Proposed Regulations attempt to make tribes comply with not only the
law and regulations. but also 'orders. golicies, agency manuals, guidelines. industry standards
and personnel qualifications.' See Proposed Regulations, Section 900.1501. The Act itself,
at 25 U.S.C. Section 450k(e). provides that

all Federal requirements for self-determination contracts and
grants under this act shall be promulgated as regulations. ..

Clearly, requiring tribes to comply with all of these unpublished manuals, unspecified 'industry
standards". policies that may be unwritten and unknown to anyone but the decision makers.
and guidelines that may be unobtainable and unspecific is absolutely contrary to very language
of the Act itself.

One of the problems with the Proposed Regulations is that, contrary to the stated
intent of the Act, the regulations remove the possibility of any flexibility in operating the
programs which may be contracted under the Act. Despite language to the contrary in the
preamble to the proposed Regulations, the Secretaries appear to be requiring the tribes to take
over programs and to run them just as the Secretaries would have done which perpetuates
the very paternalism that the Act intended to overcome. They do this by requiring the tribes
and tribal organizations to adhere to extensive uniform rules and standards that can only be
met by operating a program that is the mirror image of the one which was formerly operated
by the Secretary. See, eat, Section 900.103(b)(3). The experience of tribes in the Self -

Governance compacting process under Title III of the Act has clearly demonstrated that tribes
can quite capably make decisions about priorities and operate programs as they see
appropriate.

Similarly, the program division section of the Proposed Regulations, Section 900.107,
is contrary to the law. That section provides that the Secretary may decline to contract with
a tribe or tribes based on the effect that such contract would have on another tribe, despite
the fact that the Act provides each tribe with the absolute right to contract without the need
to consider the desires of other tribes. Not too long ago. a situation arose m California

Are these written standards? It so, by whom ale they established? Does every industry have only one set
of standards? How is a tribe to know which set of standards they are expected to meet? How can such nebulous
'standards' be complied with or enforced?
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wherein a tribal consortium had been providing health care to the members of all the tribes
in southern San Diego County for many years. One very small tribe decided, howevu., that
it did not want to continuo to participate with the other eight tribes in the consortium. IHS
refused to contract with the remaining eight tribes in the consortium (who wanted to continue
to serve about six thousand Indians but not the members of the one tribe which withdrew
from the Consortium) saying that the tribes needed to obtain authorizing resolutions from all
the tribes in the service area, and they were lacking a resolution from this one tribe of loss
than one hundred members- The consortium went to federal district court, and the court held,
in Southern Indian Health Council v. Bowen (U.S.D.C., Southern District of California). that
the Secretary was required to contract with the tribal consortium to provide services for their
members, without regard to the needs of the tribe which did not chose to participate or
contract, because Section 102 of the Act provides that the Secretary may decline to contract
only if the proposal is deficient in that the tribal organization cannot ensure adequate
protection of trust resources, the services to be provided will not be satisfactory, or the tribal
organization cannot properly complete or maintain a proposed contract.

Contrary to the law and this federal court decision, the Secretar.es notv propose.
through Section 900.107. to Getermine whether to decline the proposal based on 'the effect
the proposed contract will have on the level, scope, and quality of services... for those tribes
and individuals. . . who would not be served under a conic= proposal.' This is clearly
contrary both to the law itself, which only allows the Secretary to determine whether the
proposed services would be satisfactory for the tribes/Indians who will benefit, and contrary
to the holding in aopthern Indian Health Council v. Bowen.

The provisions of Section 903.304(b1(1) regarding carryover funding are contrary to
the law in that they purport to require further justification and authorization for the use of
carryover funds. Both Section 8 of the Act itself and the appropriations acts make such
justification and authorization unnecessary, yet the Secretaries ignore the clear mandate of
Congress and insert contrary and illegal regulatory provisions.

We could go on ad infinitum describing the portions of the regulations which are clearly
illegal in that they are contrary to the law that they propose to implement, and we could
further describe the many ways in which the regulations thwart the clear intent of Congress
to promote Indian Self-Determination and to allow tribes to take over programs and redesign
them in ways that are appropriate to tribal needs, but we will not do so at this time. We
would be happy to provide further written testimony on these issues at a later date if
requested by the Committee. Whether illegal or merely contrary to Congressional intent,
many provisions of the proposed regulations ore wholly inappropriate in that they reflect the
Secretaries' best efforts to stifle and thwart Indian Self-Determination in order to maintain the
status quo, to prevent the loss of federal employees' jobs, and to require tribes to operate
programs in the exact same way that the federal government has operated them rather than
making them more responsive to tribal needs.

Some of our clients believe that they would be better off with the old long-standing
regulations to the extent that they have not been superseded by the 1988 Amendments than
they would be with the Proposed Regulations. Moreover, our clients believe that the new
process for redrafting the regulations through negotiated rule-making means the passage of
another two years before regulations are promulgated, and further, they believe that the
process may not result In sufficiently significant changes to justify the lengthy and costly
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process. Therefore. they urge that you rapidly pass the 1994 Amendments to the Indian
Self-Determination Act which will provide the tr.bes with many of the benefits of the law
which Congress originally intended in the original Act in 1975 and the 1988 Amendments,
far too many of which have been denied to tribes due to erroneous administrative
interpretations.

II. COMMENTS ON THE INDIAN SELF-DFTERMINATION ACT AMENDMENTS OF 1994

Your efforts to move beyond the onerous and burdensome regulations which are being
proposed by the two departments are to be commended. The tribes and tribal organizations
which my firm represents strongly support the 1994 Amendments inasmuch as they will
shortcut the proposed regulatory process by one-and-one-half to two years. The 1994
Amendments are extremely valuable to both the tribes and tribal organizations and to the
respective Secretaries of 10-19 and Interior in that they clarify many preexisting sections of the
Act and provide lot a uniform contract that will be entered into by all tribes, much like the
model self-governance compact that has been developed and used for Title Ill compacting
under the Act.

A. gagreleemments.

Invaluable are the provisions throughout the Amendments specifying that not
only service programs, but instead Ml programs, activities, functions and services provided
by the Secretary, are contractible. These provisions make the amendments consistent with
the intent of the Act which the Secretaries have refused to accept as shown in their proposed
regulations.

The provisions which require the Secretary to carry the burden of proof by clear
and convincing evidence that a contract proposal should be declined are critical, as is the
requirement that decisions on appeals be made a level higher than the level of the agency
whose decision is being appealed. These provisions allow for the tribes to be accorded
fundamental fairness in the administrative processes.

Your revisions to Section 105(a) regarding exempting contracts with tribes from
general Federal Contracting laws and regulations are critical because they allow tribes to have
the flexibility required to operate programs and remove barriers to true self-determination and
enhance the ability of tribes to respond to local situations and the needs of their members.

The revisions to Section 105(dI regarding retrocession provide a much needed
process for retrocession or rescission of contracts. The agencies would require a tribe to give
one year notice of retrocession even if there were only six months remaining on the contract.
Your amendment nakes it clear that a tribe cannot be required to continue to operate a
program beyond the remaining life of the contract or for one year, whichever is sooner.

Your amendments to Section 105lh1 of the Act regarding administrative division
of the program are critical in that they create a sensible process for such division which
maximizes the opportunity of tribes to work things out among themselves but does not allow
one tribe to thwart another tribe's right to a Self-Determination Act contract. You have
specifically addressed the issue discussed above in Southern Indian Health Council v. Bowen
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in a way that is wholly consistent with the law and with the holding therein.

One of the most valuable amendments you have made is in Section 1051j)
where you have clearly stated that tribes have the opportunity to redesign programs.
activities, functions and Fervicos under the contract. This should eliminate administrative
objections to tribes attempting to make those contract functions most effective for the tribes
themselves without requiring them to be modeled in the imago of those same programs.
activities, functions and services that the Secretary might have provided.

We strongly support the provisions which you have included in the Bill regarding
Indian preference being governed by tribal law. The BIA and Ills take opposing viewpoints
on this subject, so the bill provisions are extremely important to resolve this dispute and
clarify that tribes have the right to apply their own Indian preference laws.

Without going into detail, we strongly support and endorse all of the
amendments which you have made to Section 106 of the Act. These will have the practical
effect of making it possible for the tribes to be assured appropriate funding of their contracts
and to be able to use the funds for appropriate purposes. Further, these provisions ensure
that Cong.ess is advised of the amounts necessary to fund the tribes pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, as well as any deficiency of funds.

Regarding further regulations to implement the Act, our clients support the concept
of limiting the areas in which regulations may be enacted to those enumerated areas you have
specified in the Bill, due to the problems tribes have encountered with the regulations since
1988. We believe that there is a need for procedural protections to be provided through
regulations including those relating to the implementation of the Federal Tort Claims Act.
However, the regulations should be kept to a minimum, as you have pro tided and as intended
by the 1988 Amendments to the Act, and those regulations must be consistent with both the
letter and intent of the Indian Self-Determination Act. Your provisions regarding the use of
negotiated rule-making should create regulations that are consistent with the spirit of the Act
and that are workable for tribes and the administration alike.

We believe that including Section 108 regarding Contract specifications and
setting forth the required contract is an excellent idea. The Self-Governance model compact
has succeeded in providing a standardized agreement for the tribes involved in the
implementation of Title III of the Indian Self-Determination Act, and the same should be done
for contracts under the remainder of the Act. The provisions which you have included in
Section 108 are sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of both the Administration and the
tribes, yet set forth the basic ground rules for contracting. Not only do the contract
provisions become standardized, but they also become the law by including them in the Act.

Your inclusion at Section 10811103) of the canon of interpretation that laws for
the benefit of Indians are to be liberally construed in their favor is to be applauded. This sets
the tone for the entire contract and will remind those required to administer the contract of
this very important and basic principal of Indian law which must be observed in the
implementation of the Act and the contract.

We endorse your giving tribal courts a significant role to play in adjudications
under your Bill, and for allowing those tribes which do not have tribal courts the opportunity

6
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to utilize alternative tribal adjudicatory bodies. In California (as well as a number of other
states). the State was given criminal and limited civil jurisdiction over the reservations in the
mid-1950's pursuant to P.L. 83-280. Although there are more than 100 separate Indian
Reservations in California, there are only two tribal courts at present. Where there are not
tribal courts, the governing body of the tribe normally acts as the adjudicatory body for any
disputes, and your recognition of this fact is most beneficial.

My clients support the idea of a three year contract with an annual funding
agreement to implement it. Most important is the fact that in Section 10812)(Cl(ii) you have
included a paragraph regarding the limitation of costs. This paragraph is critical to ensure that
tribes are not required to provide services beyond the funding amounts which they are
provided through the Contract and that the Secretary will continue to have responsibility to
provide services for which funding has not been provided. The requirements of Subsection
lb)(4) are most helpful because they make the payment options for tribes more flexible and
make the Prompt Payment Act applicable to contract funding amounts.

The records and monitoring provisions found at Subsection (21(E) are excellent.
They ensure that both the tribes and the agencies are protected yet prevent the agencies from
conducting excessive monitoring in lieu of being able to require excessive record-keeping.
Because these are so similar to the provisions of the proposed regulations, we would
anticipate that these should be agreeable to the Administration as well.

Section 108121(F) carries out the original intent of the Act to place tribes and
tribal organizations in the same position as those government agencies that would otherwise
be carrying out the activities, so that no benefits or cost savings are lost merely by virtue of
the contracting of the activity by the tribe. This section as a whole provides important
safeguards for tribes so that they can truly stand in the shoes of the government when they
are carrying out contracts and receive the same benefits as to property, equipment, etc.

The provisions for utilizing alternative dispute resolution found in Section
108(21(J) are an excellent idea. This approach has been endorsed through other federal
legislation. The fact that there are a number of dif !Grant alternatives allows the maximum
flexibility to utilize the one most appropriate for the situation requiring resolution.

Although we could 'iontinue to analyze and comment on the model contract in Section
108 paragraph by paragrepl., let it suffice to say that we believe that it contains all the
necessary elements to make it beneficial and workable for both the tribe or tribal organization
and the federal agencies involved. We believe that its use will result in the contracting
process being simplified, and it will eliminate the opportunity for disputes over onerous
contract terms. Your Bill will also ensure that tribes and tribal organizations, wherever
located, are treated uniformly.

II. Specific Recommendations tor Changes to the BIM.

We would make the following comments and suggests for specific limited revisions of
the Amendments to the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1994:

Declination. Federal agencies charged with implementing the Act have taken
advantage of several provisions of the Self Determination Act and the Act's silence in other

7
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areas -- to perpetuate federal control of Indian programs, with often disastrous results for
Indian programs. In the 1988 Amendments to the Act. Congress narrowed the grounds on
which the Secretary could decline a 638 contract proposal (section 21091)(2)1. Specifically,
Congress eliminated the collection of considerations originally listed under the heading
'deficient in performance." Most importantly, Congress eliminated from the Secretary's
purview the catch-all phrase "other necessary components of contract performance", an
amorphous loophole that effectively gave the Secretary carte blanche to dictate program
requirements and to decline 630 contract pi oposels - on an ad hog and arbitrary basis. In
the 1988 Aniendments Congress sought to completely close this loophole by expressly
requiring that "ell Federal requirements for self-determination contracts and grants under this
Act shall be promulgated os regulations in conformity with section 552 and 663 of Title 5."
(section 2071a)l.

Prior to the 1988 Amendments the Indian Health Service had promulgated declination
regulations, at 42 C.F.R. 4 36.214 at seq. These regulations, which IHS still relies on today
in its 638 contracting decisions, are based on the original language of the Act. These
regulations incorporate the declination factors that Congress specifically eliminated in the
1988 Amendments, including the overbroad "other necessary components of contract
performance' consideration that Congress intended to eliminate through the amendments.
As recently as last year (HS invoked these clauses of its regulations to decline a 638 health
care contract proposal and to defend such declination on appeal.

Since 1988 litigation over contract declinations has revealed another problem with the
statutory declination standards. The existing section 210(a)(21 allows the Secretary to decline
a contract proposal if the service to be provided the beneficiaries 'will not be satisfactory."
Although the outdated IHS regulations discuss declinations, IHS has never promulgated the
required definition of %S. term 'not satisfactory." As a result, if IHS does not like a 638
contract proposal, it is &II. to conjure up an pd hog end often arbitrary definition or "not
satisfactory.' Worse, the HHS Departmental Appeals Board has upheld such decisions, on
the grounds that "satisfactory' was not defined by Congress. and that IHS knows what is
best for the Indians.

The practical importance of this declination loophole to Tribal organizations cannot be
overemphasized. A Tribe may be prevented from establishing a 638 program, or IHS may
arbitrarily prevent the expansion or renewal of an existing program. In one recant case, ad
MN definition of 'not satisfactory' was not found in any IHS regulation, policy, or rule. Yet
this wthos definition was directly responsible for shutting down a twenty-year-old Indian
clinic in Trinity County, California, leaving hundreds of Indians without access to their chosen
health care. IHS and the HHS Appeals Board permitted this result based solely on the
'personal experiences" end 'professional judgments" of INS staff, admittedly exercised
without limitation.'

Regrettably, the administrative appeals process cannot be deemed an adequate
safeguard against IHS' arbitrary use of the "not satisfactory" language of the Act. IHS has
been able to convince administrative law judges and the HHS Departmental Appeals Board
that Congress has authorized IHS personnel, based on their admittedly ad hos, subjective, and

2111fisot1W Docket No. C-93-013, Decision No. CR273 (June 23. 19931.
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unregulated 'personal experiences' and 'professional judgments', to decline these contracts
as 'not satisfactory" for reasons not found in any regulation, policy, or rule. One ALI's utter
deference to IHS' paternalism is summed up by his nutsl.s analysis of the Self Determination
Act: "The Act does not require the Secretary to enter into contracts which are not in the best
interests of Indians." The HHS Appeals Board rubber stamped this decision.

A few further amendments to the Act will help prevent recurrences of such arbitrary
federal agency decisionmaking. First, it is necessary to eliminate the Secretary's carte
blanche discretion to decide what is or is not 'satisfactory.' We propose the following
language, which retains the Secretaries' power to decline genuinely problematic proposals,
but reduces the Secretary's discretion to arbitrarily designate anyibing it doesn't like as
unsatisfactory.

We recommend amending Section 1021a)12) of the Act to read as follows:

(2) If so authorized by an Indian tribe under paragraph (1) of
this subsection, a tribal organization may submit a proposal for
a self determination contract, or to amend or renew a self-
determination contract, to the Secretary for review. Subject to
the provisions of subsection 4 hereof, the Secretary shall, within
ninety days after receipt of the proposal, approve the proposal
and award the contract unless, within sixty days of receipt of the
proposal, a-epeeifie4ieding-ie-raede that the *rear/ series-on
the Writing a specific 'witted "findinic-ching :OW and
oopvincing evidanCePt,bontrotlire; legal authority; that --

(A) the service to be rendered by the tribal organization to the
Indian beneficiaries of the particular program or function to be
contracted will net-be-satisfeatew eliderlar the tort. IlefetY,
or welfare of tits bereficiaries; or ...

The purpose for making these changes is to ensure that only proposals that will
endanger the health, safety. or welfare of the beneficiaries are subject to declination under
this subsection. Moreover, the Secretary must show such detriment by clear and convincing
evidence, not merely a preponderance of the evidence as permitted by the HHS Departmental
Appeals P oard. It is fundamental to the Act that tribes and tribal organizations be trusted to
make their own self-determination decisions, and the Secretary must satisfy a high burden of
proof before it can deny the tribal organization this statutory right. The amendment also
ensures that the Secretary not just approve or decline the proposal within a specified time
period, but also award the contract within the ninety day timeframe as provided in your Bill.
This 11 prevent the current agency practice of sometimes sitting on approved proposals
without funding them in a timely manner.

les note 3 ;r,,& Decision No. Cf1273 at 12.
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Time limits in Act are Mandatory. Following Section 102(a1121(C). a new

paragraph should be added:

The :Shtty-day., end ninety-day limitations periods at, this
subsection shall not be4tered _or-extended except upon the
voluntary, and express written consent of the tribal organization
priOi to the EJsprAtion of the limitations period.

The importance of this new paragraph is illuminated by at least two recent declination appeals
in which IHS argued that it did not need to decline a proposal within 60 days. as required by
Section 1021e)(2). because this time limitation was simply a procedural matter that can be
ignored under appropriate circumstances. One AU has agreed with this position, and another

AU has the matter under consideration. This amendment is needed to clarify that the
prescribed limitations periods are mandatory, end can only be changed by voluntary consent
of the tribal organization. This will avoij a multiplicity of administrative law rulings making
exceptions to the 60-day and 90-day rules on a case-by-case basis, in contravention of the

intent of the Act.

acatwmgageinAjscocia. We urge Amending Section 102(b)(3) in the

following manner:

(3) provide the tribal organization with a hearing on the record,
with the right to engage in lull discovery relevant to any issue
raised In the matter, and the opportunity for appeal on the
objections raised. under such rules and regulations as the
Secretary may promulgate, subject to the tribe's or tribal
organization's option to proceed directly to federaldistrict court
as provided in section 110(a).

Requiring a tribal organization to spend a year or more in the administrative appeal
process may mean the kiss of death to the program, even if the Tribe ultimately prevails. The
time and money expended, and the lack of funding in the interim, are hardships many
organizations cannot survive. By allowing a tribal organization to proceed directly to federal

court and providing the usual remedies of injunction and mandate, tribal organizations with
just complaints are much more likely to obtain timely redress. Also, existing regulations are
ambiguous as to the right of the tribal organization to take discovery on a declination appeal.
The Appeals Board has denied such discovery, placing tribal organizations at a serious
disadvantage when trying to prove agency violations of law and agency policy, and when
trying to rebut evidentiary matters. This amendment levels the pitying field in both the
administrative forum and in federal court.

would read:
Burden of Proof.. Amendments should be made to Section 102(a) so that it

(e) In any hearing or appeal provided under subsection (b)(3),

the -gemetery-alioneerry-the-berden-04-preake-ostablish-byelear
end-oenvieeing--ovidenee-diat-the-oentroot-pfeoesel-shottld-be
deelined. or In any federal court proceeding provided under
section 110, a cent:bat declination may be upheld only if the
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Secretary carries tha burden of voving,by clear and convincing
evidence thatthe contract proposal Dodd not, after thatocratary
provides the required assistance to the tribal 'organtzation,
overcome the *actions stated in the Secreaery'sdeciination
notice. Final departmental decisions in all haaidn(ta end appeals
shall be made at a level higher than the level of the agency
whose decision un. x section (b) is being appealed.

Although the legislative history of the Act specifies that Congress intended the
Secretaries to 'clearly demonstrate" that a proposed contract was properly declined, the HFIS
Appeals Board has determined that this does not constitute a "clear and convincing evidence'
standard of proof. Given the fundamental principles of self-determination at stake in these
appeals, it is necessary to specify the exact burden of proof to be crried by the Secretary,and to confirm that Congress demands more of the Secretary than mustering a
"preponderance of the evidence.' The a mei idment also specifies that the Secretary must rely
solely on those grounds specified in the declination notice. which grounds must be one of
those cited in the statute- This is the current law, but IHS frequently argues on appeal new
matter that was not incorporated in the declination notice, or never promulgated as a
declination criteria, which new matter is often accepted by the Appeals Board. Also, it must
be clear that the Secretary bears the burden of proving that the required technical assistance
could not overcome the objections to the proposed contract.

Restriction on mutations There should be amendments to Section 107(a)
which would read as follows:

Sec. 107(a). General. Except as may be specifically authorized
herein and elsewhere in this Act, the Secretary of the Interior and
the Secretary of Health and Human Services shall not promulgate
any regulation, nor impose any non regulatory requirement,
relating to self-determination contracts or to the approval, sward,
or declination of such contracts, provided however, that the
Secretary may ...

These changes are necessitated because IHS has argued in declination appeals that this
section applies only to contracts, not to proposed contracts, awards, or declinations. This
amendment is necessary to assure that the Secretary does not ignore the Act's protections
with regard to the latter.

III. CONCLUSIth /

In closing, I would like to take the opportunity to again express my gratitude to you,
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, for inviting me here today to testify before you
on this subject which is of immense importance to my firm's clients. I look forward to havingthe opportunity to work further with your Committee on these Amendments.

111
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Executive Order 12E61 of September it. 1593

Elimination of One-tielf of Executive Branch Internal
Regulations

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the
laws of the United Stales of America. including section 301 of title 3.
United Stales Coda. and at ,ion 1111 of title 31. United States Cede. and
to cut so percent of the executive brancirs interns! regulations in order
to streamline and Improve customer son ice to the American people. it
is hereby ordered as follows:
Section 1. Regulatory Reductions_ Each exeCillive department and agency
shall undenake to eliminate not less than 50 percent of its civilian internal
management regulations that are not required by law within 3 years of
the effective date of this order. An agency internal management it-gut/now
for the purpose, of this order. means an agency directive or regulation
that pension to Its organization. management. or personnel matters. Reduc-
tions in agency Internal management regulations shall be concentrated in
areas that will result In the greatest Improvement In productivity. strearnlin.
ing of operations. and Improvement in customer service.
Sec. 2. Coverage This order applies to all executive branch depanrnews
end agencies.

Sec. 3. Implementation_ The Director of the Office of Management and
Budget shall issue instructions regarding the implementation of this order.
including exemptions necessary for the delivery of essential services and
compliance with applicable law.
Sec. 4. Independent Agencies. All Independent regulatory commissions and
agencies ate requested to comply with the provisions of this order

THE WHITE HOUSE.
September II. 1993.
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U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Native American Affairs
July 29, 1994 hearing:

Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistant Act Regulations

Witness Information:

Name: Joseph Dexter

Title: Chairman, Board of Directors

Organization: Alaska Native Health Board

Organization address: 1345 Rudakof Circle, Suite 206
Anchorage AK 99508

Organization telephone: 907-337-0028

Residence: P.O. Box 62082, Golovin, AK 99762

Residence Phone: 907-779.2111



Chairman Richardson and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Joe Dexter, Chairman of the Alaska Native Health Board. I am
from the Chinik Eskimo Community of Golovin, Alaska, and also serve as chair-
man of the Board of Directors of Norton Sound Health Corporation, a consortium
of 20 tribal governments managing an Indian Health Service P L. 93-638
contract based in Nome, Alaska.

I appreciate this opportunity to present the observations of the Alaska
Native Health Board with respect to the regulations currently being developed by
the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Affairs for amendments to
the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act since 1988.

The Alaska Native Health Board and its member regional Alaska Native
health organizations have monitored and participated in the development of
these regulations since the passage of the major amendments by the Congress
in 1988. We are extremely concerned about their implementation because self-
determination has been the cornerstone of the development of the Alaska Native
health care delivery system. Approximately thirty Alaska tribes and tribal health
consortia manage over $150 million annually through Indian Health Service Title
I Self-Determination contracts in the state.

Many of our Board members, staff, and legal representatives have spent
hundreds of hours and well over $200,000 in ANHB resources over the past six
years to ensure that the regulations enacted by these agencies meet the needs
of American Indian and Alaska Native tribal governments and tribal health
organizations and fulfill the intent of the Congress.

We have maintained personal representation on the Indian Health Ser-
vices national advisory committee on the regulations in both face-to-face and
teleconference meetings over a five-year period. We have attended all of the
national consultation meetings and conferences designed to ascertain tribal
concerns and reconcile them with agency concerns. We have provided staff
support to the IHS/BIAJtribal technical working group that developed regulations
in 1989-1991. We have submitted written comments following each release of
draft regulations.

For several years we participated in the Ad Hoc Tribal Committee on the
Indian Self-Determination Act Regulations and contributed to an inter-tribal
review of the regulations and the process. We have submitted testimony to
DHHS officials at the national IHS/tribal consultation meetings, in other congres-
sional committees, at the National Congress of American Indians, and at all
other opportunities we have had to advocate for the establishment of these
regulations.
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For all Alaska Native tribal representatives who have been involved, this
has been a long, arduous, and frustrating process. At times the agencies have
been highly considerate of tribal comment and willing to consider approaches
and compromises that will make these regulations work. However, for the
majority of this process the agencies have been disorganized in their internal
considerations, non-communicative in their inter-agency relations, inconsistent
with the positions and commitments made, and resistant to the full degree of
tribal consultation anticipated and expected by Congress and the tribes.

Now that tribal comments have been received in the regional and national
consultation meetings this spring, it is essential that these comments be con-
sidered in the final promulgation of the regulations. We are not optimistic that
the process for this final review will be any more productive from a tribal
perspective than has been the case over the past five years.

In their effort to overcome criticism about the lack of tribal participation in
recent years, it is our understanding the BIA and IHS are proceeding to form a
48 member committee of tribal representatives to review the comments and
participate in the final regulations review. This approach will involve up to six
one-week meetings beginning in January 1995.

We feel that using such a large group is not a reasonable approach to
resolving the issues at hand. Not withstanding the costs of such meetings,
maintaining communications and reaching consensus with this size of a group
will be complex if not impossible. It is likely that this approach will only serve to
slow down the final review process. The agency's current timetables do not
anticipate completion of the regulations for another 18-24 months.

It will be particularly fruitless if such a major endeavor is undertaken
without a commitment from the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to make significant changes in the regulations to accommodate tribal
concerns. We truly hope that such a commitment will be made and acted upon.

At this time, we do not expect the agencies to significantly modify their
positions on the critical issues embodied in the regulations. Implementation of
the amendments will mean less control by both agencies over tribal affairs and
resources. Full implementation also threatens to reduce the overall size of the
agencies. Such changes are inherently resisted by federal agencies.
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In the interim until the new regulations are officially published, agency
contracting officers and project officers are required to work within the framework
of the 1976 regulations and the limited revisions that have been authorized since
then. While many agency officials are properly attempting to assist tribes in self-
determination within the intent of the new amendments and the draft regulations,
their ability to make the full benefits available to tribes is limited.

The message that tribes have received from the Departments of Health
and Human Services and Interior is that the agencies do not trust the tribes with
health services management and seek to delay the impacts of tribal health
program assumption as lank as possible. This message has caused the Alaska
Native community to seek participation in the Title III Tribal Self-Governance
Demonstration Project with both departments.

Most of the provisions in the draft Title I regulations that tribes throughout
the nation have found unacceptable will likely only be truly resolved through
legal challenges or, preferably. through passage of additional amendments to
the Act by the Congress which make the intent of Tribal Self-Determination
crystal-clear and limit the regulatory prerogative of the agencies.The Alaska
Native Health Board encourages the Subcommittee on Native American Affairs
to initiate legislation which will include such new amendments.

In 1993, vie contributed to the efforts by the Senate Committee on Indit
Affairs to propose approximately 25 new amendments which were outlined in
S.1410. Our Board fully endorses these provisions. We are also reviewing
5.2036 as introduced, which establishes by legislation the terms of a model P.L.
93-638 contract and limits agency regulatory revisions to such an agreement.
We will submit specific comments on this bill at the conclusion of our review.

The amendments will address the priority concerns of tribal governments
and tribal health providers in such areas as contractibility and divisibility of
programs, declinations and appeals, contract -upport costs, and construction
contracting. Unfortunately, the agencies need to be required to remove a variety
of barriers they have created in the new regulations.

It is our understanding that the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs is
soon to consider legislation that will consolidate the best elements of these two
bills. We encourage al.. Subcommittee on Native American Affairs and the
Committee on Natural Resources to promulgate similar legislation for
consideration in the House of Representatives.
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RAMAN NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC.

P.O.Box 100 Pine HUI, Her ;aealeorraS7 (505) rr0-32% Faz (606)715-1240

July 28,1994

Honorable Bill Richardson
11$. Representative
2549 Rayburn !louse Office building
Washington, DC 20515.3103

RE.: July 29 Oversight Hearing on ISDA Regulations/S.2036

Deal Congressman Richardson:

Relativ._ to the hearing m be held on the Indian Self-Determination Act (ISDA)

regulations by the Native American Affairs Subconunittee, I wish to submit the
following comments for the record on behalf of the Rarnah Navajo School Board. Inc.

(RNSI3).

In the six year (and still counting) process to draft implementing regillations
for the 1988 Amendments to the ISM, Ratall has colienbutcd thousands of staff
hours, and considerable resources, to attendance at national regulation drafting
workshops, Tribal- Federal Coordinating Workgroup meanie.% and national and
regional hearing); we have suggested regulatory language, written tribal position
papers, reviewed joint drafts, presented oral testimony, and submitted copious
written comments. Despite these efforts, and like efforts on the part of tribal
representatives nationally for six years, the Federal agencies have still failed to
embrace the spirit and intent of the Act. Despite a change in Administration, career
bureaucrats in the agencies continue to stymie attempts by tribes and tribal
organizations to reverse the Federal domination and control of programs for Indians
through liberalization of the regulations that is truly reflective of self-deterntination
policy.

It is the RNSB position that the final product of the agencies published as a
Notice of Proposed Rule Making (NFRM) in the Federal Register on January 20,
1994, is fatally flawed, and will lead to a worse state of affairs in contracting under
the Act than exists with current regulations. While we have agreed to participate in
future tribal negotiations with Interior and Health and Human Service to fry and
reverse regulatory provisions in the NPRAI hostile to tribes and self-determination

because we must, we hold little hope that the redend agencies will make the
dramatic, even miraculous, turnaround necessary to make the regulations workable.
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FOR that reason we support and have participated in the development of
5.2036, the Indian Self-Detemilnation Contract Reform Act of 1991, to date. The
perfection of this bill and its merging with the provisions of 5.1110, which would
further amend the ISDA b provide protections and benefits for tribal contractors
consistent with the Act, Is currently the most viable alternative to achieve the desired
implementation of self-determinaticm policy in the face of an entrenched and
recalcitrant bureaucracy. RNSB has a vested interest in the success of this Federal
policy as a tool for continued development in this community where virtually no
services existed prior to the advent of the Indian self-dcterrnimition conoept in the
early 1970s.

We understand that you have introduced a companion bill to 5.2036 very
recently in the House. We applaud this news and on behalf of RNSB, I would like to
personally express our appreciation for your continued attention to this
organization's concerns, the concerns of tribes and tribal organizations in New
Mexico, and of those nationally as well. We believe you will fmd consensus for this
legislation in New Mexico as well as nationally.

If RNSB can be of any assistance to you in furthering the cause of this bill,
please do not hesitate to call upon use. We fully support your efforts in the Howe in
this regard.

BC/RN/me

11ti

Sincerely,

RAMAN NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC.

F",
Bennie Colice, Executive Directo
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III Summary Critique Of Proposed Regulations

A Contractible Functions

Perhaps a good place to start out in any critique of the proposed
Self Determination regulations is the question of what is and is
not contractible (see 900.106 of the proposed regulations). While
the 1988 amendments and access .vying Senate Report clearly
broaden the scope of BIA and HIS functions that can be
contracted, the proposed regulations narrow the scope of what
will actually be contracted. This grand reversal is achieved
through a series of contractibility threshold requirements and a
series of functions that are not contractible because they must
be carried out by "Officers of the United States".
BIA and IRS justification for reserving to themselves broad
discretionary authority to administratively narrow the scope of
what can actually be contracted is premised on a series of
separation and delegation of powers cases: Buckley v. 424
U.S. 1 (1975); Bowsher v Svnar, 478 U.S. 713 (1986). Morrison v.
Olson 108 S.Ct. 2597 (1988); and Mistretta v United States 107
SCt. 647 (1989). Taken together, the BIA IHS interpretation of
these cases and what they wish them to stand for constitutes one
of the most contorted constitutional interpretations I could
imagine. These cases have nothing at all to do with the Self
Determination Act, Indians or contracting with Indians. Instead,
these cases address power and delegation authorities between
branches of the Federal government.

B Protection Against Inadequate Funding

A key outcome objective of the 1988 amendments was to shield
tribes from "inappropriate administrative reduction (of funding)
by Federal agencies" (see Senate Report 100-274, pages 8 and 30).
Section 900.114 of the proposed rules takes several steps back
from the 1988 amendments.

Particularly objectionable is the language to the effect that
when Congress provides additional funding to tribes, the
additional amount is "deemed to include contract support costs"

C Inappropriate Application of Civil Rights Act

In clear violation of the exemption provided in 42 U.S.C. 2000e
of the Civil Rights Act, the proposed joint draft imposes these
requirements on tribes as "employers" Agencies are not permitted
to impose these requirements in the face of a specific exemption.
Indian tribes are not under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution for the purposes of the Civil Rights Act. Instead,
Congress intended civil rights issues to be addressed through
tribal implementation of the Indian Civil Rights Act and
development of tribal court systems in Indian Country.
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STATEMENT OP HENRY FLOOD
ON BEHALF OF

THE SAINT REGIS MOHAWR TRIBE
AND

THE SELF DETERMINATION INSTITUTE

I Introduction

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Hent, -loud. I appear before
you today on behalf of the Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe located at
Hogansburg, NY. I am a Development Specialist with the tribe. I

also appear before you in my capacity as President of The Self
Determination Institute, a non-profit corporation created to help
Native Americans address legal and regulatory problems in Indian
Country. My expertise is in Native American affairs and Federal
Administrative Law.

Your invitation to present information about the development and
promulgation of the Self Determination Regulations implementing
the 1988 amendments to the Self Determination Act (25 U.S.C. 450
et seq.) is most appreciated. My testimony will contain technical
comments on the proposed Self Determination Regulations issued
for comment on January 20, 1994 (see 59 FR 3166-3249) and a
clarion call for this sub-committee use its broad legislative
powers to re-focus Self Determination policy for a stronger
future.

IX Development of the Self Determination Regulations

My allotted time for live testimony does not permit a detailed
discussion of the technical problems with the 83 page proposed
regulation. However, our legal counsel S Bobo Dean of Hobbs,
Straus, Dean and Wilder has performed an extensive review of the
proposed regulations. The Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe agrees with
the technical analysis conducted by our counsel and we
respectfully request that this document be entered into the
printed record as an appendix to this testimony.

This is a classic case of implementation going bad. First, it
should never have taken six years to develop the Self
Determination regulations. Second, the gap between Congressional
intent contained in the 1988 amendments to the Self Determination
Act and the proposed regulations is enormous. Third, these
regulations cumulatively weaken rather than strengthen the
benefits that Congress and the tribes are striving to achieve
from the Self Determination law. Finally, the passage of precious
time and the emergence of Indian Federalism along side of a
venerable self determination policy make further Congressional
changes essential.

1
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Application Requirements

Sections 900.203 and 205 of the proposed regulations appear to
limit tribes in advance to no more than the Secretarial amount
plus contract support costs when tribes contemplate entering into
a self determination contract. It seams to me that these matters
should be negotiated based on mutual information disclosure and a
proposal based on sound cost estimates and a proposed scope of
services. Circumstances vary widely from tribe to tribe. Some
tribes may be able to operate with less than the secretarial
amount based on efficiency of operations or a scope of work that
is different than what is presently supported by the secretarial
amount. Other tribes may require an amount that exceeds the
secretarial amount plus contract support costs. The regulations
as now written seem to foreclose the projected costs question in
advance of a contemplated application.

A related issue is what should be in the proposal. Some proposed
contracts will require greater or leas detail depending on the
scope of the contract undertaking. It is quite possible that the
proposal requirements are too extensive and leave too much
discretion to BIA and INS regarding proposal sufficiency.

Rebuttable Presumptions In Declination Criteria

Section 900.207 contains a number of presumptions favoring
approval of contracts with tribes. Why make these presumptions
rebuttable if a tribe can demonstrate through its proposal that
it meets the criteria to contract? This seems like a handy way
for the right hand to take away what the left hand givith.

F Financial Management\Allowable Costs

The Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe believes that something more than
"reason to believe" is needed before BIA or IHS initiate a
special review of a tribe's financial management system. Some
type of documentation requirement is needed. Particularly
upsetting is the decision of the regulation drafters to back
completely away from the previously negotiated exceptions to OMB
Circulars A-21, A-87 and A-122. Gone too is the tribal discretion
to select which of the circulars it wish to follow depending on
the type of program being operated.

Given these circumstances, OMB approval of the exceptions does
not seem likely given its preference for uniformity and granting
exceptions "sparingly". A better way to handle costs is to
develop a set of cost principles exclusively for Indian Tribes
and Tribal Organizations.

3
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G Indirect Costs

Many unfavorable changes have been made to the indirect cost
regulations that are several steps backwards from the 1990
understandings. No longer would the indirect cost agreements be
negotiated with the Inspector General and then subsequently be
accepted by the Secretary. If the proposed rules are adopted as
is, indirect cost rates would be negotiated with the Secretary.
Indirect cost rates would have to be approved in advance of
funding. Apparently, temporary or interim rates are precluded.
This is particularly disadvantageous to smaller tribes.

The language on indirect rate shortfall funding now contained in
the proposed regulations isee 900.406(d) ) is contrary to the
IF'S Self Determination Act amendments and the will of Congress
as reflected in the legislative history of the Self Determination
amendments.

H Tribal Procurement Systems and Contract Approvals

The Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe believes that Indian Tribes should
have at least the same right as States pursuant to the Common
Crant Management Rule to use their own procurement system in lieu
of that specified by the BIA or IHS. We believe that IHS and BIA
should accept the certification of a tribe that its procurement
system is substantially equal to the standards of the Common
Rule. Alternatively, a tribe might elect to use a procurement
system based on the well known Model Procurement Code and
Regulations, or the procurement requirements contained in the
Common Rule on Grant Administration.

We also believe that the threshold for agency prior approval for
contracts ($25,000 and higher) is too low. The threshold should
be $100,000 if a tribe demonstrates through certification or
other documentation that it has a sound procurement system.

I Indian Preference Policies

Once again, the right of tribes to give preference to Indian
organizations and Indian -owned Economic Enterprises is not
acknowledged in the proposed regulations. The decision to grant
or waive Indian preference on a particular procurement should
rest with tribes rather than the Federal government. This again
points to the need for revised Indian Preference legislation to
clarify this important tribal issue and its relationship to
Federal policy towards Indian tribes.

123
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J Appeals and Disputes

Meaningful appeals that are both fair and independent of the
initial decision maker are a matter of fundamental administrative
equity. The proposed rules are deficient here in several
respects. INS funding disputes are limited to whether the funding
amount was reached correctly using INS allocation procedures. A
tribe may not request more funds that the Secretary determines to
be available. Funding disputes would be handled by a new Contact
Funding Appeals Board (FAB) appointed by the IHS Director.
Disputes of this importance should be handled elsewhere in MRS
by someone who is truly independent. Although Section 102 of the
Self Determination Act requires an "on the record" hearing, the
proposed rules regarding financial disputes are contrary to the
law. The tribe directs the subcommittee's attention to pages 29-
33 of our counsel's Commentary on the Proposed Regulations
Implementing the 1988 Amendments to P.L. 93-638 for additional
analysis of the various appeals mechanisms.

I could go on and on but just these ten (10) areas that have been
highlighted are ample evidence that the proposed rules are far
from satisfactory. They violate both the letter and the spirit of
the Self Determination Act. After six long, frustrating years,
Indian Country deserves better regulations than these.

IV Steps To Correct Regulation Deficiencies

How can we promptly get out of this implementation swamp? I don't
have any magic formula but here are a few suggestions to ponder:

A The House and Senate Indian Affairs Committees should
seriously consider further amending the Self Determination Act to
cure the most serious implementation deficiencies by writing
desirable solutions directly into law. This process could be
greatly facilitated by having the committees meet with the
members of the tribal negotiating team that helped prepare the
1990 "yellow book" draft that previously contained much of what
the tribes thought desirable.

B Tribes should send any comments on the proposed Self
Determination rules to the Congressional committees as well so
that they might be considered as legislative solutions are
developed. To facilitate this process, the Saint Regis Mohawk
Tribe recommends that the record of this hearing be held open for
thirty (30) days to receive additional comments or hearing
statements.

Regardless of how the committee might amend the Self
Determination Act, some kind of implementing regulations will be
needed. The classic problem that always arises with any
implementing regulation is simply this: People want more and less
at the same time.

5
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The more radically one veers towards less regulation, the closer
you get to lack of standards and specificity. The more one veers
towards chapter and verse regulation, the closer you come to
defeat of both the law and the concept of Self Determination as
broadly understood by Indian Country.

C My one suggestion for the joint drafters of this
proposed regulation is to focus on the needs of the intended
beneficiaries of Self Determination contracting. The needs and
rights of tribal governments are paramount. The agency agenda
should be viewed as secondary. BIA and IHS should be going as far
as possible to encourage tribes to take over and successfully
operate as much of the BIA and IHS functions as possible.

V Refurbishing The Self Determination Concept For The Future

We are accustom to thinking in concepts and categories. Concepts
and categories are handy tools that bring order, direction and a
measure of certainty to what we do. Philosophers, theologians,
lawyers and politicians are especially fond of their concepts and
categories.

As we approach the silver anniversary of the modern Self
Determination concept let me urge the committee do more than
engage in the technical craft of fixing these unsatisfactory
regulations through legislation. I believe firmly in the legal
doctrines and intended outcomes of Self Determination. But after
nearly 25 years of traveling along this path, there have been
some major detours along with notable accomplishments. Clearly
there are some weeds in the path and some fresh plowing is needed
to refurbish the venerable Self Determination concept and re-
position the relationship with Congress for the year 2000 and
beyond.

In recent years several court decisions have eroded tribal rights
in a number of areas. Regulations and regulatory interpretations
have whittled down the applied meaning of Self Determination. I
believe that this is an appropriate time to re-visit the roots of
what Self Determination really means and initiate a new
Reformation that will bring a new vitality to the legal doctrines
of Self Determination. The emerging Indian Federalism is a good
platform upon which this committee might begin to refurbish Self
Determination.

125
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Where do we begin and what must be done? While I do not offer
definitive answers, I do offer several suggestions as points of
departure.

First of all, sovereignty and self-governance must always be the
cornerstones of Self Determination policy. It has been 60 years
since anyone has rendered a comprehensive official interpretation
on the scope of tribal government sovereignty and authority (see
55 Interior Decisions at 14). This decision relates largely to
tribes under the Indian Reorganization Act. Non-IRA tribes were
not included. As Indian Federalism enters more into discussions
between Congress and the tribes, maybe it is time for Congress to
do a thorough revision of the IRA Act. I tnink a new sovereignty
and governance charter is needed for Indian Country to replace
the aging IRA Acts.

Since Congress possesses "plenary authority" in Indian affairs,
Congress should work with the tribes to enhance sovereignty and
self-governance authorities so that protection is afforded
against Executive Agency and Court decisions that diminish tribal
traditions, culture and governance choices.

Congress engaged in a bit of the very concept I am talking about
with the passage of the 1991 Civil Rights legislation. Since its
landmark passage in 1964, regulatory implementation and court
decisions had taken away some of the vitality of this important
law. Congress refurbished the 1964 Clvil Rights law by extending
its coverage to new groups and notably abrogating several court
decisions that had narrowed the scope of civil rights protection
to minorities over time. Congress should engage in this same
process to strengthen tribal sovereignty and self-governance for
all Federally recognized tribes.

Examples that quickly come to mind are court decisions that
narrowed Indian religious freedoms, planning and zoning
authorities or other governance authorities. Congress has done
this selectively when it abrogated the Duro v Reina case. A more
comprehensive focus is now needed.

By acting soon to re-invigorate tribal sovereignty and governance
through new legislation, it will be easier to restore regulatory
balance and a client-centered perspective to the Self
Determination contractinc, process. The conceptual models to
accomplish this importer:: task are available.

One notable example for fruitful thought is to examine Charlie
Wilkensens' Indiana, Time and the Law. Written in 1986, it is a
masterful interpretation of Indian legal doctrine and offers
valuable insights as to how both the past and the present can be
used effectively to enhance tribal authority and Self
Determination.

7
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This would also be a good time to examine the role of the
Administration for Native Americans and their relationship to
tribal sovereignty and Self Determination policy. This small
agency with a staff of only 28 has recently been re-authorized
with a much broader mandate to help Federally recognized and non-
recognized tribes and tribal organizations. New to their mandate
is environmental protection and mitigation programs, Native
American language programs and a broader mandate to help tribes
strengthen both sovereignty and governance.

Maybe it is time to extent partial Self Determination Act
coverage to ANA so that Federally recognized tribes can receive
Self Determination grants and contracts rather than traditional
grants from this agency. ANA is also severely understaffed for
its mission and needs at least six to eight more people to cope
with the new program authorities it now has.

This concludes my testimony. I would be pleased to answer your
questions or supplement the record. Thank you.
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July 29. 1994

Ms. Betty J. Penn
Indian Self-Determination
Amendments Regulations Comments
Chief, Regulations Branch
Office of Planning, Evaluation
and Legislation
Indian Health Service
12300 Twinbrook Parkway. Suite 450
Rockville. MD 20852

Dear Hs. Penn:

We submit herewith our comments on the proposed regulations
set forth in the Notice of Proposed Rule-Making (NPRM) published
jointly by the Departments of the Interior and Health & Human
Services on January 20, 1994. We are submitting these comments on
behalf of the following tribes and tribal organizations: the
Alamo Navajo School hoard. the Bristol Bay Area Health
Corporation, the Maniilaq Association, the Menominee Indian Tribe
of Wisconsin, the Seneca Nation of Indians, the Norton Sound
Health Corporation, the Seminole Tribe of Florida and the Oglala
Sioux Public Safety Commission.

We have represented these tribes and tribal organizations in
the development of the Indian Self-Determination Regulations since
1988. Our clients are shocked at the degree to which the proposed
regulations published in January 1994 fail to reflect tribal
recommendations and, in some instances, make changes designed to
address federal agency priorities and concerns, rather than
carrying cut the evident purposes of the underlying statutory
provisions -- to end 'the prolonged federal domination of Indian
service programs that has served to retard rather than enhance the
progress of Indian people and their communities .

Our clients are also deeply disturbed at the failure of the
agencies to continue after 1990 the consultation with tribal
representatives which produced early drafts of the regulations.
The proposed regulations in their present form are a complete re-
write done behind closed doors by federal bureaucrats. Their
Purposes are evident from the substantive changes introduced in
the final year of the process. The attitudes of many of the
federal participants are reflected in the statement of one of than
during the consultation process that the purpose of the

BEST CON AVAILABLE
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regulations is to create a 'level playing field- between the
Indian tribes and federal employees.

These regulations were unanimously determined to be
unacceptable by tribal representatives at the May 2-4, 1994
national conference in Albuquerque which demanded that the
agencies agree to re-negotiate. Our clients are pleased at the
commitments which have now been made by the Secretary of the
Interior and the Secretary of Health & Human Services to engage in
a thorough re-negotiation of the regulations through the
procedures available under the Federal Advisory Committee Act.
They look forward to active participation in the negotiation of
the final regulations.

As our comments herewith demonstrate, this process can only
succeed if the federal representatives come to the process with a
wholly new approach -- a determination to develop regulations
which strengthen, rather than weaken, tribal authority, place
discretion in the hands of tribes and tribal organizations
(instead of in the hands of federal bureaucrats) and eliminate
burdensome, impractical and unnecessary restrictions on the
ability of tribes to serve their members.

We have prepared our comments in the format of a section-by-
section review of the HERM, identifying our concerns with
individual draft regulations (if any) and proposed revisions
intended to address those concerns. At certain points where more
lengthy or detailed analysis or information were deemed necessary,
we reference legal memoranda included as attachments to these
comments.

In the course of the comments, we note that certain issues
require reconsideration through negotiations between tribal
representatives and federal representatives. These issues include
among others certain financial management topics, appeal
procedures and construction contracting. In preparing these
comments, we found that negotiated solutions identified in earlier
drafts adequately address our clients' concerns. In such cases we
have recommended restoration of the previously negotiated
language.

We are available to further explain and discuss any of the
comments set forth herein. As explained in detail below, the
proposed rules, while streamlining self-determination contracting
procedures in some respects are, in numelis instances, more
restrictive and burdensome than existing regulations. The
imposition of new obstacles to tribal contracting under the Act is
directly contrary to the intent of Congress in enacting the 1988
Amendments -- the law which the proposed rules must implement. We
urge that the Departments of the Interior and Health & Human

123
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Services work with tribal leaders in a close, creative and
understanding manner to remedy deficiencies in the proposed rules
as identified in these and other tribal comments.

SUBPART A - GENERAL

Delinitions (900.1011

iconerrvetion' -- Representatives from both the Department of
the Interior and Department of Health and Heenan Services agree
that road maintenance and Housing Improvement Programs (HIP)
should be exempt Erom the definition of construction. To date.
however, no effort has been made correct this oversight.

Recommended RevisleRr
Replace the final sentence of the definition of construction

with the following:

Construction does not includes (1) the manufacture,
production, furnishing, construction, alteration, repair,
processing, or assembling of modular buildings, vessels,
aircraft, or other kind, of personal property/ or (2)
contracts (i) limited to providing architectural and
engineering services, planning services, and/or
construction management service.: and (ii) for the Housing
Improvement Program, and road maintenance program
administered by the Secretary of the Interior; and (iii)
for the health facility maintenance and improvement
program administered by the Secretary of Health and HUM
Services.

'Pays-throunh fnndvs (3179) The regulation drafters, in
the definition of the term 'pass-through funds' state that the
identification of what constitutes 'pass-through funds' under a
contract will be limited L: those funds which the contractor and
the Secretary agree upon gr ,hich are so designated in the
indirect cost agreement. The September 1990 proposed regulation
stated that 'pass-through furds' were those funds which the
contractor and the cognizant federal agentv agree upon And are so
designated in the indirect cost agreement.

The proposed revision is subject to significant ambiguity.
It may mean that, if the indirect cost agreement does nor
expressly identify which funds are 'pass-through funds', the
Secretary retains the right, under the proposed regulations, to
negotiate this issue with the contractor. While this is contrary
to the present policy which clearly requires that the contractor
and the cognizant federal agency negotiate the indirect cost rate
and have that rate honored by the DOI or DIMS, it probably would

130
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not create too much of a problem since indirect cost agreements do
generally identify 'pass through' funds excluded from the
calculation of the rate. However, the more likely interpretation
and intent is that the Secretary (i.e.. IRS or BIA) may establish
additional categories of pass-through funds subsequent to and
inconsistent with the rate negotiations (as IHS has attempted in
the past).

As noted in our discussion of indirect costs below, the
regulation drafters have omitted language included in the
September. 1990 version which required the Secretaries to honor
the indirect cost rate, and the direct base, negotiated between
the tribal organization and its cognizant federal agency. These
changes would permit the agencies to second guess the cognizant
agency as to whether so called 'pass-through funds' are included
in the direct cost base.

At regional and the national conferences held to review the
NPPM with tribal representatives, officials of both agencies
stated that it was their intent to honor indirect cost rate
agreements negotiated between tribal contractors and the cognizant
federal agency. The language of the September 1990 draft should
be restored in order to implement this federal commitment.

Eleculmanded Rorimiogs
Replace the definition of 'pass-through funds' as follows:

°Pass-through funds means those funds in a contract
that do not receive the AMMO degree, of administrative
effort as do other direct activities performed by
contractor. These funds may include, but are not limited
to, subcontracts, capitalised equipment, and capital
improvements. They shall be limited to those funds which
the contractor and the cognisant federal agency agree to
characterise as pass through and are to designated in the
indirect cost agreement.

Proeraq (3179) -- Thele is no justification, nor authority
under P.L. 93-638 as amended, for limiting 'program' to the
'operation of services' as a means of restricting tribal rights
under the Act. See further discussion uncle.. 4 900.106.

Reds2SlarldtiLJULtiagas
Replace the definition of 'program' as follows:

"Program means any service. program, function or
activity of the Department of the Interior or the
Department of Stealth and Susan Services and shall include
administrative functions including program planning and
statistical analysis, technical assistance, administrative

13
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support, financial management' including third party health
benefits billing, clinical support, training, contract
health service. administration and other administrative
functions of the Departments which support the delivery of
services to Indians, including those administrative
activities related to, but not part of, the service
delivery program, which are otherwise contractible,
without regard to the organizational level within the
Department where such functions are carried out.

Trust responsibility -- The IRS currently defines the phrase
'trust responsibility to mean 'the responsibility assumed by the
government by virtue of treaty, statutes and other means legally
associated with the role of trustee to recognize, protect and
preserve tribal sovereignty and to protect, manage. develop and
approve authorized transfers of interests in trust resources held
by Indian tribes and Indian individuals to a standard of the
highest degree of fiduciary responsibility.' 42 CFR 36.204(1).

Current regulations of the BIA read as follows: 'Trust
responsibility means for the purposes of this part only, to
protect, manage, develop and approve authorized transfers of
interests in trust resources held by Indian tribes and Indian
individuals to a standard of the highest degree of fiduciary
responsibility.' 25 CFR 271,3(t).

The phrase 'trust responsibilities' is referenced in the
proposed regulations and there is no justification for this term
to be omitted from the definition section of the regulations. We
recommend that the definition found in current IHS regulations be
included in the revised regulations.

geeretarial Policy (900.103(b)(3)) (3180) -- This provision
states that the regulations are designed to facilitate and
encourage 'Indian tribes to participate in the planning, conduct
and administration of those Federal programs serving Indian
people' and provide that Indian tribes will be afforded
'flexibility . Instead, the regulations should state, as the
September 1990 draft regulations provided, that the regulations
'shall be Internrefred so as to afford Indian tribes ... the
flexibility, information and discretion necessary to design
contractible programs and services to better meet the needs of
their communities. We should note here that, in general, the
statement of Secretarial policy is consistent with the goals and
purposes of the legislation. However, we find a number of
specific provisions of the regulations which appear inconsistent
with the policy statement, as well as with the legislation.
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Recommended Roiriffifonr 900.103(b)(3):

The rules contained herein shall be interpreted to
facilitate and encourage Indian tribe' to participate in
the planning, conduct, and administration of those federal
programs serving Indian people. These regulations shall
afford Indian tribes and tribal organizations the
flexibility, information, and digerati= necessary to
design contractible programs to mast the needs of their
communities consistent with their diverse demographic,
geographic, economic, cultural, social, religious and
institutional =eds.

We also recommend deletion of the concluding sentence of
ln(b)(3).

rnntrnrfibilitv (900.106) (3180) -- The 1988 amendments to
the Act broadened the scope of what was contractible under the Act
by providing that an Indian tribe or tribal organization could
contract with either DOI or DUES to administer a program for the
benefit of Indians because of their status as Indians yiehnuf
reaard Sa the aciencv OP :Ifni's' DI the Denartments el InroriOr 2r
lifalfb and human Services within which UM services an 12enOracsi
The proposed regulations seek to limit the effect of the 1988
amendments by defining narrowly the phrase 'program for the
benefit of Indians because of their status as Indians.' We
consider 4 900.106 to be in conflict with 4 103(b) (8) of the Act
which states that the Secretary is committed to . . . extending the
applicability of this policy [of Indian self- determination) to all
operational components within the Department.

Section 900.106 sets forth a three-part test to determine if
a program or service is for the benefit of Indians. The three
criteria are:

a primary or Sinnificant Beneficiaries Beentiremonte

1. Does the authorizing statute or legislative
history specifically identify Indians as the 'primary or
significant beneficiaries of the program';

2. Does the appropriation specifically target
Indians as the 'primary or significant beneficiaries of
the program, as evidenced in bill language, committee
reports, etc.;

3. Do regulations identify Indians as the
'primary or significant recipients of tie services' or
reflect a departmental intent to benefit Indians?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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This 'threshold test' narrows, rather than expands, the scope
of contractible programs and services under the Act by requiring
that Indians be the 'primary' beneficiaries of the program rather
than simply an identifiable recipient of a federal program.

b. Approoriation4 Reauirrment -- The proposed regulations
also provide that in order for a program to be subject to
contracting under the Act, it must be one for which Congress has
appropriated funds. While the funding of a contract is certainly
subject to available appropriations, requiring an appropriation
prior to approval of a contract is t'holly unnecessary,
inconsistent with present practice and inconsistent with section
102 of P.L. 93-638 which directs the Secretary to contract
programs without any restriction as to whether funds have been
appropriated therefor. 25 U.S.C. 5 450f(a). This position is
also inconsistent with the legislative history to the 1988
amendments (P.L. 100-472) which stated: 'Furthermore, the fact
that the Secretary has decided to allocate funds to a local agency
in a particular manner should net bar the tribe from contracting
for functions, such an criminal investigation, for which funds
have not been allocated to that particular agency.' S. Rep. No.
100-274, 25 (1987). Tribes should be able to re-design programs
to meet tribal priorities.

This matter should not be handled under 'contractibility.'
The availability of funding for any self-determination contract
is. of course, subject to the appropriations made by the Congress
annually. See 25 U.S.C. 5 450j-1(b).

c. fluittasanh_yaSialage -- The proposed regulations
dramatically narrow the field of contracting undrr the Act by
defining the term 'program' as 'the nnOrntion 01 aervirea for
tribal members and other eligible beneficiaries'. Proposed
5 900.106(c) notes that sorse contractible services may be
performed at higher organizational levels within the ONUS and DOI,
but states that this 'does not permit the transfer ... of
inherently Federal responsibilities involving the exercise of
significant authority under the Constitution, and functions
integral to the exercise of discretion, judgment or oversight
vested in the Secretary by law or by virtue of the Secretary's
trust responsibilities.'

The proposed limitation on the contractibility of supervisory
tasks is contrary to the intent of Congress and section 102 of the
Act which authorizes the Secretary to enter into contracts with
tribal organizations 'to plan, conduct and administer programs.'
The Senate Indian Committee emphasized the breadth of the 1988
amendments to the Act:

.1 31
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'Tribes have the right to contract for 87A Agency
funrt inns INS Service Unit LyneviOna, and EtA and
IRS Area Office functions including program
planning and statistical analysis, technical
assistance, administrative support, financial
management including third party health benefits
billing, clinical support, training, contract
health services administration, and other program
and administrative functions. The tribes also have
the right under the Indian Self-Determination Act
to work with the Secretary to redesign DIA and IHS
Area Office, Field Office, Agency and Service Unit
functions to better meet the needs of the tribes
served directly by such offices.

'The Committee has also included language to direct
the Secretary to enter into contracts with tribal
organizations to plan, conduct and administer any
or all of the funcfigns, authorities and
responsibilities of the Secretary of Health and
Human services under the Act of August 5, 1954 (68
Stat. 674), as amended. The intent of the
Committee is that administrative furedgns of the
Indian Health Service are contractible under the
Indian Self-Determination Act.' Emphasis added.

S. Rep. 100-274, 23-24 (1987).

We find nothing in the legislative history of P.L. 93-638
that indicates that what Congress intended by 'program' was
limited to the 'operation of services.' Indeed, the statute
itself and the legislative history consistently use the phrase
'programs or services,' or 'program or function' which implies
that the content of 'programs' is broader than just 'services.'
25 U.S.C. 5 450f. If 'functions' were not intended to be
contractible under the Act, why do the proposed regulations go to
the trouble of preparing a non-exhaustive list of Federal
'responsibilities and functions' which cannot be contracted? See
5 900.106(d). The legislative history notes that trust functions
are to be contractible under tne Act: 'The intent of the law ie
to enable tribes to improve the protection of trust resources by
operating the technical functions relating to the trust
responsibility while preserving the Federal Government's
obligations as trustee for Indian lands and resources.' S. Rep.
No. 100-274, 25 (1987).

As proposed, 5.900.106(d) sets forth a nmn-ozheustive list of
11 Federal responsibilities and functions which are not
contractible under the Act, (e.g., deciding Federal administrative
appeals), together with a 5 -pert test to determine which Federal
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responsibilities and functions are non-contractible (e.g.,
required by law to be carried out by Federal officials), followed
with an 8-part test to determine whether an applicant tribe
benefits from a program proposed for contracting (e.g., whether
the program is within the tribe's geographic base), and topped off
by a 7-part test wherein any positive finding would result in the
Secretary declining the contract proposal (e.g., program would
require an environmental impact statement before contracting).

These complex and wholly unnecessary hurdles clearly
represent one more attempt by the authors of this language to
thwart federal Indian policy established by Congress and the
President (and, indeed, by the Secretaries, themselves). 'Mutiny'
would not be too strong a word to describe it. By expanding those
'functions' which cannot be contracted, agency officials will be
enabled to effectively decline a contract proposal which seeks to
contract an agency 'function' even though Congress contemplated
the contracting of such function, by simply declaring it non-
contractible and so exempt from the declination appeal procedure.

Paragraph (d) which sets out the non-exhaustive list of 11
functions which are not contractible under the Act, begins by
stating:

'Contracting for the operation of services to tribal
members and other eligible beneficiaries, however, does
not permit the transfer to the tribe or tribal
organization of inherently Federal rpaeonaihilirien
involving the exercise of sisnificank N tin 't de
the fpnsritution and junction inrsurai to the cm:Iroise
0/ discretion judgment or oversight vested in the
Secretary by law or by virtue of the Secretary's trust
responsibilities. Emphasis added.

This provision is so b scdly worded that, if it were to be
literally read, very few co vets could be awarded under the Act.
See Legal Memorandum attached as Exhibit A.

IIPCEMEUnaliSELLiELIS
We recommend deletion of language at 900.106 (a)(1)(v) which

begins 'A program or portion of a program' ... through
900.106(a)(1)(v)(A), (a)(1)(v)(B) and (a)(1)(v)C.

We recommend deletion of 5900.106(a)(2) in its entirety.

Note, also, our proposed change in definition of 'program' as
we have recommended at 900.102. In addition, we recommend that
900.106(c) be revised to read:
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(c) The Act dirocts the Secretary to contract for
"programs or portions thereof. The taxa 'program' is
defined in 1900.102. Programs subject to contracting
under these regulations say be performed at any
organizational level within the DEng and DOI, including,
but not limited to, determining the eligibility of
applicants for, and the amount and extent of, assistance,
benefits, or services in accordance with the tern of the
contract and applicable regulations of the appropriate
Secretary; Provided, that .he Secretary shall not make any
contract which would impair the ability to discharge trust
responsibilities to any Indian tribe or individuals or
obligation under the constitution to ensure the laws are
faithfully executed.

We recommend deletion of paragraphs 106(d), 106(e), 106(f),
106(q) and 106(h); proposed 106(e) should be replaced with the
following language:

(e) The Secretary is not authorized to enter into any
contract under this Part if such a contract;

(1) is entered into on bohalf of an Indian tribe
that. has not approved the letting of the contract by
tribal resolution;

(2) authorizes or requires the termination of
any trust responsibility of the United States with respect
to the Indian people; or

(3) is prohibited by law.

Divisibility (900.107) (3182) The clear wording of the Act
does not impose upon the Secretary the requirement to apply the
three-part declination criteria (program or function to be
contracted will not be satisfactory, protection of trust resources
are not assured, project or function to be contracted cannot be
properly completed or maintained) against the non-contracted
portion of the contract. Nonetheless, the proposed 5 900.107 on
'prince= division takes the position that the Secretary must
apply the declination criteria to the non-contracted portion of
the program. If a contract proposal would result in
unsatisfactory services to the remaining Indian beneficiaries, the
contract proposal must be declined, even when it cannot be
declined on any criteria applicable to the applicant's proposed
plan of operation.

We note that the BI1, until the publication of the NPRM, took
the position that, unlike the INS and the non -BIA bureaus of the
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Interior Department, it would not apply the declination criteria
to the non-contracted portion of a program.

Upon receipt of a contract proposal requiring the Secretary
to divide a program serving more than one tribe, the Secretary
mirst. within 10 days, send copies of the proposal to all affected
tribes and provide them an opportunity to comment on the contract
proposal. This provision is appropriate in view of the fact that
other tribes served by the program may be adversely affected by
the proposed contract, but the regulations are dangerously vague
as to what constitutes an 'affected tribe'. The regulations
should provide that copies of the proposal will be sent within ten
days to all tribes for whose programs, projects or activities
funding may be reduced as a result of the approval of the proposal
or if the proposed contract would impair the Secretary's ability
to discharge a trust responsibility to such tribe or its members.

While we disagree with the approach of applying declination
criteria to non-contracted portions of a program, we recognize the
difficulty of the problem. We agree with the emphasis placed in
9 900.107 on a negotiated resolution of divisibility issues among
affected tribes. Of course, in matters so directly affecting
tribal welfare, a consensus solution nay not be possible.
However, the Act simply does not authorize a declination on the
ground that services to Indiana sat served under the contract will
not be satisfactory. A declination in such cases should be based
on the third declination criterion. The Secretary's trust
responsibility to all tribes precludes his diverting financial
assistance from a non-contracting tribe or tribes so as to reduce
the level of funding available for services to it and he is
expressly not required to do so under the provisions of the Act.
25 U.S.C. 55 9503(g). 450j-1(b). Consequently, a contract may not
be 'properly completed or maintained' if it adversely affects the
Secretary's ability to support service levels for other tribes or
which impairs the Secretary's ability to discharge a trust
responsibility to another tribe or its members.

We think that the regulations should affirmatively state, as
the present Interior regulations do, that a proposal should be
declined when the Secretary determines that the requested funding
cannot be provided 'without significantly reducing services under
the non-contracted programs or parts of programs. 25 C.F.R.
5 271.23(d)(2)(i). This would be a declination under the third
declination criterion because the Secretary is not required to
enter into a self-determination contract which adversely impacts a
non-contracting tribe. Consequently, such a contract cannot be
properly completed or maintained. This approach would be
consistent with 5 900.103(7)(7) of the proposed regulations which
states that the Secretary will insure that non-contracted
programs are not adversely affected. Congress has demonstrated
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and reinforced its intent to maintain services to non-contracting
tribes in section 306 of Title III of the Indian Self-
Determination Act providing for self-governance compacts.

While the policy of the Act is to encourage tribal self-
government, it is clearly not the purpose of the Act, or the
policy of the United States, to encourage the self-government of
one federally-recognized tribe to the detriment of the legal
rights and welfare of another federally-recognized tribe.
Nevertheless, declination should be firmly based on statutory
authority and, in addition. the proposed regulation gives
inadequate guidance to agency officials as to the circumstances
when a proposal should be declined because of such adverse impact.
When such a declination occurs, the agency's judgment should be
subject to challenge in a declination appeal.

Recommended Roviefont 1900.1.07(b)
We recommend 6900.107(b)(1) be revised as follows;

(b) In order to facilitate contracting of programs
serving more than one tribe, the Secretary shall:

(1) within 20 days of receiving a proposal from
a tribe or tribal organization to contract for its
proposed share of a program serving other tribes. (i)
provide the tribe submitting the proposal with a notice
indicating the amount of funding the Secretary has
determined pursuant to 1900.114 to be available in
connection with that program pursuant to 10600(1): and
(ii) send copies of the proposal to all affected tribes
other than those submitting the contract proposal.

5900.107(b)(3) should be revised to include affected agencies
in consultations regarding program division by adding the words
'and tribe-agency' between 'inter-tribal' and 'consultation.'

gecommecded
We recommend that S 900.107(d) should be revised as follows:

(d) For purposes of determining whether or not to
decline the proposal under 1900.207, the Secretary, after
thorough consideration of options available to the
Secretary for redesign of the program, which is proposed
for division in order to achieve the goals serving the
interests of both the contracting and non-contracting
tribe, shall consider whether the proposed contract can be
properly completed and maintained with the available
funding.
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Amount of Funding (900.108) (3183) -- This section is
intended to implement 5 106 of the Act which pertains to contract
funding. Congress considered inadequate funding of self-
determination contracts to be perhaps the 'single most serious
problem with implementation of the Indian self-determination
policy.' The intent of the 1988 amendments was 'to protect and
stabilize tribal programs by protecting and stabilizing the funds
for those programs from inappropriate administrative reduction by
Federal agencies.' Senate Report No. 100-274 at 8 and 30.

Section 900.108. like section 106 of the Act. divides fundirs
into two separate allocations. Tribal contractors shall receive
the 'Secretarial amount', which is the direct program amount which
the Secretary would have had to operate the program 'based on the
processes actually utilized by the Secretary to allocate resources
among program activities.' Often contractors do not know what
processes are actually used by the Secretary to allocate
resources. Conflicts over funding and divisibility could be
limited and tribal financial planning could be enhanced if such
information were provided regularly to tribes.

Added to the direct program amount is an amount for contract
support costs 'in accordance with the allocation processes
actually utilized by the Secretary.' Contract support costs in
section 106(a) of the Act are defined as 'reasonable costs for
activities which must be carried on by the contractor to ensure
compliance with the terms of the contract and prudent management
but which (A) normally are not carried on by the respective
Secretary in his direct operation of the program cr (B) are
provided by the Secretary in support of the contracted program
from resources other than those under contract.' 25 U.S.C.
5 450j-1(a)(2).

Our principal objection to § 900.108 is the reference to
'processes actually utilized by the Secretary' which appears to
control the amount to which a tribal contractor is entitled,
rather than the statutory definition. If the 'processes' of the
Secretary do not produce the amount to which the tribe is entitled
under section 102 of the statute, then on appeal the tribal
contractor should be entitled to challenge such 'processes'.

In previous versions of the proposed regulations. 'contract
support costs' were defined as being either recurring or 'non-
recurring to the contractor and may be recovered as direct costs
or a combination of direct and indirect costs in accordance with
the Financial Management subpart of the regulations. This
language has been removed in the latest version without
explanation. It should be restored since activities funded from
'contract support' as defined in the statute may be included in a
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tribe's negotiated indirect cost pool or in its direct cost base.
See ISDN No. 92-2 for present IHS policy on this matter.

Re *amended Revisioac
We recommend the following revisions to 900.108(a)(1):

(1) The Secretarial amount shall consist of the
amount that the Secretary would have provided for `.he
Secretary's operation of the programs) to be contracted.
This amount shall be determined based on the amount
previously provided by the Secretary for operation of the
program, adjusted to reflect actual appropriations for the
current year. In the case of programs initially funded by
Congress, allocations for contracts shall conform to
congressional directives and be otherwise equitable.

maciarzana (900.108(b) -- Eighteen examples of
contract support costs are listed in the proposed regulations. We
are concerned about several of these examples.

a ',anal Fees Legal fees for appeals and litigation are
only payable under the Equal Access to Justice Act (EAJA). The
ability of tribes to challenge tentative and appealable decisions
of lower and middle level federal decision- makers through the
dispute and appeal procedures provided in the Act using contract
funds is essential for the accomplishment of the fundamental
purposes of the Act. Legal fees for advice on the exercise of
appeal rights under the regulations up through a final
Departmental decision should be an allowable cost payable from
contact support funds in accordance with the intent of Congress.
See Senate Report 100-274 at page 35.

Exclusion of such costs would deny legal assistance to tribes
which is essential to the assertion of tribal rights at the
Departmental review level. The strict standards applicable to the
recovery of costs under EA.TA should not limit legal advice to
tribes in seeking Departmental review of DIA and IRS decisions.
In the negotiation of self-governance compacts under Title III the
agencies have agreed with this position. We find no basis in the
legislation for the agencies to wake it easier for a compacting
tribe under Title III to pursue an administrative appeal in'the
event of an administrative denial of tribal rights than it is for
a tribal contractor to do so under Title I.

Recommended Revision,
5 800.108(b)(10) should be revised to read.

(10) Legal services, including reasonable expenses to
retain legal counsel for activities related to the
operation of programs and administrative matters,
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including policy and contract review, employee functions,
and administrative appeals of decisions of contracting
officers pursuant to 55900.802 and 900.803, but not
attorney feu for litigation in federal court which shall
be payable under the Xqual Access to Justice Act (RAJA) in
accordance with 1900.504(b) of this Subpart.

b. Facility andagile.1-39111.12Mentats. -- The September 30,
1990 Joint Draft, which reflected substantial negotiations between
the agencies and tribal representatives, included 'amortization or
depreciation of contractor owned property and 'replacement and
cost recovery' of capital equipment as allowable contract support
costs. These were cost items the importance of which were
stressed by tribal representatives and financial advisors. We
urge that they be restored as otherwise tribes may not in many
instances be fully reimbursed for tribal property provided for the
use of federally-funded programs.

c. Agency Saving -- The proposed regulations permit, but do
not require, the Contracting Officer to identify agency savings
resulting from contracting and provide them to tribal contractors
provided satisfactory levels of services to other programs are
maintained and trust and other federal obligations are fulfilled.
This section should be revised to reouire the agency to transfer
savings to tribal contractors when the specified conditions are
met and that they will remain available until expended. We note
that § 103(b)(7) contemplates that Secretarial function will
change in scope and extent as a result of Indian self-
determination and that savings may result but reserves the right
to provide additional services as well as to provide such savings
to tribes. Is this consistent with Congressional intent?

Recommended Revision:
5900.108(e) should be revised to read:

(e) As programs are contracted and as savings become
available, the Secretary will identify such savings and
shall provide them to tribal contractors to the extent to
which(

(balance of section unchanged)

d. rencrewwinnwl 'Earmarks' -- In clear violation of the
Act, the proposed regulations at 900.108(g) (p. 3184) state that
when Congress provides additional funding specifically for an
Indian tribe or tribal organization, 'the amount provided shall be
deemed to include contract support costs, unless otherwise
provided by Congress. This language reflects a policy illegally
implemented by the Indian Health Service in 1992 with respect to
program increases appropriated by Congress. It is crystal clear
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that the distribution of congressional increases to tlibally-
operated and '638'-operated activities of IHS on the same basis
(i.e., without an adjustment to provide 'contract support' to
'638' contractors) violates the plain language of section 106 of
the Act. We have called this violation to the attention of the
Indian Health Service, which has ignored the matter. Funds
specifically earmarked for tribes nay be administered either
directly by the agency or under contract by the tribe. If
contracted, section 106 of the Act requires the addition of
contract support costs in order to prevent a financial penalty for
contracting the services. To the extent that congressional
appropriation language bars such an adjustment. Congress would be
acting inconsistently with the plain language of section 106.
Under established principles of statutory construction, every
effort should be made to avoid that result. Certainly, it should
not be mandated by regulation.

atCialallUdedteldina
5900.108(g) should be revised to read

(g) The Secretary shall provide contract support
funds in support of programs funded by Congress
specifically for a tribe or tribal organization in the
same manner as provided in 1900.108(a)(2) unless otherwise
provided by law.

pineine andigr Confractibiliry InnAese (900.109) (3184) --
This section is misleading in implying that in a funding dispute a
tribe has full appeal rights under the proposed regulations.
including a due-process hearing. In the case of IRS. the proposed
regulations in Subpart H do not accord such rights. See
discussion below under Subpart H.

Limitation of Funds (900.110) (3184) The proposed
regulations change the 'limitation of costs' language now included
in all cost - reimbursement contracts under P.L. 93-638. See, for
example, 48 C.P.A. Ch. 3, Appendix A, S PHS 352.280-4A. Clause No.
3. The changes remove specific provisions making clear that the
amount of the contract is based on an ratiment, and expressly
providing for notice by the contractor to the contracting officer
'if the contractor has reason to believe that the total cost to
the Government, for the performance of this contract, will be
substantially greater ... than the estimated cost thereof',
together with a revised cost estimate. The new clause retains
language under which the Secretary is not required to increase the
amount of the contract in such circumstances and the contractor is
not required to continue performance or otherwise incur costs
beyond the amount of the contract. However, the changes seem to
move the award instrument in the direction of a 'fixed price'
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contract. Language referring to 'estimated cost' and notice of a
funding deficiency should be restored.

ratgosaladt1 Rerisfoar
S 900.110(c) should be revised to read:

900.110(c) -- The contractor shall not be obligated
to continue performance beyond the amount of funds
awarded, and if at any time the Contractor has reason to
believe that the total amount for performance of this
contract or a specific activity of this contract will be
greater than the amount awarded, the Contractor shall
notify the appropriate Secretary. It the amount awarded
is not increased, the Contractor may cease performance.
In such event all duties and responsibilities previously
Assumed by the Contractor shall become the duties and
responsibilities of the Secretary.

Increases to Msnrrartd (900.114) (3185) -- The prolosed
regulations have revised this section to read that, when
additional funds become available, the Secretary shall provide
such funds to contracted programs on the same basis as such funds
are provided to programs operated directly by the Secretary.
Earlier drafts had also required he Secretary to notify Indian
tribes and tribal organizations within 60 days of the availability
of additional funds. Without explanation this language has been
removed and it should be restored to assure the tribes are fully

informed as to the availability of such funds.

/ndInn Preferpnrr and Easel Opportunity (900.115) (3185) --
Under the proposed regulations, contractors must, to the greatest
extent feasible, give preference to Indians regardless of tribal
affiliation in training and employment. A contractor, however, is
subject to any 'supplemental Indian preference requirements
established by the tribe receiving services under the contract.'

In the proposed regulations the Departments solicit public
comment on whether the regulation should prohibit tribal
supplemental requirements which give preference to Indians on the
basis of membership in, or affiliation with, a particular tribe.

We have reviewed the DOI legal opinions referenced in the
supplemental information. We think that the law clearly permits a
three-tier preference policy under which qualified tribal members
receive first preference, qualified Indians and Alaska Natives a
second preference, and the position is then opened to other
qualified persons. The regulations should make clear that there
must be compliance with tribal law requiring such an approach. We
have attached a legal memorandum, dated April 15, 1994, on this
issue es Exhibit B. The regulations should clarify that a tribal
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preference may be given (if required by tribal law or at theoption of the tribal contractor) so long as an opening is not
filled by a non-Indian until all

Indians (including AlaskaNatives) are given preference.

Recommended Revision,
We recommend revising 900.115(a) as follows:

Contractors, subcontractors, grantee', andsubgrantess shall, to the greatest extent feasible, givepreference in training and employment to Indians in suchmeaner and to such extent as may be presided by tribal lawand, in the absence of tribal law, shall give preferenceto Indians without regard to tribal affiliation subject tosubparagraph (d) below.

(900.116) -- This section
is contrary to both Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 andthe Indian self- Determination Act, and should ha deleted TitleVII prohibits an *employer' from discriminating against an
employee 'because of such individual's race, color, religion, sexor national origin.' 42 U.S.C. 5 2000 e-2(a). The term
'employer' is defined to exclude 'an Indian tribe. 42 U.S.C.2000 e(b). Thus, tribes are exempt from Title VII. Ret WardleUte Indian Trika 623 F.2d 670, 672 (10th Cir. 1980). Tribal
organizations under the Se"-Determination Act are also considered
'tribes' exempt from Tit) :II. aszne,gysariaIs2113ayArefijfegaERrem No. A92-459 Civil (D. Alaska 1993).

I

We understand that the agencies claim that the proposed
regulation is authorized by Executive Order 11246, despite the
tribal exenpti,n from Title VII.' We disagree, since Executive
Order 11246 -,snot make unlawful activity which is lawful underTitle VII. Seem

Svntee
564 F.2d 173, 185 (5th Cir. 1977); Weber v Raiser AluminumChem. p_. 563 F.2d 216, 227 (5th Cir. 1977)

rord OA Othergxwmda, 44J U.S. 193; nnire4 Sratry v. rurkin au t. Inr
i The proposed rule goes beyond Executive

Order 11246 in that it prohibits
discrimination based on ego or handicap -- types of discrimination not coveredby the executive order, since tribes are not subject to federal lawsprohibiting discrimination in employment based on age or handicap, CO thisextent, at least, the regulation has no basis in law. Sea Americans withDisabilities Aet, 42 U.S.C. f 12111(51

(adopting Title VII definition of
employer,' thereby excluding tribal employees from coverage);

E.Fend du tar H avv vm,la ram., 986
P.2d 246 (6th Cir. 1993) (tribal employersexempt from sum Discrimination in Employment

Act (WO) suit brought by tribalneebere); P P Ory rhernkea UAW= 671 P.2d
9,, (10th Cir. 1989) (tribeexempt from AMA suit).
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662 F.2d 36 (D.C. Cir. 1981). Furthermore, the Self-Determination
Act provides that self-determination contracts are not procurement
contracts, 25 U.S.C. 6 450 b(j), and are expressly exempt from the
Federal Procurement Policy Act. 41 U.S.C. 4 401 et. see. and the
FAR. 25 U.S.C. 5 450j(a). As Executive Order 11246 is
implemented in the FAR. it should be damned to have been waived by
Congress in the Act.

Even if Executive Order 11246 were not contrary to Title VII
or the Act, the Secretaries should waive the order pursuant to
their authority to do so under the Act. 25 U.S.C. 5 450j(a). The
imposition of the anti-discrimination provision is contrary to the
congressional policy of treating tribes as governments capable of
running their own affairs, as recognized in the Act, Title VII.
and numerous other laws. Remedies for discrimination by tribal
employers should be left to the tribes and tribal courts. Ega
EgnLeCagraglaWarLingr 436 U.S. 49, 65 (1978) ('Tribal
forums are available to vindicate rights created by the (Indian
Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. Sc 1301-1303)'). Moreover, the effect
of the proposed rule would probably be to subject all of a tribe's
operations to Executive Order 11246 since neither the rule nor the
order is limited to the contracted program. Egg Mgarzl_gt
Qove
Labor, 917 F.2d 812 (4th Cir. 1990) (all campuses of state
university subject to Executive Order 11246, not just those
campuses receiving federal funds).

Record - keening (900.121) (3186) -- The proposed regulations
require contractors to maintain records to 'allow the Secretary to
meet his legal records program requirements under the Federal
Records Act,' as well as to facilitate contract retrocession and
reassumption, without specificity as to whit records are intended
by this language. The Federal Records Act applies to federal
agencies and not to contractors. Its purpose is to assure the
preservation of information 'necessary to protect the legal and
financial rights of the Government and of persons directly
affected by the agency's activities.' 44 U.S.C. 5 3101.
Compliance with the Act will be extremely burdensome for
contractors and is not necessary to protect the rights described
above. As noted in the Senate Report on S. 3237, t(o)ne of the
primary goals of the 1988 amendments was to eliminate excessive
and burdensome reporting requirements.' S. Rep. No. 444, 102d
Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1992). The specific requirements of section
5(a)(1) of the Act as to financial data, retention of records and
the program data requirements of Subparts N and 0 are adequate to
fulfill the goals of the Act without imposing additional
requirements on tribal contractors.

,
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To the extent that any additional types of reports are
legally required, they should be listed in the regulations.
However, there is no legal basis for imposing the requirements of
the Federal Records Act on tribal '630' contractors. More
specific and limited record retention language should be
negotiated with tribal representatives and language clarifying
that contractors may dispose of or destroy records et the end of
the retention period should be included in the regulations. The
agencies have introduced a new burdensome requirement that records
be transferred to the National Archives. It is difficult to see
how this new requirement serves the 'printery goal' noted above.

annAMIACIeSlatial
Section 900.121(a) should be revised to read:

(a) Record-keeping. Zech contractor shall keep
records necessary to facilitate contract retrocession or
reasswmflion under Subpart X of this Part which shall be
identified in a list approved by the Secretary and the
contractor. Record-keeping requirements to be specified
in a contract shall be subject to negotiation and appeal
under the declination criteria end appeal procedure's in
Subpart X.

We further recommend that 900.121(c)(1) and (c)(2) be revised
to read:

pstention of Records. (1) the contractor shall
retain its financial record. and such other records as may
be specifically identified in the contract for three years
from the starting date specified in paragraph (c)(4) of
this section. If any litigation, claim, negotiation,
audit or other action involving the records has been
started before the expiration of the three-year period,
the records shall be retained until the action is
completed.

We also recommend that a new 5900.121(c)(2) be included:

(2) At the end of the retention period records may be
destroyed or otherwise disposed of.

5900.124 - MONITORINQ

21.1111=1132 (900.124) (3186) -- Tribal representatives urged
that federal monitoring visits (with specified exceptions) take
place no more than one each year for each self-determination
contractor. Section 900.124 allows each 'operating division,
Departmental Bureau, or Departmental agency or duly authorized
representative, to make no more than one monitoring visit nix
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rnnrract. In view of the small staffs and limited resources of
many tribes, the one-per-contractor limitation should be set forth
in the regulations. Tribal contractors may, of course. agree to
more frequent federal monitoring visits as may be appropriate for
the particular program.

Recumaepded ROVISIOUI
We recommend that the first phrase of 900.124(c) read:

The Secretary or a duly authorized representative may
make no more than one annual formal performance monitoring
visit per contract or, unless,

SUBPART e - PRE-AWARD AND APPLICATION PROCESS

Tribal Resolution (900.202) (3187) -- Re-delegation
authority, specific to Alaska, contained in the last draft, has
not been restored to the proposed regulations despite support for
such language from the IHS Alaska Area Office and Alaska tribal
representatives. Under such authority, a tribal organization in
Alaska could re-delegate its authority to contract under the Act
to another tribal organization so long as advance notice was
provided to the effected tribes. Under the Alaska proposal,
tribal villages, would retain the authority to restrict or rescind
their tribal resolutions.

The re-delegation authority language is supported by Alaska
tribal representatives due to the multiple entities qualifying as
Indian tribes in Alaska, the vast areas covered by self-
determination contractors, the isolation of Alaska Native villages
and the resulting high cost of duplicative consultation
requirements between villages and tribal organizations to which
they have delegated contracting authority. The requested
provision would have no effect on any tribes or tribal
authorizations, except those in Alaska. we think these Alaska-
specific regulations should reflect the wishes of Alaska Natives
end the unique circumstances of Indian tribes in Alaska.

pre-Anolicati n Te.dmiral Ass+ tan p (900.203) (3187) -- The
proposed regulations provide that tribes and tribal organizations
interested. in contracting should request information on the
' Secretarial amount' Ara= to their submission of a contract
proposal. The Secretary has 30 days (up from 15) to identify the
' Secretarial amount' as well as information on available contract
support costs. Apparently under 5 900.203 potential contractors
ate required to submit a contract proposal which includes the
' Secretarial amount' AA identified by the Zacrettua together with
the identified amount of contract support costs.
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The proposed regulations imply that contractors must request
no mans than the Secretarial amount. The regulations should
make clear that a tribe is not required to accept the amount
identified by the Secretary and may submit a proposal based on its
own determination of the legally required funding level, subject
to declination and appeal rights.

The proposed section 900.203(a)(4) requires technical
assistance from Interior to develop program requirements which
differ from Subpart 0, but does not require such assistance from
IRS to develop program requirements which differ from Subpart N.
We cannot believe that the intent of the drafters is to
distinguish between the obligations of the two agencies on this
matter and assume that the omission of reference to Subpart N is
inadvertent.

We recommend a new subparagraph (5) should be added to
900.201(a) as follows:

(5) To develop program requirement. which differ from
the Secretary' requirements in Subpart N of this Part.

An additional sentence should be added to 900.203(c) as
follows:

Tribes or tribal organizations which are not in
agreement with the amount identified by the Secretary as
the Secretarial amount may proceed in accordance with
900.109 including the exercise of appeal rights pursuant
to Subpart a.

Proposed section 900.204 is deficient in failing to require
the disclosure of data on the amount of funds which would have
been provided for the direct operation of the program for the
Proposed contract period (nee 25 C.F.R. 5 211.16 which requires
such disclosure) and its failure to require disclosure of data on
existing federal facilities used in the program. The disclosure
of plans for future funding is essential to assure that reductions
are not meide.in anticipation of '638' contracting.

8.10(212aIlfflaliffin(211t
We recommend that new subparagraphs be added as follows:

(6) Data on the planned amount of funds to be
Provided for the direct operation of the specific
program(s) or portions thereof to be contracted for the
proposed contract period.

I 4 to
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(7) Information on existing facilities and real and
personal property used by GI. Department in the
administration of the program.

Initial fr al R ire nts (900 205) This section
suggests that a tribal organization may develop the contract
statement of work but, when this section is read together with
Subpart N, it is clear that the present language of the
regulations requires compliance by an INS contractor with JCAHO or
HCFA standards. See discussion below under Subpart N. The
proposed regulation also includes a requirement for a statement on
conflicts of interest. The conflict of interest language
(900.205(u), p. 3188) should be removed except when the proposal
relates to trust resource programs or services. This is an
unnecz (eery provision for the vast majority of contractible
programs under the Act. There is no statutory basis for such a
requirement except when trust resources are involved and the
requirement is an intrusion on tribal governmental authority in
direct conflict with the purposes of the Act.

BOCommOadad AnIs1=1
The first sentence of 900.205(u) should be revised to read:

(u) In cases in which the program to be contracted
involves the administration of, or otherwise involves,
trust resources, in the event that there is potential
conflict of interest on the part of the contractor as an
organisation, description of the potential conflict and
description of the procedures to be employed to avoid an
organizational conflict of interest.

iew and If Contract -- (900 2061 (3189)

a. Failure o Act -- The proposed regulations provide that
a proposal which has not been declined or approved by the 90th day
after submittal (when the deadline has not been extended with the
written consent of the applicant) will be deemed approved on such
day at the funding level determined by the Secretary. provided
that requested tribal resolutions have been filed and the program
is 'contractible.' The proposed regulations do not identify the
procedures to be followed in the event of such approval.
Clarification, as to such procedures, including the deadline for
contract award, should be included in the regulations. The
present language could serve as a basis for denying a tribe its
appeal rights under Subpart H on the ground that its proposal has
been 'approved', not declined. Instead failure 4 should be
construed as a declination.

The proposed regulations delete language from the September
1990 proposed draft which stated that if the contract is not
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awarded within thirty days of approval, tie contractor need not
exhaust appeal procedures under the regulations and may go
directly to federal court. Such language should be reinstated.
It represents a compromise carefully negotiated between tribal
representatives and the federal agencies. If the tribal request
that failure to award a contract within 10 days will result in an
automatic contract is not accepted, then at least the negotiated
compromise should be included in the regulations.

al£210011/10.4421.1tin2AL
We recommend that paragraph (d) be revised as follows:

(d) If no action is taken to approve the contract
proposal within 90 days, or for such longer time am
extended pursuant to paragraph (c) of this section, and
absent a timely finding as provided in paragraph (b) of
this section, at the election of the applicant (1) the
contract proposal shall be deemed to have been declined on
the 90th day or on the last day of any extension pursuant
to paragraph (c) of this section and the applicant nay
exercise its rights under Subpart 8 or (1) the application
shall be deemed approved at such funding level as the
Secretary may have determined under 1 900.108 or at the
funding level stated in the application, whichever is
less, subject, however, to any limitations imposed by
express provisions of statutory law. The applicant may
exercise this election by notice in writing to the
Secretary and it shall be effective on the date the
secretary receive, such notice.

We also recommend inclusion of the feilowing new paragraph
(e) :

(s) If the Secretary fails it -le an award' within
30 days of approval, the applicant is entitled to go
directly to redact). court for appropriate legal and
equitable relief and shall not be required to exhaust
appeal procedures set forth in these regulations.

b. funding Level Disagreements --. We object to the
distinction made in 900.206 between 'declination issues' and a
dispute over whether the proposed budget exceeds the funding
amount identified by the agency for the program. This distinction
is intended by the INS to create a process under which tribes are
deprived of statutorily-based 'due process' hearings when a
proposal is declined because the agencies disagree with the tribes
analysis of the funding amount. Under the Act, the Secretary is
required to 'provide the tribal organization with a hearing on the
record and the opportunity for appeal on the objections raised.'
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See 25 U.S.C. 450f(b). Such objections clearly include an
objection to the funding amount requested. This continued refur'l
of federal officials to accept the plain language of 'he statute
on this point is disheartening. See further discusst under

900.802(a).

Recommended Revision:
We recommend that 900.206(a)(4)(iii) (31891 be deleted and

that 900 .206 (a) (4) (iv) be revised to read:

(iv) Wbotber declination issues exist, including
whether the proposed budget exceeds the Secretarial amount
identified in accordance with 900.203(c) for the functions
or program or portion thereof to be contracted.

We also recommend deletion of 900.206(a)(4)(iii).

c fejaisibjallylsaugs -- The proposed regulations would
permit a declination to be based on "the effect that funding the
proposed contract would have on Indian beneficiaries or trust
resources of the portion of the program that would not be
contracted. As noted above, such a provision focuses on the
services provided by the Secretary to persons or entities not
served under the proposed contract. Such an inquiry is dependent
on potentially large volumes of information in the exclusive
control of the Secretary. In addition, the Secretary's
willingness or reluctance to restructure the program will weigh
heavily in the making of any determination under S 900.206. The
determination of whether a program can be contracted should focus
on the ability of the contractor to execute the program given the
funding level established under 5 106 of t.e Act and whether the
Secretary can continue to meet his responsibilities to other
Indians. One alternative solution to this problem is discussed
above under 5 900.107.

d. Technical Assistance -- The proposed regulations are nc
consistent with the language of the Act pertaining to technical
assistance once the Secretary has declined a proposal. The Act
provides that the Secretary 'shall provide assistance to the
tribal organization to overcome the stated objections. As
proposed, the regulations state only that the Secretary's notice
shall include 'any available technical assistance. The
regulations should be consistent with the language of the Act.

We recommend that the final sentence of 5900.206(b) (3) be
revised to read as follows:

The notice shall include, at minimum:
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(1) Detailed explanation of the reason for the
decision not to contract/

(2) A description of all available appeal rights
under subpart 11, and

(3) A description of the technical assistance which
the Secretary will provide in order to assist the tribe or
tribal organization to overcome the stated objections.

5900.207 - DECLINATION

Declination (900.207) (3189) -- While 5 900.207 maintains the
standard that 'the burden of proof is on the Secretary that one of
the specific grounds for declination exists and that, therefore,
the application must be declined...". the agencies have undercut
the declination requirements of the statute by excluding the issue
of the level of funding from the declination process. In
addition, unlike current regulations of the BIA (25 CFR 271.15(a))
which clarity that the Secretary carries of the burden of proof to
demonstrate, 'through substantial evidence', that one of the three
statutory grounds for declination exist, the WPM fails to include
the level of evidence required. We recommend incorporation of the
phrase 'substantial evidence' into this section.

Section 900.207 is also deficient in that:

a. Divisibility -- As noted previously, the proposed
regulations provide that in considering whether to approve or
decline an application, the Secretary may apply the declination
criteria against the non-contracted portion of the program (the
portion retained by the Secretary). For the reasons already
explained, we think this provision is inconsistent with 5 102 of
the Act.

b. presumntione -- Proposed section 900.207 would make
presumptions (contained in existing BIA and IHS regUlations) in
favor of substantive knowledge of the program, tribal conrainity
support, and adequacy of tribal personnel rebuttable. We think
these presumptions should not be rebuttable when conditions
specified in the regulations are met. Interior and IBIS should not
involve themselves in intra-tribal matters to resolve internal
opposition to the position adopted by the tribal governing body.
By this change, the agencies are, once again, using the
opportunity to issue new regulations to narrow tribal rights and
increase agency discretion (clearly not the intent of the 1988
amendments under which the regulations are being issued).

c. lyneramq -- The proposed regulations add special
requirements for proposals involving a trust responsibility or
trust resource which generally follow the .xisting provisions of
25 C.F.R. 271.74. However, the present language in which it is
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made clear that a tribal proposal to raise performance standards
in a trust-related program shall not be used as a reason for
declination has been deleted. The deletion suggests a view on the
part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs that trust programs can only
be effectively operated in the way the Bureau operates them, a
view extremely difficult to reconcile with the BIA record. This
is contrary to the intent of the Act. Once again, the federal
agency has come up with a change which is less favorable to tribal
self-determination than the existing regulations.

Recommended Revision,
We recommend deletion of subparagraph 900.207(c), and the

deletion of the word 'rebuttable' in paragraph (e) of 900.207
(3189).

SUBPART C - CONTRACT AWARD AND MODIFICATIONS

Renewal of Fixed -Term contract q (900.304) (3190) -- The
proposed regulation (900.304(a)(2)) states that if a contractor
fails to notify the Secretary of its intent not to renew the
contract 120 days in advance of the contract expiration date, the
Secretary may unilaterally renew the contract for up to one year
or take other actions to reassume the contracted program.
Paragraph (4) of this section, however, provides that the
Secretary may only extend a fixed term contract for a limited time
'as agreed to by the Indian tribe or tribal organization.' These
provisions are clearly inconsistent.' If it is the intent of the
agencies to extend a term contract only with the consent of the
tribal organization, the provision should be rewritten. We fail
to see how the Secretary can lawfully renew or extend the contract
without reaching a mutual agreement with the contractor. The
imposition of contract obligations upon a tribal organization
without any resolution from the governing body of the tribe or the
signature of any official thereof can scarcely be regarded as
consistent with tribal self-determination. The September, 1990
draft regulations provided that if the contractor failed to notify
the Secretary, the Secretary would notify the tribe(s) served by
the contract and take such steps as were required to assume
responsibility for the program upon its expiration or at a date
mutually determined by the parties.

Recommended Revision,
We recommend that 900.304(4)(2) be replaced with the

following provision:

(2) If a renewal request or a statement of intent not
to renew is not received by the date specified in the
Secretary's notice, the Secretary shall notify the
contractor and the Indian tribe() served by the contract,
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if different, (by certified nail) that the contractor must
make its intentions known to the secretary within 30 days
of receipt of such notice or the Secretary will take
necessary action to assume responsibility for the program
upon expiration of the contract or such other tine as may
be mutually determined to be appropriate.

We recommend also that 900.304(b)(3) (annual funding of
contracts) be revised to read:

(3) If such a budget is not received within the
specified 60 days, the Secretary shall notify the
contractor and will, subject to the comment of the
contractor extend the contract on a month-to-month basis
at the same level of funding as the previous year, subject
to the availability of appropriations.

contract Medificstionn (900.105) (3190) --

a. AP-hodeerine -- It appears that under the proposed
regulations re-budgeting (shifting of funds between contract line -

items) in the total award requires a bilateral modification except
that a contractor would be permitted to shift up to 101 of funds
allocated to a BL9. tribal priority allocation program from another
tribal priority allocation program under the contract without
Secretarial approval.

Under present IRS guidelines rebudgeting is permitted within
the approved budget without Secretarial approval provided that the
revisions do not significantly affect the level or nature of
services. See IRS Policy Letter 90-9 at 1. Consistent with the
intent of the 1988 Amendments, we recontnend that the flexibility
of the IRS interim guideline. be incorporated in the final
regulations for both Interior and MIS. We note that under Title
III substantial flexibility has been accorded to Indian tribes to
restructure programs and reallocate funds. In the light of the
goals of Title I, we see no rational basis for the much more
restrictive approach in the proposed regulations.

We question the agencies' legal basis for concluding that
funds, once appropriated and obligated to a tribal contractor, are
subject to the same statutory restrictions which govern federal
appropriations in the hands of the federal agency. It should not
matter that funds are rebudgeted by the contractor to meet
unanticipated needs so long as the tribal contractor is 'carrying
out' the contracted programs and functions in compliance with
contract tarns.

PtanatalLALIZiaClii.
We recommend revising 900.305(a)(6) to read:
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Webudgeting as described in subsection 900.305(e)
below.

We recommend also that 900.305(b) be revised to rem.:

(b) Within 30 calendar days after receipt of a
request from a tribe or tribal organization to approve a
contract modification, the Secretary shall review the
proposed modification or amendment against the criteria
for declination set forth in 5900.207. At the completion
of the review, the following action will be taken as
appropriates

(1) If there are no declination issues, the
contracting officer will notify the tribe or tribal
organization in writing of this fact and revise or amend
the contract within 30 days of issuing the notice.

(2) It there are declination issues that must be
resolved, the Secretary will notify the tribe or tribal
organization of this fact and the extent of the issues,
recommend a course of action to resolve the issues and
offer technical Assistance to resolve the issues within 30
date after issuing the notice.

(J.) IC the tribe or tribal organization accepts
the technical assistance, it shall continue in accordance
with their request. At such time as the issues are thus
resolved the Secretary will so advise the trib or tribal
organization and revise or amend the contract within 15
days of resolution or at their convenience.

(ii) If within 30 days, the tribe or tribal
organization does not accept or respond to the Secretary's
offer of technical assistance and the matter is not
otherwise resolved, the Secretary shall decline to modify
the contract in accordance with 5900.207.

(iii) If the proposed contract modification is
declined, the tribe or tribal organization may appeal
pursuant to subpart 11 of this Part.

We also recommend revision of 900.105(e) as follows:

(e) Rebudgeting. (1) The contractor is expected to
carry out the contract within the amount of funds
provided. Changes within the total amount provided may be
accomplished without approval of the Secretary, unless
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(i) The change results in a change in the total
amount required for the contract; or

(ii) The change would result in a change in the scopeof the services to be provided; or

(iii) The change would impair the contractor's
ability to perform the contract at the current fundinglevel, or

(iv) The chimes includes addition to an item of cost
Which would otherwise require approval of the Secretary;Or

(v) The clumps would require a reprogramming of funds
by the secretary from ono lump Cu. appropriation toanother.

Such rebudgeting shall be accomplished through
bilateral modification in order to assure that the
Secretary has the information necessary to enable the
Secretary to comply with directly applicableappropriations laws. Secretarial approval of proposed
rebudgeting under this subparagraph (5) shall only bewithheld if the proposed rebudgeting would violate one ofthe substantive criteria set forth in subparagraphs (i)-
(iv).

b. pro ednre (900.305(c)) (31901 -- The proposed regulations
do not make clear that the Secretary will apply the declination
criteria in approving or disapproving a modification request.
Compare 900.105(c) (31911 with 25 C.F.R. § 211.62(b) and 42 C.P.A.5 36.230. However, the cross-reference to 900.205 in 900.305(C)
is apparently intended to have that effect.

peconmooded Revision,
The intent would be clarified by amending paragraph (c) of900.305 by adding after 75 900.205' in the first sentence of thisparagraph:

which shall be considered in accordance with 55 900.205and 900.207.

fonsnlidation of mature contracts (900.306) (3191) --
Consolidation of 'mature' contracts should be at the option of the
tribal contractor, not discretionary with the agency.

HaS172aRtaRS1Fatini211/.
In each case the 'may' appears in 900.306(a) it should bereplaced by 'shall'.
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CCIltelltaqtAxement. (900.307) (3191) -- In general the
content of the award document will look very similar to existing
contracts. The proposed regulations, however, provide that in DOI
contracts involving trust resources, the contract document must
provide for immediate mIsnension upon determination by the
Secretary that the contractor's continued performance would impair
the Secretary's ability to discharge his trust responsibility.'
This language permits the DOI to circumvent the statutory
requirement that the Secretary may only immediately rescind a
contract or grant and resume control or operatics of a program or
service by suspending work without a prior hearing on a finding
that there is an 'immediate threat to safety . Again, the new
regulations are being used as a vehicle to narrow tribal rights in
notwithstanding the obviously opposite intent of the 1988
amendments.

The proposed regulations also provide that the Secretary may
require revision to the contract scopes of work for trust programs
following an environmental impact statement, assessment or other
determination which is adverse to the environment or endangered
species. The environmental adequacy of a tribal proposal should
be handled as a declination matter subject to the mandatory tribal
appeal rights. This provision apparently is another attempt to
avoid a challenge to its views in an administrative appeal. As a
practical matter, tribes will undoubtedly seek to conform their
proposals to such environmental determinations in order to assure
approval or avoid reassumption.

R000amandsd ovls1
We recommend deletion of 900.307(c) (3191) (immediate

suspension of trust resources contract) as it circumvents the
requirements of section 109 of the Act.

We also recommend that the matters covered by 900.307(d)
(3191) be treated through a bilateral contract modification, that
the paragraph be moved to 900.305, and revised to read:

(d) The Secretary may request such revisions in the
statement of work as the Secretary determines to be
necessary to avoid violations of statutory law involving
jeopardy to an endangered or threatened species;
destruction or adverse modification of the habitat of such
species; inconsistency with an approved coastal moue
management plan; or environmental consequences deemed
unacceptable following review of an environmental

mts or environmental impact statement. If the
contractor and the Secretary cannot agree to appropriate
modifications the contract may be reevaluated pursuant to
1900.207, subject to appeal rights under Subpart X.
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DfligllatignarcC (900.309) (3192) -- We are
concerned chat the proposed regulations at g 900.309 do not make
clear that non-mature contracts may be for en indefinite period at
the request of the tribe with the approval of the Secretary.
There is no longer any statutory prohibition on a term contract
longer than three years. See 25 U.S.C. 5 4503(c). In addition.
the definition of 'mature contract- states that it may be for a
definite or indefinite term as requested by the tribe.
Presumably, this means a mature contract may have a fixed term of
more than three years. In addition, a tribe which has achieved
'mature' status should be able to add new activities to its
'Mature' contract, without regard to the similarity of the program
operation required.

Racoaaaaded Rs I ion:
We recommend that the word 'may' in 900.309(b) be changed to

read as follows:

A now activity shall be added to an existing mature
contract at the request of the contractor upon approval of
a contract modification for such activity under 900.305.

SUBPART D - 7INANCIAL 10J1h0101ZNT

Financial Management (900.402) (3192) -- Section 900.402(b)
of the proposed regulations provides that. 'when there is other
reason to believe that financial mismanagement or misappropriation
of funds has taken place.' the Secretary may review a contractors'
financial management system. The 1990 draft allowed such a review
but required that the 'reason to believe' he de-Invent-el We do
not believe a documentation requirement is onerous to the
agencies, and recommend that the 1990 language be restored.

BOOonsiondvd Revision,
900.402(b) should be revised to read:

At any time subsequent to the award, if warranted by
unresolved findings in the Single Audit Act of 1984 audit
report, or when there is another documented reason to
believe that financial mismanagement or misappropriation
of funds has taken place, or

Hatohinn and Ceet Participation (900.403) (3192) -- The
regulation drafters have taken an affirmative statement in the
September 1990 draft regarding the use of contract funds to meet
matching or cost participation requirements ('a contractor may use
the funds') and turned it into a negative statement ('nothing in
this Subpart is intended to prohibit a contractor from using

r- (-
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contract funds to meet matching or cost participation requirements
under other Federal, State or other programs'). The revised
wording appears to insert a level of uncertainty for both
contractors and contracting officers not present in the earlier
version.

Eocomnded Rovistimi
We recommend that 900.403 read as follows;

A contractor nay use the funds of a contract to meet
matching or cost participation requirements under other
Madera', State and other .programs.

ablife121eWIlialgEableS1212 (900.404) (3192) In the 1990
draft regulations, the agencies and tribal representatives
negotiated exceptions to general riles set forth in. OMB Circulars
A -87. A-122 or A-21 which would apply in the case of Self-
Determination Act contracts. Such exceptions were based on
recognition of the principle that the Indian self-determination
goals stated in the Act justify different treatment from that
accorded state and local governments and non-profit organizations.
In 1993 both agencies followed this approach in negotiating
compacts under Title III of the Act.

The proposed regulations abandon the principle that the
implementing regulations would include such exceptions. Instead
900.404 leaves contractors to follow the OMB principles set

forth in the 'applicable circular. We see no rational ground for
distinguishing between Title I contracts and Title III compacts on
this point.

Atramilended ROVISIODS
We recommend revising 900.404(6) to read as follows

The Secretary of the Interior and Health and Human
Services within 50 days of promulgation of these
regulations, shall convene a group of tribal and federal
representatives to consider cost principles which would
promote the goals of Indian self-determination. Within
six months, the group will issue a report containing its
recommendations to Congress, the Secretaries, the Director
of Office of Management and budget, and all federally
recognised Indian tribe.. The goal of this process is the
development of a set of special cost principles consistent
with the purposes and goals of Indian self - determination
which the Secretaries will promulgate for use by Indian
tribes and tribal organizations in connection with self-
determination contracts.
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(900.405) (3192) -- The
proposed regulations identify automatic data processing; building
space and facilities: insurance and indemnification, management
studies, professional services and capital expenditures (exclusive
of facilities) as allowable costs which are not subject to prior
approval of the contracting officer. In the 1990 draft 'allowable
costs without approval' included, in addition, depreciation and
use allowances authorized by law, publication and printing costs
and supplemental funding costs. These items should be restored.

Pursuant to 0MB Circulars A-87 and A-122 printing,
depreciation and use allowances are allowable costs without prior
approval. 0MB Circular A-21, however, does not specifically
address printing costa. Since supplemental funding costs are not
addressed in the proposed regulations and are not specifically
addressed in A-87, it is not clear whether such costs would now be
allowable for contractors to whom A-87 applies. Contractors
operating under A-122 and A-21 appear to be prohibited from
including these as items of indirect cost.

The complexity of determining which circular applies and
which costs would be allowed under each of the circulars, as well
as the need -- in certain instances -- for departures from usual
cost principles to further the goals of the Act, argue strongly in
favor of having a unified set of cost principles for tribal self-
determination contractors set forth in the proposed regulations.
We urge that the agencies negotiate a set of tribal self-
determination cost principles based on the provisions contained in
the April 3, 1989 draft (the Yellow Draft).

Indirect cos ta (900.406) (3192) -- By making the payment of
indirect costs subject to the provisions of S 900.108, the
proposed regulations incorporate the 'process actually utilized by
the Secretary to allocate resources' so that those processes, and
not the customary federal indirect cost procedures and the
mandatory funding requirements of the Act, will control the
determination of the funds to be provided to tribes as indirect
costs. The agency processes should be subject to challenge if
they fail to assure the level of funding required by the Act. 25
U.S.0 5 450f. We concur with § 900.406(c) which permits the use
of temporary indirect cost rates but the agencies should be
permitted to approve temporary rates in appropriate cases in
advance of receiving indirect cost proposals. We recommend that
the restriction (*Subsequent to the receipt of an indirect cost
rate proposal') which allows such funds to be advanced only after
receipt of an indirect cost proposal be deleted.

The proposed regulations make the Secretary's obligation to
provide technical assistance in the preparation of an indirect
cost proposal 'subject to the availability of resources.' (This
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language has been added in Subpart 0 wherever there is a reference
to technical assistance.) It appears expressly designed to
provide a regulatory handle to justify the agency in failing to
assist less affluent tribes in activities essential to self-
determination and is should be removed. Obviously, all federal
agency obligations are contingent on congressional appropriations.

A new provision, which appears to be intended to prevent one
agency from paying for another's shortfall, requires the
negotiation of separate indirect cost rates from each Secretary if
a contractor chooses to negotiate on a 'fixed with carry-forward'
basis. We are concerned that the negotiation of multiple rates
may prove impractical and costly. In general, the proposed
process for establishing contractors indirect cost rates are
overly complex. These provisions should be simplified based on
further negotiations with tribal representatives.

(900.406(d)) (3193) -- The

proposed regulations provide that the Secretary has no obligation
to fund shortfalls resulting from statutory or regulatory
limitations
annstdaireaa. Instead, such under-recoveries may be
paid 'only at the Secretary's option.' (emphasis added

i 900.406(d)(41). We cannot imagine a reason why the Secretary
should (or could) be empowered in Departmental regulations to
ignore the will of congress- The proposed regulations should be
revised to assure that 638 contractors can take full advantage of
Congressional appropriations intended for their benefit.

Recommended Revision,
Revise 900.406(d)(4) to read:

(4) Actual under-recoveries experienced by a
contractor due to the failure of any Federal agency to pay
the full negotiated indirect cost rats shall be paid by
the Secretary to the contractor to the extent specifically
authorised and funded by Appropriations Acts, or if
otherwise available as a result of unexpended funds in the
Secretary's contract support costs budget line item.

Payment Provisions (900.408) (3193)

a. 'Earaaallid.CanflagYAL* -- Section 900.408(c)
should be revised to make clear that it does not conflict with
5 900.111 with regard to tribal carryover rights.

Apsommendad Revision,
In 900.408(c) the phrase 'program requirements and' should be

deleted and the following sentence should be added:

87-932 0 - 95 - 6
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This section is intended solely to promote compliance
with Treasury regulations and shall not in anyway affect a
contractor ' entitlement to carryover funding pursuant to
900.111.

b. ContrActennygrAthas -- Section 900.408(d) allows the
Secretary to convert an advance payment contract to a
reimbursement payment method based on deficiencies in financial
management or administration without any notice to the contractor
and with no explicit statement of appeal rights. Obviously, such
action can create enormous practical and financial problems for a
tribal contractor. It could be tantamount to a contract
termination, which by law the agency cannot accomplish without an
appeal and a hearing. This attempt to circumvent the statutory
reassumption requirements of the Act must be eliminated.

c. Vithholdina Payment -- Section 900.408(e) would enable
the Secretary to withhold funds related to non-compliance with the
contract or with regulations. The withholding would be in 'an
amount of funds which he [the Secretary) estimates to be
associated with the area of non-compliance.' Such withholding may
be tantamount to contract termination for many tribes. The
potential breadth of this provision is alarming. There is no
express requirement that the agency must notify the contractor
that it will withhold the funds. PUnds withheld would not be
released until 'subsequent compliance.' Such compliance may be
extremely difficult When the agency is withholding the funds
necessary to perform the contract. The only procedural protection
provided to the contractor for the holding back of funds is an
appeal pursuant to 5 900.805. Funding may, of course, not be
available to cover the costs of such an appeal. Funds needed by
tribal organizations to perform self - determination contracts
should not be withheld except in accordance with the reassumption
procedures. This provision is another clear example of an agency
attempt to circumvent the statutory reassuiwtion requirements and
violates section 109 of the Act.

xecommendad raid on,
We recommend that 900.408(d) and (e) be consolidated to read

as follows:

When a contractor is deficient with respect to its
administration of advance paymants or fails to submit a
quarterly financial report within 30 days from the date
such report is due, or any extension thereof granted by
the Secretary, or has failed to correct an incomplete
quarterly report pursuant to a written request from the
Secretary, the Secretary shall provide the contractor with
technical assistance to correct such deficiency. The

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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contractor has 30 days from receipt of such notice within
which to remedy the deficiency. When a contractor fails
to correct such deficiency within 60 days from receipt of
such notice, the Secretary, upon written notice to the
contractor, may convert the contract(*) to a reimbursement
payment method or withhold funds from advances or
reimbursements, provided, however, that such notice shall
advise the contractor that it has 30 days within which to
appeal the notice under Section 900.805. If en appeal is

filed within 30 days, the Secretary shall take no action
to convert the contract to a reimbursement payment method
until the appeal is resolved.

program Inenme (900.409) (3194) -- We are pleased that the

proposed regulations define 'program income' more comprehensively
than in present Ins guidelines and allow its retention by the
contractor and expenditure for the general purposes of the
contract and that 'proaram income' may not be used as ail offset or
limitation on funding provided to the contractor by the Secretary.
However, a statement included in the 1990 draft which made clear
that there 'are no federal requirements governing the disposition
of program income earned after the end of the contract period' has

been eliminated. There is no explanation of this change. We do
not think that this question should be left in doubt.

ffecommended Revision;
Add the following sentence at the end of 900.409(d);

There are no federal requirements governing the
disposition of program income earned after the end of the
contract period.

Eenarring (900.410) (3194) -- Major changes from the 1990
draft have been made with regard to reporting requirements. One

of the most significant changes is the inclusion of a provision
requiring the submission of program data in accordance with
Subpart 11 (see discussion below) by INS contractors. Other
changes require contractors to supply detailed, categorical cost
data on a quarterly basis. The financial reporting required under
5 900.410 of the NPFel would be substantially more detailed than is

required at present. Apparently, it is based on the view that the
agencies must report to Congress by budget sub-sub-activities on
tribal expenditures. We think the agencies need only report on
their contract awards by budget category and are not required to
oversee tribal expenditures like a 'nanny provided tribes perform
their contract obligations. See IHS Policy Letter 90-9.

Ele011/19121
We recommend deletion of subparagraphs 900.410(a) and (c).
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&AU, (900.411) (3194) -- Language from the 1990 draft under
which an audit report is deemed accepted after the passage of 60
days unless the Secretary provides notice of rejection has been
eliminated. Also, a new subsection providing that 'Resolution of
the audit report's findings and recommendations is the
responsibility of the contractor and the audit resolution agency,'
has been substituted for a statement included in the 1990 draft
that such resolution is the Secretary's responsibility.

We object to these changes, especially the elimination of the
60-day deadline for agency action.

filcommended Revision:
At the end of 900.411(c) add:

A report not rejected within 60 days shall be deemed
accented.

We also recomend replacing the words wait
resolution agency. and 'audit resolution official' found
in 900.411(d) and (s) (3194) with irocretarY. Theme
tens are not defined or used elsewhere in the WPM.

Close -nut (900.412) (3194) -- The manner in which the
Proposed close-out requirements will apply in the case of 'mature
contracts' for an indefinite term is puzzling and should be
clarified. The proposed provisions suggest that the status of
'mature contracts' has not been addressed in the context of close-
out. If a procedure analogous to close-out is to be applicable in
the case of 'mature contracts', which have an expiration date, it
should be described carefully in the regulations.

rellecrion of Amounts Out (900.413) (3195) -- This provision
would allow the federal government to make an offset or withhold
advances against other funds, when it is 'finally determined' that
a contractor has received excess payments under a closed-out
contract. Even if the contractor disputes the federal
government's conclusion that there have been excess payments, the
offset or withholding provisions are operative and interest would
run on the debt despite the pendency of en appeal or other
litigation. We recoonwmd that, in case of a dispute, the
determination of whether a debt to the federal government exists
be made at higher level than the contracting officer, prior to
the federal government being able to use the offset remedy or
charge interest on the debt. The offset remedy should be subject
to resolution under the Contract Disputes Act.

AllC1211111ThallWitii2AL
The first phrase of the second sentence of 900.113(a) (3195)

be revised to read:
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unless a dispute pursuant to 900.407 has been
commenced by the contractor regarding the amount due
hereunder, the Federal agency may, 90 days after making a
written demand for payment of the contractor, reduce the
debt by(

sOMPART S -- PROPERTY MANAOSICENT

Federally-owned Persona) Property (900.5021 (3195)

A clarification is needed in Sec. 900.502(c) which, by
its own terms, refers to the use of federally- owned personal
property. Paragraph (2) sets out procedures for management
of certain personal property 'whether or not acquired in
whole or in part with contract funds'. If the Secretary
takes title to property purchased with contract funds, then
it is federal property and those procedures should be
followed. If, however, the contractor takes title, it is not
federally- owned, and subsection (c) does not apply.

Recommended RevieLIA

900.502(c)(2) -- Procedures for managing personal
property with an acquisition value of $1,000
(including replacement property), 1112.1.11.41112-.-1119)2

property acquired in whole or in part with contract
funds tglfrary holds title, until
disposition takes place will, as minimum, net the
following requirements( se.

Frnnerty Pun-hasp-1 with Contract Fon ds. (900.501(a)) (3196) --
We are pleased that the agencies have reversed their prior
position and now agree that contractors may take title to personal
property purchased with contract funds. But the proposed
regulation does not allow contractors the rhnicP of whether to
take title or not. The proposed regulations now read that the
contractor 'will take title to all personal property purchased
under the contract. Providing the option for the contractor to
choose is consistent with the concept that donation should be
acceptable to the gout. as reflected in rules issued under the
Act.. See IHS Memorandum No. 90-12, September 6, 1990.

Recommended Revision

900.503(a) -- Title to personal property
purchased with contract funds. The contractor tbial,laslasatjanasaraSta title to or have the
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Decretary take title to all personal property
purchased under the contract.

Note that the minimum requirements for managing fnntractor
n em in'. personal property are set out in 900.503(d). There is no
reason why the contractor should have to maintain two sets of
records on the same property.

We object to the uneven manner in which contractor acquired
personal property is treated regarding funds Cor replacement as
well as maintenance and repair. We concur with the 900.503(0)(2)
provision that contractor property will be eligible for

1 came t funding on the same basis as federally-owned property.
But the same treatment is not afforded to contractor acquired
Property in (e)(3) with regard to maintenance and repair funds.
Section 811 of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, 25 USC
51680a, requires equal funding treatment for tribally-operated and
IHS-operated health care programs. This policy extends to
' any ... expenses relating to the provision of health services',
which, in our view, includes equipment maintenance and repair
funding.

Section 900.503(f) regarding disposition of contractor
acquired personal property is especially onerous. Paragraph (2)
says that when such property with a value in excess of $5,000 is
sold. 'the awarding agency' is to share in the proceeds of sale in
a percentage that represents the agency's contribution. If the
contractor elected to take titie to such property when acquired,
why would the 'awarding agency' be considered to have an interest
in that property? If the property was purchased totally with
contract funds. is the 'awarding agency's' interest considered to
be 10010 If yes, the whole concept of vesting title in the
contractor is rendered meaningless. This approach would deprive
the contractor of the ability to utilize the proceeds of the sale
of used equipment to expedite replacement.

RitnallizdtddenS1241

After 'replacement' in (e)(2). insert 'and maintenance and
repair.'

Paragraph (f)(1) should be deleted and (f)(1) revised
accordingly.

Property Donation Policy (900.504 -- personal property (3196)
900.511 -- real property (3198)) -- The proposed regulations

define *excess' property (both personal and reel) as property
under control of /HS or BM 'that is not required for its needs
and the discharge of its responsibilities.' But the proposal
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places a significant limitation on donation by asserting that
'property will not be considered as excess to the BIA or IRS by

vireue of the execution of a contract which calls for performance
by the contractor of the activities in which the [personal or
real) property was previously used.' (emphasis added)
55900.504(a)(1); 900.511(a)(1).

Tribal representatives had encouraged the agencies to
establish a pro-tribal property donation policy as the approach
more in keeping with the spirit of Sec. 105(f) of the Act, but the
agencies were concerned about donating property that might lacer
be needed for program operations in the event of rescission or
retrocession. To answer this concern, tribal representatives
urged the policy that is now set out in 900.512; this allows the
Secretary to re-acquire previously donated property used in a
contracted program if the Secretary must resume direct program
operation.

We do note that the limiting language quoted above is
carefully crafted to convey the idea that just because property is
to be used in a contracted program, it does not automatically
follow that the property is excess to the Secretary's needs. By
the same token, such property is not automatically excluded from
the category of potentially donable property. It sounds as though
the drafters desired to leave some room for the donation of
property used in a contracted program.

Frankly, we do not believe the limiting language is needed to
protect the Secretary in the event of rescission or reassumption.
and recommend that it be deleted. The regulation should make
clear that such property can be considered for donation and
describe what justification the re questing contractor would be
required to proffer. If history is any guide, the language, as
written, will be 'over-interpreted' by federal personnel as
totally prohibiting the donation of property used in the
contracted program, and contractors will not even be given the
opportunity to make a persuasive case.

marided Rovisio.

Delete second sentence of 900.504(a)(1) and
900.511(a)(1). Or amend both provisions to provide guidance
on when property used in a contracted program will be
considered 'excess' and eligible for donation.

In three places, the regulations wisely require the Secretary
to periodically provide contractors with lists of excess property.
See 900.504(a)(2) regarding reporting excess IHS and BIA personal
property; 900.511(a)(2) regarding notification of excess and
surplus IHS and DIA real property; 900.511(b) (2) regarding reports
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on other Federal excess and surplus real property. With regard to
a list of other Federal excess or surplus personal property.
however, the regulations would require the contractor to ask. It
would seem more efficient from all perspectives if the agencies
routinely supplied lists to all contractors instead of having to
respond to individual inquiries filed throughout the year.

ReTeileteagesLatenien

900.504(b)(1). The Secretary shall periodically
tarnish to contractor& listings of excess and surplus
personal property from all Federal agencies to theextent available.

contractor nroviap.4 coal nropertv (900.510) (7198) -- We
object to the continued position of the agencies that the
Secretary will not negotiate a separate lease with a tribe which
owns a facility in which it operates a contracted program. The
Secretary of NHS has express statutory authority to lease space
from a tribe for a program either the Secretary or the tribe will
operate. 25 DSC 51674. INS exercises this authority, but only
when the Secretary will directly operate the program performed in
the facility leased from the tribe. This disparate treatment
produces an obvious chilling effect on contracting. The more
logical action for implementation of a rational Indian self-
determination policy would be to enable the same activity to occur
under tribal operation of the program.

Neither agency has aver expressly described the basis for its
policy against leasing space from the tribe for tribal operationof the program. To the extent the agencies believe the standard
cost principles in ONG Circulars A-87, A-122 or A-21 prelude even
arms-length leases with tribes for tribally-operated programs, the
need to reinstate the ISDA-specific cost principles advocated bytribes is underscored. (Ste commentary on Subpart D, above.) The
earlier draft regulations negotiated with tribal participation set
out several Indian tribal-specific coat principles, including one
on leasing of tribally -owned facilities, that tribes believe are
needed to properly implement the objectives of the LSD?).

This issue directly impacts the ability of many tribal
contractors to deliver services to Indian beneficiaries. The
agencies must cease their unexplained and unyielding posture of
refusal to work with tribes on this issue. If the agencies
believe there are statutory or regulatory impediments to agency
leasing of tribal facilities where the tribe operates the program,
an analysis should be supplied to tribes and to Congress so that
orderly examination, and possibly revision, can be considered.
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',ease of ren' onOnerIYWith-Sganda (900.510(c)) --
The regulations provide different leasing policies for the two
agencies. BIA contractors would be permitted to lease real
property as they deem necessary for contract operations. IHS

contractors, however, would have to apply for approval of leases

under the MS Lease Priority System. IRS. under this system, as a
matter of policy. will not lease a tribally-owned facility when
the tribe operates the program itself, as noted above.

Presumably the more limited INS policy was based on the
language previously included in the INS section of the
appropriations act which required INS to file quarterly reports
with the Appropriations Committees regarding proposed leases of

additional space for Indian health care delivery. eneeq PL
102-154, 105 Stat. 1027 (FY92 Interior and Related Agencies
Appropriations Act. Administrative Provisions for Indian Health
Service). This provision has been removed. The FY94
Appropriations Act does not contain a requirement that IRS report
to Congress on any proposed new leasing. See P.L. 103-128, 107

Stat. 1409 (FY94 Appropriations Act, Administrative Provisions for

Indian Health Service). Thus, the need for advance reporting of
new leases no longer exists.

The problems faced by tribal contractors are not cured by the

recent change in IHS policy regarding the provision of funds to
contractors in the form of 'space allowances' or 'use allowances'

for tribally-owned facilities. Even though these 'allowances' are
no longerlimited to the square footage utilized only by primary
care providers (the previous IHS policy), tribal contractors
report they are still inadequate to meet operation and maintenance

costs. This underscores the need for a more appropriate leasing
policy.

Becommended AtiViti012
Delete paragraph (2) of 6900.510(c), and amend paragraph

(1) thereof to include coverage for IBS contractors.

Bae_gfiledigArgilied..thaiiillada (900.510(d)) (3198) -- This
provision prohibits contractors from using ?WI collections for
facilities renovation, lease or purchase without prior approval of
the Secretary of HUB. We presume this policy is based on the
agency's belief that it must oversee use of 14+M funds to assure
they ere used for the statutorily-established purpose: to attain

or maintain SCAM) accreditation.

We believe the spirit and objectives of both the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act, which contains the restrictions on
use, and the Indian Self-Determination Act are best served by
allowing Indian tribal contractors maximum autonomy to carry out
the purposes for which the 14+14 funds are made available. We
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propose that a tribal contractor which desires to use its U.K
funds submit a proposal to the Secretary. If the Secretary does
not disapprove the proposal within a specified period (perhaps )0
days), the project would be deemed an approved use for X4-M funds.
and the contractor could go forward to carry out the proposed
action. This procedure could greatly facilitate the use of 14.4M
funds for the purposes intended by Congress.

Overjoy 4- Maintenance Funding for Donated Real Property
(900.511(a)(8)(ii) (3198)) 900.511(b)(4) (3199) -- These sections
state that upon acceptance of title to donated real estate from
BIA. INS or other agencies of the federal government, the
contractor shall be solely responsible for the operation and
n s, .ntenance of that property from within 'available contract
fz..ds'. Presumably, this means from within 'exit'ing contract
funds' and that the contractor will not be eligible for additional
O +0 funding.

We object to this policy. By its own terms, the regulation
requires that any donated property must be used in a self-
determination contracted program. Yet the contractor would not be
supplied with additional contract funds for the operation and
maintenance of that building, funds that are necessary to enable
the building to be used for the program and to carry out the
contract. This appears designed to discourage the exercise of
this option. More significantly, it violates the express
requirement of section 811(1) of the Indian Health Care
Improvement Act that funds for the maintenance and repair of
clinics owned or leased by tribes or tribal organizations on the
same basis as such funds are provided to programa and facilities
operated directly by the Service.'

ZAggilleazati_itellaigg

900.511(a)(a)(ii) the donated real property
shall be eligible for operation and maintenance funds
to the IS extent as if the secretary owned the
Property.

900.511(b)(e) (last sentence] The donated
property shall be eligible for operation and
maintenance funds to the same extent as if the
fecretary awned the property.

StatftharteniSanliatatlan (900.513(c)(2)(iii)) (3199) --
The proposed regulations provide that the contractor submit to the
Secretary any request for major renovation, expansion, replacement
or new quarters construction 'for legislative review and
approval.' We, of course, do not object to the review of such
requests by Congress. We do believe, however, that the
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regulations should also require that the evaluation of such
requests by the Secretary. in the first instance, should be based

on the needs of the contractor in carrying out the contract and
priorities established by the recognized tribal governing body or

bodies and evaluated against federal criteria applicable in the

case of construction projects administered directly by the

Secretary.

Recommended RdpriS104
Add as a final sentence to Sec.900.513(c)(2)(0)(iii)

The Secretary shall evaluate such requests on the mane
basis and pursuant to the sane criteria as if the quarters
were operated by the Secretary.

SUBPART 1 - PROCUREMENT laNAGIKENT

Procu-ement System Standards (900.602) (3200) While the

proposed regulations permit tribal contractors to develop their

own procurement system subject to federal approval, formal
procedures assuring federal action when procurement procedures are

submitted for review within sixty days contained in earlier drafts

have been removed. These provisions should be restored and appeal

rights consistent with the declination criteria should be assured.
The paternalistic involvement of the federal government in
overseeing tribal procurement systems, which is inimical to tribal

sovereignty, should be eliminated.

Becommondod RevfOlont
We recommend deleting the existing 900.602(c) regarding a

contractor's right to opt for an alternative procurement system

and replacing it with the following:

(1) A contractor may, at any time, elect to procure
Property Dumont to its own procurement procedure.. If
the contractor elects to use its own procurement
procedures, it shall notify the Contracting Officer and
provide a copy of its procurement procedures to the

Contracting Officer.

(2) If the Contracting Officer believes that the
contractor'. procurement procedures do not net the

requirements of this Subpart 1, the Contracting Officer
nay request appropriate changes and shall offer technical
aesistence to the contractor. Disputes which arise
regarding the adequacy of a contractor's procurement
procedures which cannot be resolved shall be resolved in

accordance with the appeal procedures set forth at
19,00.L05.

1 T2
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procurement -rem Indian Oraanizationn - (900.605) (3201) --
It should be made clear in this section that a 'tribal preference'
is allowable as long as 'Indian preference' is required before an
award is made to a non-Indian business. See discussion under
S 900.115. The provisions requiring burdensome compliance with
small or minority-owned or labor-surplus area preferences (see
5 900.605(b) and (c)) should be eliminated. These requirements
have not been previously imposed on '630' contractors and the
agencies should not use this opportunity to limit tribal autonomy
in such matters. While the goals sf these FAR requirements may be
commendable, it is inappropriate for the federal government to
impose its priorities in these matters on tribal governments which
are entitled to develop their own policies, as sovereign
governments, on preference for small firms, minority firms and
women-owned firma.

Receasndsd Revision,
Insert after Indian preference requirements' in 900.605(a):

(including preference based on tribal affiliation)

Delete paragraph 900.605(b)

2111Caramearaltalli2100/isiDEA (900.600) (3201) -- Contrary to
the long-standing rule of the Bureau of Indian Affairs which has
exempted Indian tribes acting as subcontractors under a contract
from the provisions of the Davin-Bacon Act, the proposed
regulations appear to make no such exception as to the
applicability of the Davin-Bacon Act. See 25 C.P.A. 271.41. The
proposed regulations require that laborers and mechanics employed
by subcontractors be paid prevailing wages 'as determined by the
Secretary of Labor in accordance with the Davis-Bacon Act. No
mention is made of tha 1972 opinion of the Solicitor for the
Department of Labor which concluded that Indian tribes and tribal
governmental entities are exempt from Davis Bacon. The September
1990 Joint Draft made clear that Davis-Bacon applies to all
Procurements 'with =LSE than tiil10.1 ttrataittt.that which exceeded
$2,000. This language should be restored. See below for
discussion of nevis-Bacon provision in Subpart J.

Insert after 'su.bcontractors in paragraph (k) the words

(other than Indian tribes and their instrumental/tits).

SUBPART R - APPEALS, DMUS'S
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'HS hpnetle nn Fundinn Anneal-inns (900.802) (3202) --
Despite the objections of tribal representatives, the INS has
distinguished funding appeals from other appealable matters.
Under the proposed regulation, the IHS limits the issue to whether
the Secretary's funding allocation for the contract was properly
reached using existing IHS 'allocation processes. If a tribe
requests more funds than the Secretary determines are available,
it may request an informal hearing (discussed below) or file an
appeal to the Contract Funding Appeals Board (FAB). The FAB is
composed of five members, all of whom are appointed by the IHS
Director. The proposed regulation* are silent on the
qualifications of the FAB members, whether they are selected at
the Area or Central Office level, whether they are to be a
permanently standing board and whether they must be wholly
disinterested parties who have had no prior dealings with the
appellant.

The FAB will consider the appeal, conduct a hearing, if
requested, and recommend a decision to the INS Director or his
representative, whose decision shall be final. The regulations do
not require an 'on the record' hearing under the Administrative
Procedures Act although section 102 of the Act clearly requires
such a hearing when a contract proposal is not approved (i.e.,
when it is 'declined').

We strongly object to the fact that the Director has the
final say in this matter, rather than a IBMS official with less of
an apparent conflict of interest. The IHS Director or his
immediate staff are usually consulted before any Area Office
declination decision, including those based on funding. The IHS
procedures now proposed deprive Indian tribes of the meaningful
appeal and hearing rights mandated by section 102 of the Act. In
failing to treat a dispute over funding as a declination, they
conflict with the existing regulation. (42 C.F.R. 9 36.212).

Appeals on the following matters are all made subject to the
'due process' procedure mandated by the Administrative Procedures
Act.

1. Declination to make, amend or modify an award;

2. Rescission of the award and reasisumption of the
program;

3. Denial of mature contract status;

4. Whether all required the resolutioms are present;

5. Whether the activity is contractible;

1 74
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6. Declination of construction contracts.

There is no legal basis for handling funding appeals
differently, and we urge that IHS accept the plain mandate of
section 102 under which a 'due process' hearing must be provided
on any objection raised to a self-determination proposal submitted
at the request of an Indian tribe. The legislative history is
very clear on thi- matter:

The burden of proof for declination is on the
Secretary to clearly demonstrate that.a tribe is unable
to operate the proposed program or function. The intent
of the Committee in retaining the declination criteria
and the declination process is to insure that denials of
requests for self-determination contracts are handled
Cellv through the declination process.

Sen. Rep. No. 100-274. 24 (1987).

Recommended Revision,
We recommend deletion of 900.802(a) in its entirety.

Conforming amendments should be made throughout the NpRM.

We also recommend that subparagraph (f) of 900.802 pertaining
to the initial determination by the Board be revised to read as
follow:

(f) Initial determination by the Board.

(1) Within five days of its receipt of the
tribal organization.. notice of appeal, the Board will
determine whether the appeal is within the scope of
Paragraph (b) of this section and so notify the 'parties
provided that, if the Board is unable to maka a
determination from the information :_acluded in the notice
of appeal, the Board may request additional statements
from the tribe or tribal organization. and /HS. If
additional statement arm required, the Board will make
determination within five days of its receipt of the
statements in accordance with paragraph (g) of this
section.

We also note a curious difference in the appellate procedure
for emergency and non-emergency reasaumptions. Under 900.802(i)
in the case of a non-emergency reassumption, exceptions to an
Administrative Law Judge's decision go straight to the Assistant
Secretary for Health, as it should, to avoid involving the INS
Director in a possible conflict of interest. In the case of
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emergency reassumptions. under 900.802(5). such exceptions are
filed with the IHS Director. Paragraph (j) should be revised to
conform to paragraph (i) on this point.Intariora (900.8011 (1204) -- Unlike the IRS.
Interior is willing to grant a 'due process hearing' on funding
matters, although its representatives have denied that the law
requires that result. See S 900.803(a)(2) and (f) (p. 3204 -05).
The inconsistency between the INS and Interior positions is
puzzling. However, the Interior appeal provisions are extremely
complex and, as presently written, contain many pitfalls for the
unwary tribe.

If the tribe fails to request a hearing on the record when it
files its notice of appeal, it loses its right to appeal. In the
case of appeals from decisions by Interior agencies other than the
B/A. appeals go, not to the Board of Indian Appeals (which
presumably has expertise in '638' matters), but to an 'Ad Hoc"
board appointed by the Director, Office of Hearings and Appeals.
The 'waiver' language should be eliminated and all appeals should
go to the Board of Indian Appeals which clearly has the most
expertise in matters involving the Indian Self-Determination Act
and other laws relating to Indian tribes. It makes sense to have
one administrative body be the repository of expertise in disputes
involving self-determination contracts.

The regulations should make clear that a tribe which requests
an 'on the record' hearing will get one. A decision not to hold a
hearing should only occur if neither the statute nor the
regulations authorize a 'due process' hearing and the regulations
should make clear that a hearing will be held, if requested, and
the subject matter is not plainly outside the scope of 5 900.803.

We recommend that Interior meet with tribal representatives
to simplify the appeal procedures as much as possible without
sacrificing tribal rights.

111212Slandlifitataalli
Section 900.803(6) should be revised to read:

Whether the tribal or tribal organization has the
required resolutions of approval from the tribes it
proposes to serve under section 4(e) of the hot and
900.202 of these regulations.

Finial Acres,: to Justice Act (900.804) -- Under 5 900.804 the
Equal Access to Justice Act applies to administrative appeals
involving non-discretionary awards under the Act. This implements
section 110(c) of the Act. As noted previously. Subpart D should
roe revised to clarify that contract funds may be used for legal

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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advice in prosecuting such administrative appeals- We find no
inconsistency in the statutory right of a tribe to obtain FJ,JA
reimbursement for legal costs of administrative appeals if the
BAJA conditions are met but, in any event, being able initially to
utilize contract support funds for legal advice in connection with
such appeals up to a final departmental decision. The agencies
have adopted this principle in self-governance compacts negotiated
under Title III and so should have no objection to applying it in
the case of Title I contracts.

In addition, the EAJA does not allow recoupment of fees in
excess of $75 an hour in a Board of contract Appeals award absent
express authorization in agency regulations. Since tribes are
unlikely to be able to obtain adequate counsel at this rate, we
recommend that such authorization be included in the regulations
for both Departments.

ft.enaraended Revision;
We recommend that 900.804(b) read as follows:

(b) The RAJA claims for Do/ will be handled under
regulations at 45 C.Y.R. part 13, provided that attorney
fees in excess of $75 per hour may be awarded if an
increase in the coat of living or special factor, such
as the limited availability of qualified attorneys for the
proceedings involved, justifies higher fee.

Post-Award Contract 19251211re, (900.805) (3206) -- This
provision is acceptable. We are pleased that it provides that the
Contract Appeals Board must give consideration to the factual
circumstances 'without rigid adherence to strict accounting
Principles.'

SUBPART I - LIABILITY INSURANCE AND FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS
ACT COVIRAOR

We urge the agencies to revise [ose regulations to precisely
inform tribal contractors on the scope of Federal Tort Claims Act
coverage, including the limits of that coverage, presently made
available to contractors under Pub.L. 93-638. This is essential
so that contractors may make informed decisions as to additional
insurance protection required. This should be relatively easy
since both the IHS and BIA have, in other memoranda referenced
below, provided greater clarity on the scope of coverage available
to P.L. 93-638 contractors.

litabflip_y_insurancp_antLIZCA Coverane (900.901) (3207) --
This section restates the language in the Act which required the
Secretaries, beginning in 1990, to be 'responsible for obtaining
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or providing (general) liability insurance or equivalent coverage,
on the most cost-effective coverage for Indian tribes, tribal
organizations, and tribal contractors carrying out contracts,'
under the Mt. To date, the Secretaries ha : not obtained
national insurance coverage for P.L. 93-638 contractors.

Unlike current regulations, the proposed regulations
(900.901(1)) state that the cost of insurance 'beyond that
provided by any national insurance plan ... or for the responsible
or businesslike operation of a contract ... shall be a valid cost
to the contract.'

Because of the failure of the Secretary of the Interior to
comply with the statutory requirement to obtain general liability
insurance coverage for 638 contractors, Congress has permanently
extended the protections of the Federal Tort Claims Act (MCA) to
P.L. 93-638 contracts, and their employees when acting within the
scope of their employment in 'carrying out' the P.L. 93-638
contract. PICA coverage for medical-relazed claims wan extended
to 638 contractors and their employees in December, 1987.

Rteommsndsd Revision,
The reference to the term 'State' in 900.901(d) (1) should be

changed to 'jurisdiction.
&Al.-Al-related FIFA provisions (900.902) (3208) --

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section set out the scope of FrCA
coverage provided under section 102(d) of the Act regarding
medical-related claims. Paragraph (c) elaborates, with a non-
exhaustive list, upon the meaning of the phrase 'medical.
surgical, dental or related functions' included in Act.
Paragraphs (d) and (e) explain: (1) who may bring a claim; (2)
how such claim rust be filed, and (3) what a contractor or
employee should do upon receiving a complaint or claim.
Paragraphs (f). (g) and (h) of this section elaborate upon the
scope of PICA coverage to tribal employees when: (1) treating
non-beneficiaries at a non-contract facility (reciprocal medical
services); (2) providing health services funded from sources other
than under a 638 contract, and (3) treating non - beneficiaries at
the contract site.Itisfl

I% recommended that three specific clauses, designedfor inclusion in 638.1 contract and set out in US Ina
92-1, should be incorporated into thi subpart. They
state in plain language the scope of flea coverage,

Bon-ilediral Painted PICA Pry/lianas (900.903) (3209) -- This
section deals with non-medical related PICA coverage and is not as
dttailed or informative as the medical related coverage section.

1 7 c(i
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We do not believe the statement that non-medical FICA coverage
'varies from time-to-time, without more. is very instructive.
If. as stated in Section 903.904 (which immediately follows the
non-medical related FICA coverage sections,. the Secretaries
'shall provide a statement verifying any coverage by the FICA' to
each tribal contractor, and where evidence of insurance is
required by law and where the PICA applies. the Secretaries 'shall
provide an appropriate certificate or statcrent as required by
such law. the agencies should include such statements in the
regulations. To the extent possible, the agencies should spell
out in the regulations what is and what is not covered by the FTC?,
le.g., in the introduction to the regulations (59 Fed. Reg. 31721.
the agencies note that workmen's compensation and fire and
casualty are two insurance requirements not covered by the FICA).

Notification to government of Action Filed Against R1-.,11iPlit
(900.905) (3209) -- This section sets out additional procedures
with wnich a contractor must comply (i.e., notification to
government of a claim) to ensure the FICA coverage is not lost.

The agencies must do more to clarify, to the greatest extent
feasible, the extent and limitations of insurance coverage made
available to P.L. 93-638 contractors as presently exists under
law. As early as July 30, 1990. Eddie Brown, then Assistant
Secretary. Indian Affairs, issued a memorandum to Area Directors
on FICA coverage provided under Pub.L. 93-638 to provide guidance
on the scope of FICA coverage and to assist tribal contractors in
negotiating lower general liability premiums (to cover those
incidents which may fall outside the scope of MCA) with private
insurance carriers in light of the coverage provided by the FICA.

The memorandum made clear that punitive damages,
subcontractors, damages to buildings, on-the-job injuries to FTCA-
covered employees (covered by orkmen's compensation). libel and
slander, statutory exemptions, and constitutional torts. were not
covered by the FICA. We believe that provisions with the clarity
and specificity of this memorandum and INS ISM 92-1 should be
incorporated into these regulations.

SUBPART J CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

Subpart J is clearly designed to enable the federal
construction bureaucracy to retain control over the manner in
which federally-funded construction projects for the benefit of
Indians are administered. We doubt whether allowing tribes a
right of first refusal to design and build facilities in
accordance with the isual FAR-controlled procedure employed by the
federal government for in-house construction is what congress
intended when it made crystal clear that P.L. 93-638 extends to
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'construction'. The Act charges the Secretaries with the
responsibility to tailor the Self-Determination construction
regulations co achieve the goals of the Act. They have failed to
do so, and Subpart J needs to be completely revamped.

It is well known in Indian country that the cumbersome and
bureaucratic federal construction procedure is failing to meet the
need for new educational and health facility construction and for
renovation and repair. Delays and bad planning (for example, flat
roofs on hospitals in regions with heavy snowfalls) enforced by
federal procedures impair the ability of the federal government to
assist tribes in meeting their tribal facility construction needs.
even when funds become available fron Congrecs. We urge that
federal representatives (independent of the federal construction
bureaucracy which has its own interests to protect) sit down with
tribal officials and staff with construction experience and re-
invent Subpart J.

Our comments below address specific objections even if it is
assumed that the fundamental concept of tribe's right of first
refusal is all that was intended.

PairDoso_And_Scarin (900.1001) (3209) The third sentence of
this section states that Architect/Engineer (A/E) services, as
defined in FAR 36.102, may be included as construction projects
subject to the requirements of sibpart J. A/E services which do
not involve substantial construction activities should not be
subjected to burdensome FAR requirements. See also comments below
to 5 900.1011.

ittanassliiltnitimu.
We recommend revising 900.1001(a) to read as follows:

(a) This subpart establishes requirements for the
design, construction, repair, improvement, expansion, or
demolition of one vs more Federal facilities. 2n
addition, it shall apply to tribal facilities where the
Secretary is authorised by law to design, construct and/or
renovate such tribal facilities. These requirements
include architect-engineer services when rendered in
connection with an actual facilities construction project
where the value of such services is in excess of $25,000
and dismantling/demolition service as defined in 41 CPS
37.300.

Second, the last sentence in this section gives the Secretary
the discretion to include in construction contracts procurement of
moveable equipment, furnishings including works of art and special
purpose equipment. when such procurements are part of the
underlying construction contract. This provision contains no
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guidelines for the Secretary's exercise of discretion and does not
explain whether or how a contractor can request or object to the
inclusion of such provisions in the contract.

Finally, under the proposed language it is unclear whether
Housing Improvement Program (HIP) contracts and road maintenance
contracts would be subject to subpart J's provisions. Language
specifying that HIP contracts and road maintenance contracts are
not construction contracts within the meaning of subpart J and are
not subject to any federal acquisition regulations should be added
either in Subpart J or in the definition of 'construction'. The
effectiveness of the streamlined program to assist in the
rehabilitation of Indian housing would be severely impaired by the
imposition of the FARs. We are informed that agency staff have
assured tribal representatives that this change will be made but
we have seen nothing in writing.

czan:ral (900.1002) (3209) -- This section states that
construction contracts. unlike other self-determination contracts,
are procurement contracts which, pursuant to 5 105(a) of the Self-
Determination Act, as amended. are subject to the FAR and agency
supplemental acquisition regulations, including amendments, unless
waived by the Secretary.

Section 105(a) of the Self-Determination Act does not provide
that construction contracts are procurement contracts. It simply
provides that they are not exempt from the FAR provisions. The
legislative history of the Act clarifies Congress' intent because
it provides that construction contracts are Akin to procurement
contracts. nsli that they are procurement contracts. Thus,
referring to construction contracts as procurement contracts and
making all the PARS applicable, unless waived by the Secretary, is
inconsistent with the Act and its legislative history.

A long matrix of FAR clauses, Exhibit I, is included in the
proposed regulations to identify applicable FAR solicitation
provisions and contract clauses. Since preceding language states
that all PAR and supplemental regulations are applicable unless
waived, we are concerned that contracting officers may be confused
regarding the applicability of FAR and other regulations not
specifically mentioned in Exhibit I.

We have reviewed the PAR clauses included in the matrix.
Groups of these clauses relate to subject matters which should be
left to the decision-making of Indian tribes, rather than being
governed by federal mandates. For example, some thirty-three
required clauses establish various types of preferences with which
Indian tribes would be required to comply, such as affirmative
action for Viet Hem veterans and handicapped or disabled persons.
preferences for small and disadvantages businesses, labor surplus
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areas, women-owned businesses, and equal employment opportunity
requirements. While these public policies may all be commendable,
the issue is whether these are matters which Indian tribes should
be able to decide for themselves or whether they should be decided
for them by t-e federal government.

Other clauses impose complex and burdensome financial record-
keeping and cost-accounting standards; highly elaborate
competitive bidding procedures; <bang, provisions, including
termination for convenience of the government clauses, which are
in flat contradiction to the provisions of the Act prohibiting
unilateral modification and requiring due - process when a '638'
program is re-assumed; damages clauses which violate tribal
sovereign immunity and provisions allowing the federal government
to zit off funding 'without complying with the re-assumption
provisions of the statute.

On the other hand, many of the FAR clauses provide useful
guidance. and tribal organizations engaging in construction would
probably have no problem with voluntarily agreeing to include
them. The FAR clauses need a thorough review to eliminate those
which are either inconsistent with the statutory provisions, with
the tribal sovereign status and the government-to-government
relationship, or are unnecessary to assure protection of the
federal government's obligations to the Indian beneficiaries of
self-determination construction projects.

This section should be revised to read:

In accordance with S 103(a) of Public Law Ai-ASA, as
amended, self-determination construction contracts are not
Procurement contracts and are not subject to Federal
Acquisition Regulations or Agency Supplemental Acquisition
Regulations, except as otherwise expressly provided
herein.

In addition, the matrix needs stringent review and revision
as recommended above.

Section 900.1002(b) -- This sub-section lists the provisions
of other sections that are applicable to construction contracts
The regulation erroneously refers to subsections 900.802(b)(6) and
900.802(c)-(j) of subpart H as 900.801(b)(6) and 900.801(c)-(j)
and should be corrected.

Cgnagit rinn nn Farilirifl (900.1003) (3210) -- This
provision requires the Secretary to consult with affected tribes
prior to entering into construction contracts for design.
construction or renovation of facilities. This language omits the
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requirement that the Secretary consult with affected tribes prior
to entering into contracts for 'planning' purposes. Consultation
prior to planning a project should be required. The involvement
of tribes in the planning of schools, health facilities and other
federally-funded constructions on their reservations is absolutely
essential if the federal Indian self-determination policy is
really applicable to construction.

Contract (900.1004) (3210) -- This section
establishes a tribal right of first refusal and requires that, if
a project benefits more than one tribe, a notice of intent to
contract must include authorizing resolutions from all tribes
benefitted. This requirement may create significant problems for
tribal organizations sanctioned by a number of tribes which seek
to contract construction of multi-tribe facilities as. for
example. in Alaska.

section 900.1004(c) sets forth two alternative procedures
which are to be followed by Interior and IRS when a notice of
intent to contract has been received. Both procedures are in need
of revision.

This section to some extent reflects compromises worked out
with tribal representatives as to the manner in which '638'
proposals for construction will be handled. The provision to give
benefitting tribes a right of first refusal is to assure that the
requirements of the Act are met in the event a benefitting tribe
elects to exercise its right to contract under section 102. If a
tribe does not provide et notice of intent supported by resolutions
from all benefitting tribes within thirty days, it loses its '638'
rights. We think thirty days is too short. We also think that,
in the case of a construction project benefitting multiple tribes,
a negotiation or competitive process among those tribes electing
to contract is more consistent with the Act than barring any '638'
contract unless all tribes support it.

In addition, the award and declination procedures as
described in 9 900.1004 are confusing and their relationship to
5 900.207 and subpart H is impossible to datermine. We assume
that (c) (2) governs IHS procedures (as (c) (1) governs DOI
procedurca), but it does not say so. Under DOI procedures, a
proposal may be declined if it fails to meet 'the requirements of
the government.' Under IHS procedures a declination appeal is
'confined to the issue of whether the proposal meets the
requirements of the BVP.' This is better, but we fail to see how
either the DO/ or the IHS procedure is consistent with the plain
language of section 102 of the Act. We think this provision needs
further careful negotiation to assure that the statutory
declination standards are applied to construction proposals and
that tribes are clearly put on notice in the regulations as to

18;3
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their appeal rights. The Secretaries should be required to
respond to requests for technical assistance.

gecoaeadsd nerisicar
We recommend amending 900.1004(a) to change 30 days to 45

days. We also recommend that the phrase ' expressed in the MR'
be added to the last sentence of 900.1004(c)(1) (3210).

&nth (900.1006) (3210) -- This t agraph describes what
types of contracts may be awarded. without specifying who has the
right to decide what type of contract should be awarded and on
what basis such a decision should be made. Criteria similar to
those contained in S 900.1004(c)(2)( .) should be employed in
determining the type of contract awarded and should be included in
this provision.

Section 900.1006(c) states that the type of award document
which is appropriate io prescribed in the 'FAA'. This appears to
be inconsistent with SS 900.1006(b) and 900.1004(c)(2) which
authorize the Secretary to make this determination and provide
that the Secretary and the tribal organization may mutually agree
on the type of award dot -Int. We Sink the regulations should
authorize the Secretary and the tr. 1 contractor to mutually
agree on the appropriate award document.

Section 900.1006(f) et:scribes requirements applicable to
letter contracts. Letter contracts are subject to internal agency
approval. The provision does not explain What type of internal
agency approval pr cons is contemplated. The process should be
described more a, -.wally in order to be in compliance with the
Act.

$o1412 And Wtr.', YIS (900.1007) (3211) -- This provision
requires that fix:.'. .c:ca contracts include a provision which
requires the bonding company to complete the contract if the
contractor 'defaults.' We are not clear as to what 'default'
means in this context. The statutory and regulatory requirements
with respect to retrocession and reassumption apply to
construction contracts. We assume that it is the intent of this
section that the bonding company be required to complete the
project in the event retrocession or reammumption occurs in
accordance with the provisions of subpart K. This section should
provide that the bonding company complete the contract in the
event of retrocession or reassumption.

Ilcammondad AeriIIKKK
We recommend that the second sentence of 900.1007(a) be

revised to read:
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Bonding agreements for fixed -price contracts shall
also contain a provision which requires the bonding
company or its designee to complete the contract if the
contract is retroceded or reassumed pursuant to subpart X
of these regulations.

PaVi.-11.941n Waco and Labor Standnirie (900.1009) (3211) --
This section correctly exempts employees of tribes and public non-
profit tribal instrumentalities employed by contractors AZ
subcontractors from the Davis-Bacon Act in accordance with the
legal positicn of the Department of Labor, stated in a 1972
opinion of the Solicitor of Labor. However, 5 900.608 contains
language inconsistent with this rule as to subcontractors and, as
noted above, 5 900.608 should be revised to be consistent with
§ 900.1008.

1.11,12ACSADDL_AlliSCARDC0J1C,A (900.1010) (3211) -- This provision
states that the Secretary 'shall have access to work in
preparation or progress at AnY tine' for inspection purposes. The
granting of access for inspection is unnecesnary and could
interfere with completion of the work. The provision should
provide that the Secretary must provide notice of any inspection
and that the inspection will be conducted at a reasonable line
The last sentence of the provision requires the Secretary to
'generally' complete the final inspection within thirty days.
This language is ambiguous -- it can be interpreted to mean that
there are exceptions to the rule that the Secretary must conduct a
final inspection or that a final inspection need not be made under
certain circumstances. This language was not included in earlier
drafts of Subpar .7 and should be deleted.

RIAStIlfall Revision:
We recommend revising 900.1010(a as follows:

(a) The Secretary shall have reanonable access to
work in preparation or progress at regular intervals as
agreed to by the Contractor, and the contractor and its
subcontractors shall provide acne., for inspection. rival
payment for work performed will not be made until the
secretary conducts a final inspection and determines that
the work complies with all material contract requirements.
The Secretary shall complete the final inspection within
thirty calendar day. of receipt of written notice from the
contractor of completion of the work.

Architect/Engineer (Aft) Servicei (900.1011) The procedure
for selecting qualified architects and engineers (A/E) contained
in 5 900.1011 is 'designed to meet the requirements of the Brooks
Act as codified in the FAR.' We strongly object to the general

1 8 d
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application of the FARs and the burdensome Brooks Act requirements
to tribal A/E contracts. Brooks Act coupliance can be extremely
difficult for tribes in remote, rural locations and can result in
the selection of architects from geographic regions far from the
construction site and disastrously inappropriate designs. Certain
contracts for IVE services are not construction contracts and
should, therefore, be exempt from FAR coverage in accordance with
5 105(a) of the Self-Determination Act, as amended. In
particular, we recommend the deletion of 5 900.1011(b) requiring a
tribal evaluation board for the selection of A/E services. If

such a board is required, then we recommend the following
revisions.

ZW212nEended Revision;
Insert at the beginning of 900.1011(a)

Except as provided in subsection 900.1011(e) below,

(b) Except at described in subparagraph (o) below,
the evaluation of a potential A/2 subcontractor shall be
undertaken by an evaluation board established by the
contractor and composed of members who, collectively, have
experience in architecture, engineering, construction or
related professions, or administration of programs to be
performed in the facility to being designed. Each board
will consist of at least 3 members. Ea firm shall be
eligible for award of an A/C services subcontract by the
contractor wails any of its principals, associates, or
employee(' ASS participating as members of the evaluation
board or rarticipated as members of the evaluation board
when the ilea was evaluated.

Revise 900.1011(c) as follows:

below)

(c) The evaluation board 'ball:

(1) Review current data files on eligible firma
and their responses to public notice concerning the
particular project/

(2) Evaluate the firma in accordance with (f)

(1) Conduct formal interviaws, obtain additional
data, and verify references with the most highly qualified
firms regarding concepts and the ref tin utility of
alternative methods of furnishing the required services in
the particular project, when the prospective A/E contract
as estimated to exceed the small purchases limitation.
Architect-engineer fees shall not be considered in these
discussions' and

186
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(e) Prepare a final selection list recommending
the firm and alternates, if any, considered to be the most
highly qualified to perform the required services. The
list shall include description of the considerations
upon which the recommendations are hawed.

Section 900.1011(d) states that the final selection of AfE
sub-contractors must be submitted to the Secretary for concurrence
before negotiations can begin. No tine-frame is provided for the
Secretary to make a determination. A 20-day deadline for
concurrence is reasonable and should be included in the
regulations.

ded Revision+
Insert the following sentence at the end of the second

sentence in S 900.1011(d):

The Secretary shall concur in or reject the proposed
final selection within 20 days of receipt of notification
of that selection.

Paragraph (e) should be revised to read:

(e) If a tribe authorizing contracting of the
construction project maintains an in-house Air department
the contractor may use A/E services provided by that
department without participating in the procedure sat out
in 1900.1011(a)-(d) above.

Parnmene0 (900.1012) (7212) -- The last sentence in this
provision gives the Secretary the authority to withhold
indefinitely payments scheduled under the terms of a contract if
the Secretary determines that the contractor has failed to comply
with the material terms and conditions of the contract.

Section 105(h) of the Self-Determination Act, as amended, is
cited as the source of this authority. Section 105(b) only gives
the Secretary the authority to impose such conditions on payments
as the Secretary deems necessary to carry out the purposes of the
Act. Section 110(b) of the Act does not permit the Secretary to
revise or amend the terms of a contract without the consent of the
tribal contractor and the Secretary is not permitted to terminate
a contract without complying with the reassumption provisions of
section 109 of the Act, including the right to a hearing. Action
to withhold payment may be a de facto termination. This sentence
is inconsistent with the Act and should be deleted. Funds should
not be withheld unless the contractor has been provided with an
appeal and a hearing.

18'?
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Recommended Revision,
Revise the final sentence to read as follows:

(a) If the contractor fails to comply with the
material terms and conditions of its contract as
determined by the Secretary. the Secretary may, if

necessary, exorcise his/her rights under 900.1106 hereof.

Ravings on Conatntction Proiert% (900.1013) (3212)-- This
section requires that savings in a cost-reimbursement contract be
returned to the Secretary, unless the savings result from a value
engineering proposal initiated by the tribe or tribal organization
and accepted by the Secretary. in which case the savings would
remain obligated to the contractor for project enhancements or
additional benefits under the contract. This language is not
consistent with S 106(a)(3) of the Self-Determination Act, as
amended, which provides, in pert, that 'savings in operation under
a Self-Determination contract shall be utilized to provide
additional services or benefits under the contract ... .' We do
not see how a regulatory provision in flat contradiction to the
statute can be justified.

Recommended Revisions
This section's title should be revised to read: '5 900.1011

Savings and Profits on Construction Contracts.' The section
should be revised to read:

The negotiated price of fixed-price contract may
include a reasonable profit. Funds obligated to a cost-
reimbursement construction contract remaining after the
completion of the project (including reimbursement of the
contractor for all authorized expenditures) shall retain
obligated to the contractor to provide additional service,
or benefits under the contract.

See discussion below on fixed-price contracts under
5 900.1014.

Waivers (900.1016) (3212) Relying on the authority in
section 105(a) of the Self-Determination Act. as amended, this
provision describes a procedure for a contractor to request
waivers of specific statutes or regulations. The procedure does
not include a time-limit within which the Secretary must issue a
response to a waiver request and it does not provide a contractor
the right to appeal a denial of a waiver request. We recommend
that this section provide for a 30-day deadline for action on a
waiver request.

The sentence Stating that the declination criteria do not
apply to waiver requests should be deleted. A request to waive a
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contracting law or regulation should be granted unless it can be
declined based on the declination criteria. As to regulatory
provisions we think evaluation of waiver requests against
declination criteria is clearly required by the Act. With respect
to statutory provisions of contracting laws the Secretary should
exercise his waiver authority consistent with the goals of the Act
and approve waivers unless such approval would cause services to
Indians co be unsatisfactory, adequate protection of trust
resources would not be assured, or the project cannot be properly
completed or maintained. The Act requires that the provisions of
contracting laws and regulations be evaluated against the specific
criteria. In other words the Secretary should be required to
justify a statutory provision in light of the declination
criteria, not simply to cite it. If the FAR matrix continues to
include clauses entirely inappropriate for the Indian self-
determination programs, then at least there should be a meaningful
administrative appeal to review whether such clauses are necessary
and supportable under the declination criteria.

SUBPART F -- RETROCESSION, ABSCISSION AND ItEASSUNPT/ON

ReternaleliSna (900.1101) (3240) The proposed regulations
include DOI draft language making a tribe's request to retrocede a
portion of a contracted program subject to the discretion of the
Secretary. This restriction is inconsistent with section 105(e)
of the Act, which provides simply that a retrocession shall become
effective within one year of a request. The statute contains no
requirement that a tribe must retrocede All activities performed
under a contract or lose its retrocession rights. When a tribal
organization administers a program for several tribes,
retrocession of the portion of the contract serving one tribe (or
tribes other tnan all of the supporting tribes) should involve
consultation with the tribal organization.

Recommended Revision!
The last sentence of 900.1101(a) should be revised to read:

(a) Prior to the expiration date of the contract, a
tribe has a right to return responsibility for the
operation of a contract to the Secretary. A tribe, after
consultation with the tribal organization in the case of a
contract administered by a tribal organisation, say elect
to retrocede a portion of the operation of contract.

Procedure in the event of breach of contract by a tribalorrranizathan (900.1103) (3241) -- The proposed regulations make
retrocession procedures applicable when a tribal contractor (other
than the tribe) 'breaches' a contract and provides for tribal

18
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action in the event the tribal organization fails to comply with a
contract. There is no statutory basis for this specie.? procedure.

Tribal retrocession rights exist whether or not a tribal
organization has breached the contract and are entirely
discretionary with the tribe. The Secretary's interest in such
cases is limited to the circumstances in which he or she can
cancel the contract and reassume the contracted program. These
extra-statutory procedures should be eliminated from the
regulations. Cancellation of a contract in case of the violation
of its terms is provided for in the re-assumption provisions under
9 109 of the Act and conditioned upon the circumstances specified
therein.

We recommend that 900.1103 be deleted in its entirety.

Ellacksaangssaisa (900.1105) (3241) -- The proposed
regulations provide that the Secretary shall 'endeavor to provide'
the same level of funding and quality of services that were
provided prior to retrocession of the program to the Secretary by
the tribal organization. Tribal representatives have argued that
the Secretary provide no less than the same level of funds and
quality of services as were provided prior to retrocession of the
contract. In effect, the proposed regulations require no more
than a 'best efforts' commitment. Since the agencies now have one
year to prepare for operating a retroceded program they should be
able to provide at least the level of services and funding as had
been available when notice of retrocession was received, subject
to no adjustment other than those authorized by section 106(b) of
the Act.

Escommondsd Berfolonl
We recommend deletion of the words 'endeavor to' in this

section.

n-emernencv Reassumption (900.1106) (3242) -- The proposed
regulations create an additional criterion (which has no statutory
basis) for reassuming a contracted program. Under section 109 of
the Act, the Secretary may reassume a contracted program on a
finding of either the violation of the rights or endangerment of
the health, safety or welfare of any person, or gross negligence
or mismanagement in the handling or use of funds provided to the
tribal organization under the contract. The proposed regulations
add a third non-statutory criterion - 'endangerment of trust
resources.' While in some circumstances such endangerment could
constitute a violation of rights or endangerment of welfare. we
are concerned that this additional criterion could provide a basis
for the Interior to reassume a program because it disagrees with a
tribe's view of how to best manage tribal resources. If this new
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reassumption criterion needs to be added, it should be done by
Congress, not by an agency attempt to amend the statute.

Becommon ed Renato:2p
We recommend deletion of this phrase.

Ft4Fraenry ilnassumn''o (900.1106(b)) (3242) -- while the
proposed regulations retain language clearly setting out the
standard which the Secretary must use when deciding to reassume a
contract (contractor's performance poses an 'immediate threat of
imminent harm), they omit a sentence included in the September
1990 draft requiring that such a determination shall be based on
an evaluation of the contractor's performance against the
requirements of its contract'. This proposed language grew out of
a successful challenge by the Tohono O'odham Nation to an attempt
by the IHS to reassume a component of its IHS contract for failure
of the Tribe to perform activities beyond its contract
obligations. The agencies should only be able to reassume a
contract based on the failure of a contractor to perform
activities which it has a contractual obligation to perform.
Deficiencies in the contract language, itself, should not be
addressed through the reassusption procedures. The deleted
language should be restored and made applicable to emergency
reassumptions and, as well, to non-emergency reassumptions under
900.1106.

SUBPART L - DISCRETIONARY GRANTS

SDolirabilitv (900.1201) (3242) -- Like prior draft
regulations, the proposed discretionary grant subpart incorporates
various provisions of the regulations and makes them applicable to
discretionary grants. However, unlike the earlier drafts, the
provisions requiring the Secretaries to consult with tribes before
amending the regulations are not applicable to Subpart L. The
waiver provisions, however, are applicable to these grants. Like
the September 1990 draft, the proposed regulations provide that
contract support funds are not applicable to discretionary grants.
Furthermore, the proposed regulations state that all applicable
direct and indirect costs will be included in the award amount.'
We take this to mean that an Indian tribe (usually a smaller
tribe) with a high indirect cost rate will have less direct
program dollars to utilize than a tribe with a lower indirect co.

.

rate since such costs are 'included' in or taken off the top of
the award. We see no justification in this discriminatory
provision.

14.7211111adltIlathiglt
We recommend the deletion of subparagraph 900.1201(c)(41.
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Facilities Construction (900.1207) (3244) -- Facilities
constructed under construction grants may not 'in any manner' be
leased back to the Secretary. This provision reflects an existing
IRS policy and obviously creates serious obstacles to the use of
such grant funds to address the need for health facilities in the
Indian Country. Congress has expressly authorized such leasing
arrangements in the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.

Recommended Revision;
We recommend the removal of this restriction by deleting

subparagraph (d).

SUBPART N - SECRETARIAL REPORTS AND CONSULTATION
4EQUIRE1(ENTS

aeCtetaport_ Cn Onnorp9 (900.1301) (3245) --
The proposed regulations delete language from this section in the
September 1990 Joint Draft which required that the Secretary
consult with tribes concerning the formulation of the annual
budget. However, such consultation is provided for in
5 900 . 103 (b) (6) . For clarity this obligation should be cross-
referenced in 5 900.1301. The proposed regulations also delete
language which required the Secretary to develop within a year of
implementation of the regulations, with full participation of
tribes a budget planning process which afforded tribes maximum
participation in the development of annual budget estimates for
the BIA and the INS. These modifications are distressing in the
degree that they de-emphasize tribal participation in budget
planning.

The proposed regulations should be revised to make clear that
the report to congress should includs an estimate of the 'contract
support' needs for the succeeding fiscal year since that
information will assist the Congress in providing sufficient funds
in such succeeding year to comply with section 106(a)(2) of the
Act.

Recommended ReUSipnr
Section 900.1301(6) should be revised to specifically

reference 'direct contract support' as well as indirect costs

We further recommend that a new paragraph (g) be added which
provides that the Secretary's report to Congress include:

An estimate of the total funds required in the next
fiscal year to fully fund the contract support cost needs
of contractors in accordance with S 106(a)(2) of the Act.
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(900.1302) 02455
-- In view of agency reliance on the 'processes actually utilized'
for allocate resources, the Secretary's annual report to Indian
tribes should include an explanation of these processes.

fiecommondfLaYingill-
We recommend that a new paragraph (e) be added at the end of

the section.

(o) The report shall detail the processes actually
utilized by the Secretary to allocate resources among
program activities.

SUBPART N - PROORAH STANDARDS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND ADMAN SERVICES

Am quranre on oronram standard, (900.1401-1402) (3245, 3246) -

This Subpart has undergone revisions which raise a number of
questions concerning the degree of flexibility afforded tribal
contractors in designing their own program standards. Like
earlier regulation drafts, the current proposed regulations
acknowledge that program standards, data collection and reporting
and quality assurance 'are necessary, interrelated, and essential
parts of a satisfactory health program.' The Secretary is
required under the proposed regulations to establish joint
tribal/Federal participation processes to 'review and advise on
departmental program standards, quality assurance programs, and
Core Data Set Requirements (CDSR).'

The proposed regulations recognize, however, that
responsibility for the day-to-day operation of a contracted
program rests with the contracting tribe or tribal organization.
The proposed regulations retain the sentence which states that:
'Nothing in this Subpart is intended to create any additional
declination or rcassuaption criteria.' Nevertheless, 900.1402
requires that all applications and contracts contain an assurance
of compliance with any 'applicable' JCAHO or HCFA standard.

Earlier drafts regarding applicable standards allowed more
latitude in the development of such standards. The 1909 'Yellow
Draft' stated the following:

'Although for purposes of uniformity and consistency, it
is the preference of these Departments [DIA and INS)
that self-determination contracts include the same
standards and data requirements [as the BIA and IHS), it
is recognized that Congress intended that tribal
contractors have the option of p_esenting and
negotiating alternative standards and data requirements.
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'Standards must be well-known, commonly used and

accepted, and measure qualitative and quantitative

values. JCAHO and HCFA standards, where applicable, are

considered acceptable standards withAut further

bo ifiration in the contract proposal. Where JCAHO and

HCFA standards are not applicable, tribal contractors

may choose among national, state, professional or
department standards, or develop equivalent tribally-

accepted standards.' (emphasis added.)

The 'Yellow Draft' set out the process a tribe wan to follow

to establish acceptable standards and data requirements. Having

been participants in tha discussions resulting in the Yellow

Draft, we are well aware that the intention was to permit the use

of JCAHO or HCFA standards when a root a ted ragnrigm was in

connitanne gx mad oomnlv, but not to bar contracting under the

Act if a program was not in compliance with such standards because

available resources were Insufficient or the tribal contractor

chose to propose alternative standards.

Alternative standards were appropriate (1) where the

Departmental requirements were considered to be unduly burdensome;

(2) where the information was not
readily available to the tribal

contractor; and (3) where the tribal contractor did not consider

the Departmental data requirements essential, The Department

would then advise the tribal contractor on the acceptability of

the proposed standards and data requirements.

In the September 1990 Joint Draft this section read: 'The

following assurance mg be included in the proposals, contracts

and contract modifications: The contract proposal aball include

an assurance that the contractor will comply with appropriate

national, state, professional, agency or tribal standards. ...

( JCAHO or HMI accreditation or conditions of participation are

applicable.' The procedures allowing the establishment of

alternate standards had been deleted.

Under the present proposed regulations, the provision on

Program Standards, Data and Quality Assurance now reads: 'The

following assurances must be included in the proposals, contracts,

and contract modifications: .., An assurance that the contractor

will comply with annlirable (JCAHO or HCFA) accreditation

standards or conditions of participation.' Only where such

standards are not Aptairable do tribal contractors have the option

of identifying a national, state, professional, agency or tribal

standard which the health program would use. No procedures are

set out for contractors to follow to establish their own standards

or the basis upon which such standards will be evaluated by the
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Department in cases in which a program or facility does not meetJCAHO or HCFA standards.

In the 1989-90 consultations, neither tribal or agency
representatives intended to require compliance with JCAHO or RCFAstandards for ea '638' contractors. The intent was simply to
provide that compliance therewith was sufficient without furthercontract meats an is the courant at a nrnoraz a
program to be contracted could not meet such standards. then the
tribal contractor could propose and negotiate alternative
standards with the agency being entitled to decline to accept the
proposed standards if it disagreed with them based on the
statutory declination criteria.

Under the proposed regulations, current contracts which do
not meet the requirements of this Subpart or which are silent on
program standards, program data or quality assurances, must meet
the requirements of the program standards, data and quality
assurances sections 'in the first request for continuat_on orannual funding made subsequent to the effective date of these
regulations.' On the face of the proposed regulations it appearsthat IHS would decline the renewal or extension of such contracts
if the standards are not mot. Requiring compliance with JCAHO and
HCFA standards would be unfair to contractors unable to comply
with such standards due to lack of funds and could deprive Indian
people of medical services. The alternatives set forth in earlier
drafts of the *638' regulations should be restored. We have beenassured by IRS staff that the new language in sections 1401-1402
is not intended to require compliance with the standards. If so,appropriate changes need to be made to clarify the intention.

(900-1402(b))
(3246) -- Like earlier drafts, the proposed regulations require
that a contract proposal to IRS must include an assurance that the
contractor will maintain a data collection and reporting system
which is 'compatible' with the core Data Set Requirements (CDSR)
applicable to the program. Under the proposed regulations, a
contractor is not required to use the IHS data collection and
reporting system, provided that the system used 'provides for the
transmission of accurate and complete data ... as otherwise
required to meet the CDSR of the applicable IHS information
systems,' as well as requirements of the

Computer Security Act of1981, if the data collection and reporting system is automated.
However, IHS plans no special financial assistance to tribal
contractors to meet such requirements. An IHS representative has
explained this by stating that Congress lays additional reporting
requirements on IHS without providing additional resources. Ofcourse, compliance with such additional requirements on an IHS-wide basis may be much easier finance than in the case of a smallprogram.
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It appears that there is no incentive for tribal contractors
to issue their own reporting requirements. It is our impression
that the more the requirements differ from the CDSR, the more
likely it will be that agency staff will find it difficult to
match those requirements to agency reporting requirements. The
easier it is for agency officials to understand the operations of
a contracted program, the easier it will be for that agency to
identify program needs, and perhaps remedy them.

Changes to the CDSR are to be published as a general notice
in the Federal. Register. Regulatory changes to reporting
requirements under the CDSR imposed on tribal contractors are an
exception to for a violation of) the statutory requirement
prohibiting unilateral changes to self-determination contracts by
the Secretary.

Like earlier drafts the proposed regulations acknowledge that
the cost of meeting the requirements of this subpart are an
allowable cost under the contract. Unlike earlier drafts,
however, the regulation drafters have deleted language which
provided that if the costs for providing the data required by the
CDSR was not included in the program covered by a contract, the
Secretary was to 'endeavor' to provide such funding to the
contractor for these costs. The September 1990 Joint Draft had
required that the Secretary reimburse contractors for any
reasonable costs necessary to meet CDSR above and beyond those
costs included in the contract award. This provision should be
restored.

foram:mended Revision:
At the end of 900.1402(b) the following sentence should be

added:

(4) The Secretary shall reimburse the contractor for
any reasonable costs to comply with the cDSR beyond those
costs which were included in the program prior to the
effective date of theme regulations.

The proposed regulations require that the Secretary provide
technical assistance to enable contractors to convert their data
into the formats required by the IHS information systems. Earlier
drafts had included provision for funding to assist the contractor
in developing and implementing acceptable quality assurance
programs. We recommend the restoration cf this commitment which,
while subject to the availability of appropriations, nevertheless
reflects a good faith intent on the part of the Secretary to
address data collection needs.
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Tribal representatives supported language which would have
made the incorporation of program standards, data collection,
reporting and quality assuran_es subject to negotiation based on
local conditions, availability of funding, staffing and training
capacity, data processing capabilities, and the availability of
technical assistance. Tribal representatives pointed out that all
too often the Department imposes greater reporting requirements
without providing additional funds or assistance to aid tribes in
integrating the additional requirements into their performance
routine. This language should be included in § 900.1403.

decommended Rvisidwi
Section 900.1402(b) should be revised to include a sentence

which reads:

(5) The Secretary shall provide technical and
financial assistance to Contractors to enable them to
comply with the requirements of this section.

Fair and Uniform Provision of Service, (900.1404) (3246)
We recommend that the complex and confusing language in the
proposed regulations be deleted and the statutory requirement be
stated in the simple form found in the present BIA regulations.

C ddR lo
Replace 900.1404 with the following:

The contractor agr that any *civic's& or anistanc
to Indians under the contract shall be provided in fair
and uniform manner.

See discussion below under 5 900.1502.

SU3PART 0 - DiPARTKE/T OP THE INTERIOR PROGRAM STANDARDS

Under the new proposed regulations. exc.= when a contractor
can avatar," a 'variance' from existing Federal standards,
'contractors shall adhere to all program standards to which the
Federal agency is subject, ... including statutes, regulations.
orders, policies, agency manuals, guidelines, industry standards
and personnel qualifications.' to the extent that such standards
are referenced or set out in the contract or these regulations
'and have actually been observed by the government in its
operation of the particular program.' Now this last subjective
criterion is to be determined and by whom is not specified. While
the requirement is limited to requirements ' referenced or set out'
in the contract or regulations, this provision is an invitation to
the Department to impose boilerplate requirements to which the
agency. itself, is subject.

8 "i
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This language apparently seeks to reverse the 'burden of
proof' in a declination appeal which is placed on the government
elsewhere in the regulations. This provision is also a dramatic
reversal of existing regulatory language which makes clear that
inconsistencies between a contract proposal and BIA policies and
guidelines is not a basis for declination. See 25 C.F.R.
5 271.15(d). The proposed regulations limit, rather than enhance,
the ability of tribes to re-design a contracted program. This is
the exact opposite of what Congress intended. The Senate Select
Committee on Indian Affairs in the Report accompanying the 1988
Amendments said:

'Mlle Committee intends for the amendment to prevent
the Bureau of Indian Affairs from requiring tribal
contractors to adhere to standards or procedures
contained in the Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual. The
Committee amendment also prevents the Bureau of Indian
Affairs from requiring tribal contractors to utilize
financial, procurement, travel, and personnel systems or
procedures utilized by the Federal Government for the
internal operation of Federal agencies.

'It should be clear from the intent of the Indian Self-
Determination Act that the administrative procedures and
methods used by Federal agencies for their on internal
operations should not be imposed upon tribal
contractors.' S. Rep. No. 274, 20 (1987).

Rather than recognizing the individuality of Indian tribes
and drafting regulations which would allow for more, not leas,
flexibility, the proposed regulations impose uniformity as the
rule. A tribe will only be allowed the opportunity to do
something different when it can carry the burden of justifying an
exception. While such regulations would make the federal job of
determining contractor compliance easier, they thwart Congress-
goal of allowing Indian contractors to focus on butter serving the
needs of the Indian tribes and their members. The proposed
regulations do not, in the words of the Congress, 'move beyond the
tendency to develop 'generic' policies applicable to all tribes
regardless of needs or conditions. They impose uniformity and
rigid adherence to Federal guidelines and standards -- without
regard to whether they meet Indian needs.

The proposed regulations state that when a statute,
regulation, order, policy, manual, guideline or industry standard
or other requirement which is identified prior to contracting is
subsequently revised, the contractor must comply with the revised
standards unless the contractor 'satisfies' the Federal
contracting officer that compliance with the new standard would
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'materially increase its cost' under the contract and supplemental
funding is not available. This criterion is entirely subjective
and therefore subject to inconsistent application by contracting
officers. Revised orders, policies, manuals, guidelines or
industry standards should not be automatically applicable without
negotiation since the Act prohibits unilateral contract
modification by Interior.

Under the proposed regulations, a contractor may propose an
alternative means of meeting the performance level provided that
the Secretary finds that the alternative standards, (1) promote
the purposes of the Act, (2) meat the trust responsibility to
Indians. (3) assure the performance of functions or activities at
a level 'comparable' to that of the government. Requests for
variance may be submitted at the time of contracting, or as a
modification request. The regulations should be revised to make
clear that program standards are subject to negotiation and chat
the Department may not impose its own program guidelines as a
condition for contracting, but may only act to decline a proposal
(subj t to appeal and hearing) based cn the statutory declination
criteria and must carry the burden of proof that a standard on
which the agency insists is essential to avoid declination under
such criteria.

We recommend deleting section 1501(a) through (d) and
inserting the following in lieu thereof:

(a) Purpose and Scope

(1) This subpart eddr contract program
requirements. The Secretary's ruquiraments may be used in
evaluating proposals to determine whether to approve or
decline a contract.

(2) Where the Secretary determines that the
contract proposal as submitted will not produce minimum
satisfactory results in accord with the statutory
declination criteria, negotiations as well as technical
assistance will be used to avoid declination.

(J) Caner.' program requirements for
construction contracts are in Subpart J of this part;
special program requirements for particular Department of
the Interior construction programs may appear in this
subpart.

(b) 16mA/fie .tion of Program Requirement
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(1) The contract proposal shall identify the
program requirements to be used in carrytag out the
program to be contracted. Such program requirements shall
comply with applicable statutes.

Additional requirements utilized in the
Secretary's direct operation of his program may be found
in Departmental Manuals (DM) and shall be provided to
tribes upon request. The requirements will not be
unilaterally imposed on the tribes.

(2) Program requirements selected or developed
for a contract involving trust resources say not be less
than the Secretary adheres to at the time the proposal is
submitted. A program requirement selected may be higher
than that maintained by the Secretary, but such choice
must be identified in the contract.

(c) Program Requirement

The secretary shall not require a contractor to adhere
to any program requirements other than those identified in
the contract.

(d) Coordination of Programs

The Secretary shall coordinate the program(s) or
portion(m) thereof carried out by his, with those carried
out by a tribal contractor(s). A contract proposal shall
include an assurance that the Indian tribe or tribal
organization will coordinate its programa with the
procrea(e) or portion(m) carried out by the Secretary or
by other tribes or tribal organizations. The proposal
shall describe the methods for coordination with other
governments and organizations in carrying out the
contract, if appropriate.

To provide for the orderly transition in the delivery
of programs to individual Indians and Indian tribes, a
period of transition or co- sanagenent say be provided to
net the requirements of the Indian tribe and the
Secretary's responsibility. This period of transition
mul,t be executed within available funds by a cooperative
agvesment between the Indian tribe and the Secretary.

CilDflitta of Interest (900.1501(e)) (3247) -- The September.
1990 Joint Draft merely required that a contractor which operates
a trust resource program give an assurance that conflicts of
interest or apparent conflicts of interest would be avoided. Now,

coo
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under the proposed regulation, all tribal contractors and their
employees are, for all intents and purposes, treated as Federal
employees for conflicts purposes w.ittigut regard 1g the 'whip t
meteor Ri the rnntract. The proposed regulations impose upon
tribal contractors requirements which are more stringent than
requirements imposed upon procurement contractors.

Interior's insistence on policing intra-tribal matters is one
more example of the federal attempt to use the opportunity to
issue new regulations to narrow, rather than to enhance, tribal
autonomy. It reminds us of BIA's attempt to transfer an agency
superintendent on conflict-of-interest grounds when a tribe
elected his brother as tribal chairman. The Bureau insisted that
there must be a 'conflict' although there was no statutory or
regulatory basis for applying federal conflict of interest rules
to that case. Indeed, under federal conflict of interest
regulations. There km no conflict. The BIA lost in court. See
Polala Sioux Tribe v Andrus 603 F.2d 707, fn. 13 (1979). We
recommend a return to the ccmpromise language which was carefully
negotiated between federal and tribe) representatives and
incorporated in the 1990 Joint Draft.

Becommendod Rvisloni
We recommend that this section be deleted and a new paragraph

(e) be substituted in its place, as follows:

(a) Avoiding Conflicts of Interest

A contract proposal to enemata trust resource programs
shall include an assurance that conflicts of interest, or
appearances of conflict of interest will be avoided among
the contractor, contractor's employees, tribal governing
body, the client. being seived, and individual trust or
restricted property owners.

Fair and Uniform Froviginn of Cervirem (900.1502) (3248) --
The Interior Department appears to have used a provision similar
to the IBS standard set out in Subpart N concerning the Fair and
Uniform Provision of Services. In existing Interior regulations,
the Fair and Uniform Services clause is one sentence long. 'The
contractor agrees that any services or assistance provided to
Indians under the contract shall be provided in a fair and uniform
manner.' 41 C.F.R. 5 14H-70.617. Under the proposed regulations,
services must be provided under a contract 'consistent with
applicable priorities, policies, and regulations and shall make no
discriminatory distinction among beneficiaries.' A lengthy, but
non-exhaustive list of 'discriminatory distinctions' is then set
out. This more complex and restrictive language has been adapted
by Interior from present NIS regulations (48 C.F.R. 5 PHS 352.280
4(a) Clause No. 37).
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This change was developed in response to a congressional
directive to Itryas/ling 6313" requirements and increase tribal

flexiWiey. It certainly gives a new meaning to 'streamline' and
'flexibility'.

EARRiattnilitilRaftislat
We recommend elimination of 5 1502 and retention of the

current language set forth at 41 C.F.R. 5 14H-70.617, as follows:

The contractor agrees that any services or asmistence
provided to Indians under the contract shall be provided
in a fair and uniform manner.

SUBPART P REGULATION ADMINISTRATION

Farrieinarinn and Frenenrarion (900.1603) (3249) -- Under the
proposed regulations, except for cnanges to OHS Circulars.
regulations and other 'codified directives' referenced in these
regulations, the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of
DIMS are to consult with, and solicit the participation of, Indian
tribes and tribal organizations in developing amendments to these
regulations at least 60 days prior to presenting the proposed
amendment to the Congress. We view changes to OMB Circulars and
other referenced regulations to be just as significant, if not
more so, as regulation amendments. Such changes will normally be
made to circulars and regulations by agencies having no experience
in or authority over Indian matters with no consideration as to
whether such modifications benefit or harm Indian tribes. Under
the September 1990 Joint Draft, tribal contractors had the option
of whether to be bound by changes to OMB Circulars once its
contract was negotiated. Further protections were afforded tribes
by having such changes reviewed by the Secretary cnd tribes in
consultation. If it were found that the change was neither
detrimental to tribes nor inconsistent with the Act, the Secretary
would then amend the regulations to reflect the change.

We recommend replacing the language of the proposed
regulations with the compromise language included in the 1990
Joint Draft.

Waiver, (900.1605) (3249) -- The revised language authorizes
the Secretary to grant a waiver of 'any Federal contracting law or
regulation' as well as 'a provision of these regulations' for good
cause shown on the ground that the waiver in in the best interests
of persons to be served under the contract. When deciding whether
to grant a waiver request, the Secretary shall consider (1)
whether there are unusual circumstances which make the law or
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regulation inappropriate for the contract; or (2) whether the
waiver will alleviate 'substantial hardship.

Neither agency, however, permits a contractor to appeal the
denial of a waiver request, and waivers, when contained in a
contract proposal. 'may be considered separately from the proposal
at the discretion of the Secretary. The declination criteria
do not apply to such requests for waivers. This means that the
Secretary may decline a waiver request, even if granting it would
not result in unsatisfactory services, inadequate protection of
trust resources or prevent the completion of the services to be
contracted.

Under the proposed regulations, the initial decision on a
waiver request is final for the Department and, unlike current
regulations of the Interior Department, contain no time-frame by
which a decision must be rade. Tribes will, however, be notified
of the reasons for the denial although no appeal rights are
Provided them. In our opinion, a regulatory waiver request
included in a contract proposal may legally be declined only on
the basis of one of the three statutory declination criteria
(which under the third declination criterion would permit a
refusal to decline if the regulation proposed to be waived is
required by statutory law). Consequently, the proposed regulatory
clause on waivers is contrary to law and should be revised to
Provide that waiver requests will be approved unless declined
under the declination criteria.

Esconmended Revision,,
Delete the second and third sentences in 900.1605(a) and

insert the following:

For A specific contract or contracts, the Secretary
shall, when requested by a tribe or tribal organization in

contract proposal or contract modification proposal,
waive a federal contracting law or regulation provided,
however, that such a request may he declined in the manner
set forth in 900.207 and any such declination shall be
subject to appeal as provided in Subpart A. In
considering whether to decline a waiver request of a
contracting law on the ground stated in 900.207(b)(3) the
Secretary shall approve the request in the absence of a
specific finding that the application of the law in
question to the contract or contracts is consistent withthe government-to-government relationship between the
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United States and the Indian tribes and with the finding*
and policies, sat forth in sections 2 and l of the Act.

Sincerely,

Attachments

& WALKER

/ I
S Bobo Dean
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The discussion of contractibility in the proposed regulations
at 59 Fed. Reg. 3168 suggests that the scope of contractibility is
to be defined by reference to the Buckley v Vp1Pn 424 U.S. 1
(1975), line of cases, so that 'significant authority pursuant to
the laws of the United States' may constitutionally be exercised
only by Officers of the United States appointed pursuant to the
Appointments Clause of the Constitution. Reference is made to 'a
number of cases after Buckley' in which, it is said, the Supreme
Court has upheld de)egations only where the President 'retains
sufficient control.'

Curiously, no effort is made to explain how these Supreme
Court decisions bear upon any realistic hypothetical contracts
that might be entered into under Public Law 93-638. In fact,
these decisions have no conceivable bearing on contractibility.
very one of the cited decisions is concerned only with the
separation and/or delegation of powers among the Executive,
Legislative and Judicial branches. The issue in all of these
cases was the extent to which Executive-type functions could be
exercised by persons outside the Executive Branch misen_tbe person
peoformina rimer function, iv dninn so by virtue of
by some authority le.a Conover:) our,idp thp Frecutive Hrenrt

A good example of this is found in a recent decision by The
U.S. District Court for Oreg fdagglepipsdTra
Indian, of_Orpaon V United States. Civ. No. 92-1621-8U (D. Or.
Dec. 22, 1993). la= involved 5 2719(a) of IGRA which prohibits
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gaming on off-reservation lands acquired in trust by DOI after
October 17, 1988, and S 2719(b)(1)(A) which made the prohibition
inapplicable under certain conditions. These conditions were a
determination by the Secretary, after consultation with relevant
interests, including State and local officials, that a gaming
establishment on such land 'would be in the best interest of the
Indian tribe and its members, and would not be detrimental to the
surrounding community t nnly if rnor of FLe Genre In

11.

Seers .-arv's rlorommirt (emphasis added). Id. at 8 (citing
25 U.S.C. 5 2719(e)).

The District Court said the underlined language in the above
quote violated the Appointments Clause 'when it granted a state
governor veto power over a discretionary determination made by an
agency of the Executive Branch legislatively charged with making
that determination. Id. at 24. In reaching this decision the
court observed that the Appointments Clause "specifically
addresses separation of powers between Congress and the Executive
Branch,' and that its 'core concern is to ensure that executive
power remains independent.' Id. at 18. These principles were
violated when 'Congress, in effect unconstitutionally empowered
the Governor to act as if she were an officer of the United States
appropriately appointed by Congress to 'serve' pursuant to federal
statute and to exercise significant authority over federal govern-
ment actions through a congressional grant of power. id. at 17.

Clearly, it is not the exercise of an executive function by
an outsider that runs afoul of the Appointments Clause; it is the
fact that the outsider was an agent of the Congress. not the
Executive. If Congress had enacted a statute that simply autho-
rized the Secretary to grant exceptions to the prohibition in
S 2719(a) in accordance with such rules as he might promulgate,
and the Secretary promulgated a rule identical to the language in
S 2719(171(1)(AI giving the Governor a veto over the Secretary's
determination, this would not implicate the AppointMents Clause
because there would be no impingement on the separation of powers
principle.

The use of the Barkley lino of authority in the proposed
regulations to limit the scope of contractibility flies in the
face of long established and accepted authority and federal prac-
tice. The Atomic Energy Commission and its successors, including
the Department of Energy, have from the beginning used management
and operating contractors to run all phases. including construc-
tion, of its national laboratories and other major facilities and
Programs. Similarly, it is a well-known fact that the mainstream
of the space program is managed and operated by contractors.
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In a 1969 article, we find an appendix setting forth an AEC
'management contract document' of the kind then in Use. The con-
tract recites that the Government engages the contractor to
manage, operate, and maintain the Government-owned facilities

'in accordance with such directions and
instructions not inconsistent with this con-
tract which the Commission may deem necessary
and give to the Contractor from time to time.
In the absence of applicable directions and
instructions, the Contractor will use its best
judgment, skill, and care....'

Biestand F Flortheim(
Bar J. 67, 103 (1969).

. 29 Fed.

The responsibilities of the contractor explicitly include
Jrocurement 'by subcontract (of] the construction of new
facilities or the alteration or repair of Government-owned
facilities.' /gi at 103.

Although the Government has the full power to supervise and
control all aspects of the contractor's work, the principle under-
lying such contracts is that the contractor is expected to operate
in a largely independent way so that the Government will have the
full benefit of its managerial and technical expertise.

In 1982, the Supreme court, in United States
455 U.S. 720 (1982) considered whether the intimacy of the con-
tractual relationship between such contractors and the Government
protected the contractors from State use taxes. The Court held
unanimously that the contractors were required to pay the tax
(although they would be reimbursed by the Government). Justice
Blackmun wrote the Court's decision. noting that '(w]hile subject
to the general direction of the Government, the contractors are
vested with substantial autonomy in their operations and
procurement practices.' Id. at 723.

Nothing in the Borblev line of cases has any relevance to the
question of what functions the executive branch may contract out.
Where an agency of the Executive Branch enters into a contract,
the contractor performs its function for, and in effect as an
extension of, the Executive Branch, and is subject to the control
of the Executive Branch to the extent provided in the contract.

Nothing in the cited decisions bars an agency of the
Executive Branch from contracting with a private party to manage
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the development or conduct of major Federal programs; from
retaining private law firms to litigate on behalf of the United
States: or operates as a bar to any P.L. 93-438 contract that has
a realistic subject matter. We are not aware __ any instance
(other than the present proposed regulations) in which the Murkier
line of decisions has been cited as a basis for limiting the scope
of executive agency contracting.

Iodeed, it is significant that in 199', the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget issued a Policy Letter (57 Fed. Reg. 45103) on
inherently governmental functions to provide guidance to the
departments and agencies as to which functions are inherently
governmental, i.e., must be performed only by government per-
sonnel; and which are contractible, but so closely support
Government personnel in their performance of inherently Govern-
mental functions that their terms and performance of the contracts
require closer scrutiny and monitoring. It is particularly
significant, that this Policy letter makes no reference to the
ButAlfy line of cases or to the Appointments Clause.

The OMB Policy letter clearly does not involve bright-line
distinctions, but calls for review of the totality of the cir-
cumstances in each case to assess such factors as the role of the
contractor in making decisions and the locus of the ultimate
decision-making. The erroneous application of the BULB/IX prin-
ciples produces arbitrary bright-line distinctions as co whether a
part-cular function 'involves the exercise of significant autho-
rity pursuant to the laws of the United States.' the answer to
this question can always be 'yes' if the agency does not want to
contract.

In short, Buckley and its prodigy arts totally irrelevant and
inapplicable to the question of contractibility under P.L. 93-630.
Whether or not a particular function is contractible should be
decided case-by-case on the basis of the totality of the circum-
stances, including particularly whether the P.L. 93 -638 contract
can be drafted in a manner that will adequately protect the
Government's interest (such as its 'trust responsibility' to the
Indians). The reliance by the agencies on the irrelevant Burklev
line of cases suggests that at least some of the officials of
these agencies are seeking by any means, including grossly mis-
leading interpretations of the law, to protect the Indian service
bureaucracy against the federal policy of Indian self-
determination.
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ATTACHMENT B

POMS.INO Orr/CC

Section 7(b)(1) of the Indian Self-Determination Act ('P.L.
638') provides that any contract or grant, or sub-contract or sub-
grant, under that Act or any other federal act for the benefit of
Indians must require a preference for training and employment of
Indians to the greatest extent feasible. Section 7(b)(2) requires
that preference in the award of such sub-contracts and sub-grants
be given to Indian organizations and Indian-owned economic
enterprises. The proposed joint regulations reflect a disagree-
ment between the Department of the Interior ('DOI*) and the
Department of Health R Human Services ("MHS') as to whether the
Indian preference must be without regard to tribal affiliation.
The disagreement stems from the DOI solicitor's 1986 and 1992
opinions that the Section 7(b)(1) and 7(b)(2) preferences,
respectively, must be implemented without regard to tribal
affiliation.

I. HicToRY OF THE 92113a/JLEILIBTIQNLJal=1

1964: Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits
discriminatory employment practices, but exempts employers on or
near an Indian reservation with respect to a publicly announced
practice for giving employment preference to Indians living on or
near a reservation. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 2004(e).

1975 (January): P.L. 638 was enacted with Indian preference
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provisions in Section 7(b).

1975 (November): DOI promulgated 25 CPR 271-277 implementing
Section 7(b)'s Indian preference requirements, but added a pro-
sion that 'a tribal governing body may develop its own Indian
preference requirements to the extent that such requirements are
not inconsistent with ...(Section 7(b)).'

1976: On June 25, 1974, the Department of Labor (IDOL')
published proposed amendments, which were adopted later in 1976,
to 41 CFR adding a new Section 60-1.5(6) which fmr the first time
introduced an Indian exemption from the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Contract Compliance regulations. In the discussion of the
proposed amendment at 41 Fed. Reg. 26229, it was stated that the
propcsed amendment would parallel Section 703(i) of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act. and that neither the Indian preference obligations of
P.L. 93 -638 contractors, nor the Indian preference provisions of
25 CFR Parts 271-277, would be altered. HOwever, language was
added without explanation or comment that the preference 'shall
not ... discriminate among Indiana of the basis of religion, sex,
or tribal affiliation ...

1984 (April): DOI promulgated 48 CFR 1404.70 and 1452.204-70
and 72 which require an Indian preference clause in certain DOI
contracts, but not in P.L. Ala graltrar.r.a, which clause includes
the 'tribal affiliation' language. Ln addition, however, 48 cFR
1404.7005 authorizes supplementation of the clause by specific
tribal preference requirements. The preamble to the Federal
Regulations publication of the proposed rule at 44 Fed. Req.
62511-62512 (1979) states that no such tribal preference require-
ment, including one based on tribal affiliation may be inconsis-
tent with the intent of P.L. 638 or hinder the government's right
to award or administer contracts.

198: (May 16): The EEOC issued a Policy Statement signed by
its chairman, Clarence Thomas. on Indian Preference Under Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act (8 SNA Labor Rel. Rep. (Fair Employ-
ment Practices Manual) 405:4647, at 6653-54. One aspect con-
sidered was that of 'Tribal. Affiliation.' The Statement referred
to Section 7(b) of P.L. 638 and to she regulations in 48 CFR
'issued by the Department of Interior governing the implementation
of Section 7(b).' It also referred to the regulations issued by
the Office of Federal -ontract Compliance of the DOI. at 41 CFR
Section 60-1.586 which prohibited preferences that discriminated
on the basis of tribal affiliation. The MCC stated that 'al-
though Title 7 is silent in this regard, the Commission considers
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the prohibition expressed in these regulations to best serve the
purposes intended by Section 703(i)' of the Civil Rights Act. In
EEOC's view. Congress intended in enacting Section 103(i) to
encourage the extension of employment opportunities to Indians
generally without allowing discrimination among Indians of
different tribes

The Statement notes that there may be de facto discrimination
in favor of members of a particular tribe who live on or near the
particular reservation on which an employer affording the pre-
ference operates. It notes that under such circumstances the
preference may operate to favor members of that tribe without
disadvantaging members of ocher tribes who do not live on or near
that reservation. Nevertheless, the bottom line of the Policy
Statement is that extension of employment preference on the basis
of tribal affiliation is in conflict with Section 703(i).

A passage at the end of the Statement 'emphasizes that only
'employers' within the meaning of Title VII are affected by the
Commission's position, and that since tribes are exempt under
Title VII, preferences based on tribal affiliation under the
employment practices of an Indian trilt do not violate the Act.'
Thus, under the EEOC Statement, when a tribe itself is the P.L.
638 contractor, its preferences for its own members would not
violate Title VII.

II. . am. ' 11.1'

In an opinion, dated July 21, 1986, the Associate Solicitor,
Indian Affairs, considered a question raised by Peabody Coal Com-
pany as to whether a Navajo ordinance requiring employers to give
preference to Navajos, rather than to Indians generally, violated
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. The Associate Solicitor did
not really answer this question, since Peabody had also put the
question to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission which had
lead responsibility for interpretation of Title VII. The Asso-
ciate Solicitor deferred to EEOC, which apparently got rid of this
question without any published ruling.

The opinion of the Associate Solicitor does, however. make
clear his view that it is unlawful to take tribal affiliation into
account for purposes of implementing Indian preference. This is
accomplished largely by reference to the applicability of the
Navajo ordinance to federal contractors. Referring to the Indian
preference provisions of P.L. 93-638, the Associate Solicitor dis-
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cussed the DOL regulations at 41 CFR Part 60-1 under the equal
opportunity contract compliance program (8.O. 11246) admin-stered
by DOL. As discussed above, these regulations required an eqUal
employment opportunity clause in government contracts, but pro-
vided an exemption essentially identical to that in Title VII,
:more, except that it also included a omit ,n barring discrimi-
nation among Indians 'on the basis of religi s, sex, or tribal
affiliation.' 41 CFR 60-1.5(6). The Associate Solicitor's opinion
concluded that 'federal contractors would violate this provision
if they granted employment preference to Navajo. and not to other
Indians.'

The Associate Solicitor then went on to say that P.L. 93-638
contains Indian preference provisions, and that DO/ 'implementing
provisions at 48 CFR Subpart 1404.70 Sections 1452.201-71, (sic)
1452.204.72 require the insertion of an Indian preference clause
in eertain Interior Department contracts (emphasis added).'l The

supposedly required clause is quoted and includes the 'regardless
of ... tribal affiliation' language. The Associate Solicitor then
recognizes the fact that 48 CFR 1494.7006 authorizes the federal
Indian preferences to be supplemented by specific Indian pre-
ference requirements of the tribe on whose reservation the con-
tract is to be performed. To protect his view as to the unlaw-
fulness of tribal affiliation preferences, however, the Associate
Solicitor claims that the preambular discussion in the Federal.,
Reaioter publication of the final version of the regulations (44
Fed. Reg. 62511-12 (19791 'makes it clear that this provision is
not intended to authorize a tribe to impose a ... preference based
on tribal affiliation which is inconsistent with the federal
regulations."2

By Letter of October 18, 1992, the Associate Solicitor res-
ponded to a request by a Department of Education attorney for
DOI'S position on the permissibility of tribal preference re-

1 The regulations in 40 CM can not now be regarded as implementing
P.L. 03-638 for the simple reason that the provisions in 44 CFR are
explicitly inapplicable to P.L. 93-638 contracts (except in the limited
case of construction contracts and. even in that case, the Secretary may
waive any PAR provision inappropriate or inconsistent with P.L. 93-830).

2 We find no such reference to 'federal regulations' in the cited Fodorel

&tail= t 1 1 The Federal flecrierer materiel does refer to the

requirement for consistency with Section 7 (b) of P.L. 674 (even though the
regulations in 48 CFR are inapplicable to P.L. 638 contracts).
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quirements with respect to Section 7(b)(2) of P.L. 93-638. She
referred to the three provisions in 48 CFR referred to above as
*implementing regulations' 3 requiring insertion of an Indian
preference clause which is quoted in part, and which includes the
'regardless of tribal affiliation' language. However, a
footnote in her letter states that the so-called implementing
regulations under 48 CFR chapter 14 are inapplicable to P.L. 93-
638 contracts and solicitations.

The footnote then mentions that COI regulations for P.L. 93-
638 contracts are to $2 found in 25 CFR Section 271.44, 41 CFR
Section 14H-70.608, and 41 CFR Sec. 14H-70.610 (none of which,
incidentally, includes the 'tribal affiliation' language).
Weirdly. the next sentence in the footnote observes that the
Associate Solicitor s conclusions with respect to preferences
based on tribal affiliation 'with respect to regulations under 48
CFR Chapter 14 (which, it will be recalled, are inapplicable to
P.L. 638 con-tracts) also apply to the regulations nnder 25 CFR
Sec. 271.4 and 41 CFR Part 14H-70' (which, as noted in the first
sentence or this paragraph, do apply to P.L. 93-638 contracts but
do not contain the 'tribal affiliation' language).

Finally, it is stated that it would be inconsistent for pre-
ferences based on tribal affiliation to be prohibited for purposes
of section 7(b)(1) and permitted for purposes of Section 7(b)(2).
The prohibition for purposes of Section 7(b)(1) is said to be
based on the July 21. 1986 letter's determination that the DOI
regulations in 48 CFR prohibit preferences based on tribal affili-
ation for purposes of Section 7(b)(1). This is remarkable in view
of the footnote statement in the letter that the regulations in 48
CFR do not apply at all to P.L. 638 contracts.

III e.

THE APPLICATION OF SFCTION 7(bi

The Section 703(i) exemption from Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act of publicly announced preference for hiring Indians
living on or near a reservation by employers on or near the
reservation was the only Indian preference law for more than e
decode, (other than 25 U.S.C. 5 47 an old law applicable to the
intnnior Department) and there was no limitation relating to
tribal affiliation. When enacted in 1975, P.L. 93-638 included an

3 see rote 1, sinner
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explicit Indian preference provision, without any hint that
preferences based on tribal affiliation would be barred. Indeed,
in November of 1975, the Interior Department issued regulations
that iDtAL Alia implemented Section 7(b) of P.L. 93-638, and added
an explicit clause permitting tribes to supplement the Section
7(b) preference with their own Indian preference requirements (25
C.F.R. SS 271-2771. It is difficult to conclude that the prin-
cipal purpose of such aux:lamentation would be anything other than
a tribal preference, within the Indian preference, for members of
the particular tribe or persons living on or near the reservation.

Prior to 1976, the Department of Labor regulations implement-
ing the executive orders barring discrimination, and requiring
affirmative action, in government contracts and subcontracts did
not contain any exemption for Indians. Such an exemption was
introduced into the DOL regulations in 1976 with the addition of a
new provision, 41 C.P.R. S 60-1.5(6). When notice of this pro-
posed addition was published in the Federal Register the Depart-
ment of Labor characterized it as being parallel to that in Sec-
tion 703(1) of the Civil Rights Act, and asserted that neither the
Indian preference obligations of P.L. 93-638 contractors, nor the
DOI regulations implementing that Public Law would be altered.
This suggests that the Labor Department believed that this new
Provision with respect to Indian preference would not be
applicable to P.L. 93-638 contractors. This hypothesis is
supported by the fact that some 17 years after the DOI. provision
on 'tribal affiliation' was added, the Interior Department has
still not modified its Part 25 regulations implementing P.L. 93-
638 to add similar language.

Indeed, the fact that Interior promulgated regulations in
1984 requiring Indian preference clauses, including the 'tribal
affiliation' language, in contracts other than those under P.L.
93-638, (48 CFR SS 1404.70 and 72) suggests that Interior itself
believed the 'tribal affiliation' language would be inconsistent
with the intent of P.L. 93-638. On the other hand, the Associate
Solicitor used these provisions in the 1992 opinion to 'bootstrap'
its way to a conclusion that a P.L. 93-638 contractor's preference
based on tribal affiliation would be in violation of law.
Similarly, the 1992 EEOC Policy Statement 'bootstraps' on the
basis of these provisions and those in 41 C.F.R. 5 60-1.586

The EEOC sees in the 'tribal affiliation' prohibitions of 48
CFR SS 1404.7000, et sta. and 1452.204-71 and 72 provisions that
'best serve' the purposes of Section 703(i) of the Civil Rights
Act, i.e., extending employment opportunities to Indiana generally
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without allowing discrimination among Indians of different tribes.
But the real issue is not the surmised purposes of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964; it is the purposes of P.L. 93-638, and the
answer on this seems much more obvious.

It is probably correct to say that one of the purposes of
Section 711(i) of the Civil Rights Act was to help Indians
generally without allowing discrimination among Indians of
different tribes, but the purpose of P L. 93-638 was to give
greater opportunities for self-government to trj,kel generally,
than existed under prior law.4 Tribes were to be freed from the
prolonged Federal domination of Indian service programs' which,
according to section 2(a) of P.L. 93-638 has served to retard
rather than enhance the progress of Indian people.' Indians
through their tribal governments were to be given 'an effective
voice in the planning and implementation of programs for the
benefit of Indians which are responsioe to the true needs of
Indian communities.' Congress furthe found that 'the Indian
people will never surrender their det t to control their rela-
tionships both among themselves and w Anon-Indian governments,
organizations and persons.'

Opportunities for Indians under P.L. 93-638 wen derivative
from those afforded their tribes. It is clear that Indian self-
determination was linked with economic development of tribal
lands, which in turn would 'create jobs and support businesses on
Indian lands.' S. Rep. No. 100-274 (1988). It was contemplated
that self-determination contracts would result in jobs for members
of the contracting tribe, which is, of course, consistent with
giving employment preferences for members of that tribe. This
would appear to be the case regardless of whether the tribe itself
were the contractor or en instrumentality of the tribe, i.e., a
'tribal organization,' were the vehicle.

In short. the question is whether the allowability of pre-

4 The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs stated in its report on the
legislation enacted in 1988 to wand the original P.L. 638:

The change in the statement of policy tin Section 1021 is intended
to ... emphasize the need for th. Federal government to recognize
the diversity of individual Indian tribes. It is also intended to
emphasize the need for the Federal government to consider tribal
needs on a tribe-by-tribe basis, and to move beyond the tendency
to develop 'generic policies applicable to all tribes regardless
of needs or conditions ... S. Rep. No. 100-274 (1908) 16.
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ferences, based on tribal affiliation, should be determined b3 the
Indians themselves through their recognized tribal government:, or
whether the agencies, without a single word of support in the
language of section 7(b) itself, may decide that question by
federal fiat. If the agencies heed the clear purposes and intent
of P.L. 93-638, there can be only one answer -- Tribes should
decide.

Obviously, this interpretation is completely consistent with
'Indian preference,' and it provides a natural. effortless reading
of the statutory provision. The Indian preference is completely
intact, although there may be a first preference to members of the
contracting tribe. Giving the contracting tribe the right to pro-
vide a first preference to its own members can hardly be said to
violate Indian preference. At the very most. it might be said, as
EEOC suggested in its Policy Statement, to produce some discrimi-
nation among Indians of different tribes. but this type of minor
discrimination seems to be contemplated by P.L. 93-638, at least
when it is mandated by tribal government. The DOI interpretation
in the proposed joint regulations may make sense with respect to
contracts other than those under P.L. 93-638. With respect to P.L.
93-638 contracts, however, it represents a strained reading that
(1) does not rest on any kind of logical or intellectual footing,
(2) operates at cross-purposes with the statute, (3) has never
been justified by DOI, DOL. or EEOC in any reasoned manner, and
(4) is contradicted by DOI's own regulations authorizing tribal
preferences.

In short our conclusion that a P.L. 93-638 contractor's
preference for members of its own tribe. or residents on or near
the reservation, is neither inappropriate nor unlawful so long as
a second preference is given to Indians generally. This
conclusion is supported by the commentary in Felix S. Cohen's
HandboOk gf Federal Indian Law which asserts at page 672 that
federal civil rights statutes 'should not extend to tribes
discriminating between their members and others' (citing fishet
District Quirt 424 U.S. 382 (1976) and glattPry Ica Arapahoe

'Thilkal Council, 453 F.2d 278 (10th Cir. 1971).
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